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FOREWORD 
This document, though an official release of the Apollo Program Office, is furnished 
for information purposes only. Its purpose is to create awareness, stimulate interest 
and further promote understanding in the art and science of making real-life forecasts 
and their subsequent utilization in the control of space vehicle weight and performance 
throughout the Apollo Program. 
This book is primarily intended for those in the Apollo Program who are responsible 
for the administration, design, development, manufacture, and test of the Apollo Sys-
tem. New theorems have been developed, as well as application of proven techniques 
but more importantly, a weight/performance forecasting methodology has been devel-
oped and automated. The text emphasizes the utilization of forecasting devices as ap-
plied to space vehicle weight and performance since these two parameters are of vital 
interest to all levels of management as well as technical personnel. Further, weight 
is tangible and readily measurable and can be readily related to performance . 
The text provides, to those who wish to apply the developed methodology, all details 
necessary to do so and includes the mathematical development, computer program 
user's manuals and necessary instructions and procedures. 
Forecasts and Appraisals for Management Evaluation text is intended to be a construc-
tive aid to the NASA Apollo team in assisting them in the weight and performance area. 
~ ~~ ' 
Samuer~~~ 
Major General, USAF 
Director , Apollo Program 
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The purpose of Volume II of the Structural Systems aT1d Program Decisions document 
is to present a detail ed description of the programming of the Structural Weight Opti-
mization Program (SWOP) under executive control. Individual subprograms related 
to SWOP are also described in detail. 
1. 2 CONTE TS 
A general description of the SWOP program and its various subprograms is contained 
in Volume 1 , The ser's Manual. Engineering analyses for the optimization of these 
subprograms are found in the appendices to Volume 1. 
Volume II , therefore , supplements these general descriptions with more detail ed pro-
gramming information. Details of mathematical techniques such as iterations used in 
the procedures for optimizing each construction and instructions for corrective meas-
ures are provided. 
Section 2 details the organization and description of the Executive Control Program. 
The STRESS subprogram is covered in Section 3 and the construction subprograms 
are found in Section 4. These are followed by the subroutines developed for the single-
face corrugation, semi-monocoque and the integral ring and stringer stiffened con-
struction subprograms. Each section contains flow charts which can be used for plan-
ning purposes to provide expansions and additions to the program which is highly 
modular in design. 
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2.1 ORGANI ZATIO N 
SECTION 2 
EXEC UTIVE CONTROL PROGRAM 
The executive con tr ol program consists of a main controlling program, and a series 
of modules. Each module is designed to perform a particular task . The main pro-
gram guides the flow of control through the necessary modules as it decides which se-
quence of operations is required to perform the user-specified task. A listing of 
available options, and a disc ussion of the executive control program philosophy and 
the advantages of executive control program organization is given in Section 4 and 
Appendix D of the User's Manual. This section is concerned primarily with the pro-
gra mming details. 
A fl ow chart sho wing the hookup of modules is illustrated in Figure 2-1. These mod-
ules can be altered to fit the overlay scheme at the user's computer facility. 
2. 2 DESCRIPTIO N 
The following variables are used in the executive control program. 
2.2.1 COl\IMON/ NIATPRO/ PROP (12 , 16) , TPROP (12, 5 , 10) EC, SY, SU, SIO, 
SI85 , TEMP 
This common block is used for storing material properties . The array PROP (12 , 16) 
contains material properties according to the following code. 
2. 2. 1. 1 PROP (I, J) 
PROP (I, J) = the actual property, where: 
a. I = metal index (1 to 12). 
1 ::;, Aluminum 
2 • Aluminum 
3 ::;, Aluminum 
4 • Aluminum 
5 • Titanium 
6 ::;, Steel 
7 • Magnesium 









\JAi\' \100 !" 1.E 
+ C on tai ns Programs + 
!"\PC T Ol" TPl.T \IOD CI. E 
XQTJVE 
R E . \D11 I.OOP \1001 I .E 
Contains programs SETTl\1 (For 70('-l Inte r va I Contains the prograrns 
CASE! \' T inwr) I .OOP 
\IATR!X TEM Bl _;; (B J<H·k Data ) DIVIDE 
CRL"\CH l'iTERP 
1 !·'..•\ pl 11 s th<• mon<lC'Oque con -
! structio11 prngran1s \10"\\I..\S l 5,., . \l!IF. r\ ll 5(•, t ion - \10,0, T -l 
-
TRESS \TODL"I.E ,__ 
Contains the stress WAFFLE iVTODl"I. E 
resultant program Contains programs 
STRESS and its common t o both SI:\'Gl .F.-FACE 
subroutines wafflC' -1 5° and COHRJ"GAT!O, (D escribed in \ JODI I.E waffl e 90° 
Section 3) (Desc ri bed in C ontains single - facC' 
Section -1 c o r rugati11n progran1s 
See S,·c t ion -1 
t 
! 
\\'AFFI.E 45° \!ODl"J . E 110"\JEYCO\ IB l\TODL"I.E El\1D10"\0CCQC E 
r on lains programs for Con tain s hon<' ycom b 
MODL' I.E 
45° waffle con structio11 - sandwi ch programs C ontai n s s em imonocoque 
See Section -1 See Section -1 constru tion s ubprogram s 
t'C' Sec t ion --1 
WAFFLE 9 '1° MOD U LE 
OPE:\"-FACE INTEGRA LLY STI F FE !\ED 
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Figure 2-1 . Flow Chart of Module Hookup 
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b. 
8 • Stainless Steel 
9 • Berylium 
PH15-17MO 
Y5804-QMV5 
10 } 11 blanks left for expansion 12 
J = property index, where: 
1 • material density 
2 • Poisson's ratio for material 
3 • monocoque minimum skin thickness 
4 • honeycomb minimum face thickness 
5 ,rnffle minimum rib thickness 
6 • ,rnffle minimum skin thickness 
7 • corrugation minimum skin thickness 
8 • corrugation minimum corrugation thickness 
9 • corrugation minimum ring thickness 
10 • semi -monocoque minimum skin thickness 
11 integral stiffened minimum skin thickness 
12 =;:, integral stiffened minimum stringer thickness 
13 
14 
15 blanks left for future expansion 
16 
2.2.1.2 TPROP (I,J,K) 
TPROP (I , J, K) = the material property with: 
a. metal index (1 to 12), as for 2. 2. 1.1. I = 






E , the Young's modulus 
C 
a- , the yield stress y 
a-ult ' the ultimate stress 
a- , the secant yield stress at 70 percent E 
0 C 
a- , the secant yield stress at 85 percent E 
85 C 
c. the index of the temperature (1 to 10) at which the material prop-K = 
erty is given. Presently, K = 1 to 9 is used, with temperatures of 




E = Young's modulus returned by subroutine INTERP for temperature given in TEMP . C 
2.2.1.4 SY 
SY = yield stress of material r e turned by INTERP. 
2.2.1.5 SU 
SU = ultimate stress returned by INTERP. 
2. 2. 1. 6 SIO 
SIO = secant modulus at 70 percent of E returned by INTERP. 
C 
2 . 2.1. 7 SI85 
SI85 = secant modulus at 85 percent of E returned by INTERP . 
C 
2. 2.1. 8 TEMP 
TEMP = temperature input to INT ERP routine for finding of material properties. 
2. 2. 2 COMMON/ USES/ NSUS (6), NMUS (7) 
2. 2. 2. 1 NSUS (1) 
NSUS (1) = the total number of subprograms to be entered into the matrix leaders . 
2. 2. 2 . 2 NSUS (2 to 6) 
NSUS (2 to 6) = the actual subprogram indices for this matrix (up to a total of 5) 
(see below) . 
2.2.2.3 NMUS(l) 
NMUS (1) = the total number of materials to be entered into the matrix leaders. 
2 2. 2. 4 NMUS (2 to 7) 
NMUS (2 to 7) = the actual material indices for this matrix (up to a total of 6). 
2-4 
Subprogram indices follow the code: 
1 • monocoque 
2 =;, honeycomb sandwich 
3 • 45-degree waffle 
4 =;, 90 -degree waffle 
5 =;, no-face corrugation 
6 =;, single-face corrugation 
7 • semi -monocoque 
8 • integral ring and stringer stiffened 
9 } 10 blanks left for expansion 
2. 2 . 3 COMMON/ LOOPER/ NSP (10 , 8) 
2 . 2. 3. 1 SP (I, 1) 
NSP (I, 1) = signal for whether subprogram I is to be included in the present loop. 
SP (I , 1) = 2 ::;, signal is "on." 
SP (I , 1) = 0 • signal is "off." 
2 . 2.3.2 NSP (I,2) 
NSP (I , 2) = total number of materials to be included in the loop for construction sub-
program I (up to 6 materials). 
2. 2. 3. 3 NSP (I, 3) to NSP (I, 8) 
NSP (I, 3) to NSP (I , 8) = the actual indices of the materials to be run with subprogram I. 
2.2.4 COMMON/ IDBLOK/ ID (50 , 2), !COUNT, ITSP, ITMAT 
2.2.4 . 1 ID(I,l) 
ID (I, 1) = discontinuity at which the 11 1th11 structural unit being considered in this job 
is located. For heads , this is the discontinuity at which it is attached to the wall of 
the vehicle. For conical sections , this is the discontinuity at the bottom of the station. 
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2.2.4.2 ID(I,2) 
ID (I, 2) = a signal which indicates the type of the "Ith,, structural unit in this job. 
ID (I, 2) = 1 • conical section 
2 • bottom head 
= 3 =;:, top head 
2 . 2. 4. 3 !COUNT 
!COUNT = the number indicating the sequence in this job of the structural unit presently 
under consideration. For example, !COUNT = 5 indicates that we are presently opti-
mizing the fifth structural section in this job. 
2.2.4.4 ITSP 
ITSP = index of construction subprogram presently under consideration. 
2. 2. 4. 5 ITMAT 
ITMA T = index of material presently under consideration. 
2.2.5 COMMON/BLURBl/ LRUN, LPHASE, NTANKS, DH, Gl, G2, HP {10), 
HD (10), STIME; ETIME, KHYDRO, XMEMBR 
This is a labeled common into which run and phase headers are read from the STRESS 
restart tape. The variables presently used by the executive control program from 
this common are as follows. 
2. 2. 5. 1 LRUN 
LRUN = run number. 
2. 2. 5. 2 LPHASE 
LPHASE = phase number. 
2. 2. 5. 3 NTANKS 
NT ANKS = number of tanks. 
2.2 . 5.4 HP (I) 
HP (1) = effective pressure of tank I. 
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2. 2. 5. 5 HD (I) 
HD (I) = test fluid density for tank I. 
2. 2. 5. 6 STIME 
STE\IE = time of start of flight. 
2. 2. 5. 7 ETIME 
ETIME = time of end of flight. 
2. 2. 5. 8 KHYDRO 
KHYDRO = signal for hydrostatic test. 
2. 2. 5. 9 KMEMBR 
KMEMBR = (Not used in this version of the program) 
2.2.6 COMMON/ BLURB2/NTB, NTY, !MET, A, B, C, NAIL, !TAN, VSUB 
This is a labeled common into which information for each structural section is read. 
The following variables are used by the executive control program and its subprograms. 
2. 2. 6.1 NTB 
NTB = number of stations considered for this structural section. 
2. 2. 6. 2 NTY 
NTY = signal indicating type of this structural section. 
NTY = - 1 • conical section 
= 0 • bottom head 
= + 1 =;, top he ad 
2. 2. 6. 3 A 
A = semimajor axis, if this is an ellipsoidal head. 
2.2.6.4 B 
B = semiminor axis, if this is an ellipsoidal head. 
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2.2.6.5 C 
C = height of this ellipsoidal head. 
2. 2. 6. 6 NAIL 
NAIL = discontinuity for this structural unit. 
2. 2. 6. 7 VSUB (Not used in this version of the program) 
2. 2. 6. 8 ITA (Not used in this version of the program) 
2. 2. 7 COMMON/ TSTORE/UPD (400, 17) 
2.2 .7.1 UPD(I,J) 
UPD (I, J) = information about each station for this structural unit, where I = station 
number (I may assume values from 1 to NTB). 
2.2.7.2 UPD (I,l) 
UPD (I, 1) = height at station I. 
2. 2. 7. 3 UPD (I, 2) 
UPD (I , 2) = N , the axial stress for maximum membrane load (picked over time) at X 
this station. "+" sign indicates tension. "-" sign indicates compression . 
2. 2. 7. 4 UPD (I, 3) 
UPD (I, 3) = N , the hoop stress for maximum membrane load at this station. y 
2. 2. 7. 5 UPD (I, 4) 
UPD (I, 4) = radius at station I. A negative sign is given here if the hydrostatic test 
was the governing design condition at this station. 
2. 2. 7. 6 UPD (I, 5) 
UPD (I, 5) = ✓Nx 2 - NxNy 
2.2.7.7 UPD (I,6) 
+ N 2 for maximum membrane load at station I. y 
UPD (I, 6) = time in flight at which maximum membrane load occurred. 
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2.2.7.8 UPD a, 7) 
UPD (I, 7) = N (b), the maximum buckling load (over time) at station I. 
X 
2. 2 . 7. 9 UPD a, 8) 
UPD (I, 8) = N (b) , the loop load corresponding to the maximum buckling load. y 
2. 2. 7. 10 UPD a, 10) 
UPD (I, 10) = time in flight at which maximum buckling load occurs. 
2.2.7.11 UPD a,11) 
UPD (I, 11) = N (d), corresponding to UPD (I, 13). 
X 
2. 2. 7. 12 UPD a, 12) 
UPD (I , 12) = N (d), corresponding to UPD (I, 13). y 
2. 2. 7. 13 UPD (I, 13) 
UPD (I, 13) = maximum algebraic quantity over time of (N + N ) . Remember that 
X y 
signs are considered on all the stresses. This is a loading condition that must be con-
sidered for waffle construction stability, and is popularly called the "greatest differ-
ence load." 
2.2.7.14 UPD a,14) 
UPD (I, 14) = time in flight at which maximum "greatest difference load" occurs. 
2. 2. 7. 15 UPD a, 15) 
UPD (I, 15) = temperature at time of maximum membrane load. 
2. 2. 7. 16 UPD (I, 16) 
UPD (I, 16) = temperature at time of maximum buckling load. 
2. 2. 7 . 1 7 UPD (I, 1 7) 
UPD (I, 17) = temperature at time of maximum "greatest difference load. 11 
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2. 2. 8 COMMON/LSECT/ THICK (10, 15) , NSHEET, LENSK, LEN, REQBAR, 
DIAM, SHEET 
2. 2. 9 DIMENSION LIMIT (10, 15) 
2.2.10 EQUIVALENCE (LIMIT, THICK) 
This common contains sheet division information for the structural unit under 
consideration. 
2. 2.10.1 NSHEET 
NSHEET = total number of sheets for this section. 
2. 2.10. 2 LENSK 
LENSK = height, if this is a conical section. 
2.2.10.3 LEN 
LEN = equivalent cylindrical length (may be different from LENSK if this conical sec-
tion is not a cylinder). 
2. 2. 10. 4 REQBAR 
REQBAR =equivalent cylinder radius for conical sections. 
2 . 2.10. 5 SHEET 
SHEET = maximum sheet length for this construction (at one stage of computations), 
and later floating point form of NSHEET. 
2. 2.10. 6 LIMIT (I, 1) 
LIMIT (I, 1) = station at which sheet I starts (I may be from 1 to 10). 
2.2. 10. 7 LIMIT (I,2) 
LIMIT (I, 2) = station at which sheet I ends. 
2.2.10.8 LIMIT (I,3) 
LIMIT (I, 3) = station of maximum buckling load in sheet I. 
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2.2.10.9 LIMIT Q, 4) 
LIMIT (I , 4) = station of maximwn membrane load in sheet I. 
2. 2.10.10 LIMIT Q, 5) 
LIMIT (I, 5) = station of maximwn "greatest difference" load in sheet I. 
2. 2. 10.11 THICK Q, 6) to THICK Q, 15) 
THICK (I, 6) to THICK (I, 15) are spaces provided for each subprogram for bookkeeping 
of design parameters that vary sheet to sheet. This prevents space wasting by dupli-
cation for each subprogram. 
2. 2. 11 COMi\1 ON / KONST / PI 
CO:\DION/ KONST / PI contains the constant 3 . 1415927. 
2 . 2. 12 C0:\1;\ION/ TE:'IIRAN/ ITE MPT, RANGE (10) 
2. 2.12.1 ITEi\IPT 
ITEi\IPT = number of discrete temperatures for which material properties are stored 
in TPROP (I,J,K). 
2 . 2. 12. 2 RA GE (1) to RANGE (IT EMPT) 
RANGE (1) to RANGE (!TE MPT) = the actual temperature values (up to a maximum of 
IT EMPT equals 10). 
2. 2.13 COMMON/ FABFAC/ FABX (1 3) 
This common contains fabrication for the various subprograms. 
2. 2.13.1 FABX (I) 
FABX (I) = fabrication factor for conical section designed by construction subpro-
gram I. (There are up to 10 subprograms.) 
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2.2.13.2 Ellipsoidal Heads 
For ellipsoidal heads the fabrication factors are as follows: 
a. FABX (11) for monocoque. 
b. FABX(l2)for honeycomb sandwich. 
c. FABX (13) for waffle (45 degree and 90 degree are the same). 
2. 2. 14 COMMON/SPACE/DATA (125) 
Common used by the input routines for temporary storage while organizing input. 
2. 2.15 COMMON/SUE/NTAPE (12) 
Common used to give logical unit numbers to the tapes needed by the program. Pres-
ently only NTAPE (1) through NTAPE (6) are used. 
2. 2.16 COMMON/OPTSET/NC (200) 
2. 2.17 DIMENSION CN (200) 
2. 2.18 EQUIVALENCE (NC, CN) 
An array used to store signals for various modules of the executive program. 
2. 2.18.1 NC (1) 
NC (1) = number of jobs . 
2. 2. 18 . 2 NC (2) 
NC (2) = type of job presently being done. 
2 . 2.18.3 NC (5) 
NC (5) = discontinuity at which to start computing optimum structures. 
2. 2.18. 4 NC (6) 
NC (6) = discontinuity at which to end computations. 
2. 2.18. 5 CN (7) 
CN (7) = yield stress safety factor for this job. 
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2. 2.18. 6 CN (8) 
CN (8) = ultimate stress safety factor for this job. 
2.2.18.7 C (9) 
NC (9) = signal for loads multiplier. NC (9) = 0 • no multiplier. NC (9) = 1 • yes. 
2.2.18.8 CN (10) 
CN (10) = actual value of multiplier to be used if NC (9) = 1. 
2.2.18.9 NC (11) 
NC (11) = run number to find on restart tape. 
2.2.18.10 NC (12) 
NC (12) = phase number to find on restart tape. 
2. 2.18 .11 NC (140) and NC (141) 
Signals used internally in waffle 45-degree and 90-degree programs. 
2. 2 .18.12 NC (14 5) 
NC (145) = number of subtotals for this job. 
2. 2.18.13 NC (150) 
C (150) = signal for whether subtotals matrix is desired. 1 • yes. 0 =;:. no. 
2. 2. 18.14 NC (151) 
NC (151) = signal for printout of section by section matrix. 1 • yes. 0 • no. 
2. 2. 18.15 NC (152) 
NC (152) = signal for detailed output. 1 =;:. yes. 0 ::;, no. 
2. 2.18.16 NC (153) 
NC (153) = signal for whether additional job type output matrices are wanted for jobs 
of types 2, 3, or 4. 
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2. 2. 18.17 NC (154) 
NC (154) = job type of first additional output wanted. 
2. 2. 18. 18 NC (155) 
NC (155) = job type of second additional output wanted. 
2. 2.19 COMMON/PLACEW/NPRW, NOPW, JOBNBR 
2. 2.19.1 NPRW 
NPRW = the parameter setting number when performing a job of type 1. 
2. 2. 19. 2 NOPW 
NOPW = the option setting number, when performing a job of type 5. 
2. 2.19. 3 JOBNBR 
JOBNBR = the job number in a series of stacked jobs. 
2. 2. 20 COMMON/ MONCOM/ MONIN (3) 
This common contains monocoque input. 
2. 2. 21 COMMON/ NEYCMB/ HCIN (22) 
This common contains honeycomb sandwich input. 
2. 2. 22 COMMON/ WAF45/W45IN (6) 
This common contains waffle 45-degree input. 
2. 2. 23 CO IMON/ WAF90/ W90IN (6) 
This common contains waffle 90-degree input. 
2. 2. 24 COMMON/ARLENE/ CUN (6) 
This common contains no-face corrugation input. 
2. 2. 25 COMMON/ SFCOR/ C2IN (7) 
This common contains single-face corrugation input. 
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2. 2. 26 COMMON/ SMONIN/ SMIN (16) 
This common contains semi-monocoque input. 
2. 2. 27 COMMON/ INTINP/ISIN (5) 
This common contains integral ring and stringer stiffened input. 
2. 2. 28 COMMON/ OUTPTS/ BIGWT (50, 5, 6), WEIGHT, SWPRAM (50, 6) 
2. 2. 29 EQUIVALENCE (BIGWT, SWPRAM) 
2. 2. 29. 1 WEIGHT 
WEIGHT = weight of the structural section presently being optimized. 
2.2.29.2 BIGWT (I,J,K) 
BIG WT (I, J, K) = the weight of a single structural unit stored in an array for compara-
tive weight matrix output , where: 
a. I = the seq_uence for the structural section in this job. For example, 
I = 5 implies the fifth section. 
b. J = the index of the subprogram used for this weight. 
c. K = the index of the material used for this weight. 
2. 2. 29 . 3 SWPRA I (I,J) 
SWPRAi\I (I, J) = the weight of a single structural unit stored in an array for matrices 
of job type 1 or job type 5, where: 
a. I = the sequence of this section in the series of sections considered for 
thi s job. For example, I = 5 means that this is the fifth section for 
this job. 
b. J = the index indicating the option setting (job type 5) or the parameter 
setting (job type 1) used for this weight. 
2. 2. 30 COMMON/ SUBTOT/ LIMSUB (10, 6) 
This common block contains subtotaling information for outputting subtotal matrices. 
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2. 2. 30.1 LIMSUB (I, 1) 
LIMSUB {I, 1) = discontinuity at which subtotal I starts. 
2. 2 . 30. 2 LIMSUB (I, 2) 
LIMSUB {I, 2) = discontinuity at which subtotal I ends. 
2. 2 . 30. 3 LIMSUB (I, 3) 
LL\1SUB (I, :J) = signal on whether to include bottom head at starting discontinuity into 
the subtotal we ight I. LIMSUB {I, 3) = 1 • include in subtotal. LIMSUB (I, 3) = 0 • do 
not inc lude in subtotal. 
2. 2 . 30. 4 LIMS UB (I, 4) 
LIMSUB (I, 4) = s igna l on whether to include top head at starting discontinuity in sub-
tota l I. 
2.2 . 30.5 LIMSUB (I , 5) 
LIMSUB {I , 5) = signal on whether to include bottom head at ending discontinuity in 
s ubtotal I. 
2 .2 . 30.6 LIMSUB (I , 6) 
LIMSUB {I, 6) = signal on whether to include top head at ending discontinuity in sub-
total I. 
2. 2 . 31 COMM ON/NAMES/ NAMMAT (12 , 2), NAMSP (10, 2) NAMSTN (20, 3, 2) 
NAMSTG (10, 12) 
2.2. 31.1 NAMMAT (I,1) to NAMMAT (I,2) 
NAIVIMAT {I, 1) to NAMMA T {I, 2) = two variables that contain a 12-character alphanu-
meric name for material I. This name is used for labeling output. 
2 . 2.31.2 NAMSP (J, 1) to NAMSP (J, 2) 
NAMSP (J, 1) to NAMSP (J, 2) = two variables that contain the 12-character name of 
subprogram J. 
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2. 2 . 31. 3 NAi\lSTN (K, L, 1) to NAMSTN (K, L, 2) 
NAlVISTN (K, L , 1) to NAMSTN (K , L, 2) = tw0 variables that contain a 12-character 
name for the structural section of type L at discontinuity K. 
2 . 2 . 31. 4 NA~ISTG (I, 1) to NAMST (I, 12) 
A~ISTG (I, 1) to NAMST (I, 12) = a 72-character description of subtotal I. Used in 
labeling output. 
2. 2. 32 COMi\ION/ NAMPO/NAMOPN (6, 2), NAMPRM (6, 2) 
2. 2. 32. 1 NAl\IOPN (I, 1) to NAMOPN (I, 2) 
NA::\IOPN (I, 1) to NAMOPN (I, 2) = a 12-character name used in labeling output for 
option setting I in jobs of type 5. 
2. 2 . 32. 2 AMPR~I (I, 1) to NAMPRM (6, 2) 
NA IPRi\1 (I , 1) to AivIPRM (6, 2) = a 12-character name used in labeling output for 
STRESS parameter setting I in jobs of type 1. 
2. 3 TAPE ASSIGNMENTS 
The program requires the following tape configurations. 
2. 3. 1 JOBS INCLUDING STRESS SUBPROGRAM 
These jobs require an input tape from the LASSl program on FORTRAN Logical Unit 
NTAPEl, a scratch tape on NTAPE2, a scratch tape on NTAPE3, and a restart save 
tape on NTAPE4. 
2. 3. 2 JOBS RUN FROM THE STRESS RESTART TAPE 
These jobs require only that the restart tape be mounted on FORTRAN Logical Unit 
NTAPE4. 
The system input tape is designated as NTAPE5, and the system output tape is desig-
nated at NTAPE6. 
The designations NTAPEl through NTAPE6 are variable units the actual values of 
which for each location are compiled into the block data routine of stored data. 
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Standard IBM installations for both the IBM 7094 and IBM 7044 accept the following 
values for the variable FORTRAN Logical Unit assignments: 
a. NTAPEl = 1 
b. NTAPE2 = 2 
c. NTAPE 3 3 
d. NTAPE4 4 
e. NTAPE5 = 5 
f. NTAPE6 = 6. 
Thus a statement of the form WRITE (NTAPE6, 100) A, B, C is equivalent to the 
statement WRITE (6, 100) A, B, C when NTAPE6 has been s et equal to 6 by the block 
data routine. 
The physical unit to FORTRAN Logical Unit assignments are handled by control cards 
particular to each installation . 
2.4 TIMING CONSIDERATIONS 
Timing varies from computer to computer. However, approximate running time esti-
mates may be obtained for a given computer by multiplying running times on one com-
puter by an appropriate conversion. factor. 
The SWOP program was developed and checked out on the IBM 7094. Checkout experi -
ence indicates the following estimated running times for IBM 7094 's: 
a. Compilation: approximately 20 minutes. 
b. Loading: 1. 5 minutes. 
c. STRESS Program: 2 minutes per case for a Saturn V type vehicle of 14 dis-
continuities and 4-inch station intervals. 
d. Construction subprograms: an average time of 0. 4 minutes per construc-
tion for one complete 14 discontinuity Saturn V type vehicle. For example, 
a comparative weight matrix of five constructions would take an average of 
2. 0 minutes to compute. The times for each construction vary because of 
the varying complexities of the several optimization procedures. 
An interval timer feature to time each stacked job in seconds is available for the 
IBM 7094 computer, and provision is made for any other type facility to also add this 
capability. 
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2. 5 ERROR RETURNS 
The executive control program prints out several diagnostic messages on errors it 
detects in the input. These are in addition to the error diagnostic procedures per-
formed by each construction subprogram, which are described in the sections appro-
priate to them. 
2.5.1 IVIAIN CONTROL PROGRAM 
The main control program XQTIVE checks that control cards are in proper sequence. 
An out-of-sequence card, or a card that is unrecognizable or incorrect will cause the 
program .to print an error message and stop. The ID word (columns 1 to 6) of the in-
cor r ect card is printed out . 
2 .5. 2 INPUT PROCESSING ROUTINE 
The input processing routine CASEIN checks for unrecognizable cards and calls exit 
if one is encountered. 
2.5. 3 INTERPOLATE ROUTINE 
The routine INT ERP which interpolates on temperature dependent material properties 
prints a diagnostic message if the input temperature from the restart tape is outside 
the range of the table of material properties. It does not stop the program, however, 
but returns the material properties for the closest boundary value. 
2 . 5.4 .1\!IA TRIX OUTPUT ROUTINE 
The matrix output r outine MATRIX checks for input signals that ask for conflicting 
types of output, such as asking for more than one matrix from a job of type 5. It 
prints a diagnostic message and bypasses printout of the impossible output. 
2.5.5 LOOP ROUTINE 
The routine LOOP is constructed in such a way that incorrectly input subprogram 
material loops are omitted from the table. This routine also prints out diagnostic 
messages if the run, phase, or structural sections it has been instructed to perform 
computations for are not on the restart tape. If some of the sections are on the re-
start tape, it will call for computations on these sections and then go on to the next 
job. If none of the required sections or runs are on the restart tape, exit is called 
for and executed . 
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FLOW CHARTS 
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Figure 2-2 . SWOP Flow Chart - XQTIVE (Sheet 1 of 5) 
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Figure 2- 2. SWOP Flow Chart - XQTIVE (Sheet 5 of 5) 
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Figure 2- 3. SWOP Flow Chart - IN CASE (Sheet 1 of 4) 
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Figure 2- 3. SWOP Flow Chart - IN CASE (Sheet 4 of 4) 
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w. BH,WT I JC, I S F, IH J . LT .\.t.-iJN.ANO .BIUH CIC , I SP, I M) . NE .0. 0 \..'1-iIN =BIC.WT ( IC, I S P , IM ) 
TOTM=T O TM•'"""'IN 
ts= 10 c r c, 1 > 
IT= I O ( IC,21 
REP EAT TO -'50 0 
FOR 
IC=i, 1 • 1 1 ••• , ICOUN T 
\..'RITE ( NTAFE6,3344) I S, IT, (NAMSTN ( I S ,I T, I} ,1 = 1 ,2), CBIC.WT(IC,ISP,ll ,1=1 ,6) ,WH IN 
\./R J TE CN TA FE6,335 5l CTOTS(Il , 1::1 ,6) ,TOTM 
IS=ID<IC,1> 
J T= I OCIC , 2) WRITE(NTAFE6,-'222) IT,I S , CNAMST N ( IS,IT,I l , I=1,2l 
Fig1.tre 2- 4 . SWOP Flow Cha rt - l\ ITRX (Sheet G of 11) 
2- 35 
& -~'"'"'""·'"'' """"'""·"·"'·" ., .. ,., ~EPEAT TO "350 FOR ISP=1,1+S, ••• ,ISPTOT 
- '-JRITECNTA.P E6 , 4355 ) ( N,VHEMCISP,I) tl=t 1 2 ), CBIC.WT<IC,JSP,J) ,J::1,6) 
CONTINUE 
\.l.-ilN=BIGW T <IC,1,1) 
MINI=! 
HINJ=1 
REPEAT TO 4370 
FOR 
REPEAT TO .C360 
FOR 
J=1 , 1 +1, • • • ,HA. TTOT 
[mo] 
----{ I CCNT I NUE I 
REFEA. T TO 5020 
FOR 
1=1, J +1, ••• ,NTSUB 
\./MI N. LT .BIGWT ( IC , I , J ) .ANO.w"-IJN.NE .0.0 
\.IMJN::BJGWT ( JC,I ,J) 
MINI =I 
HINJ::J 
I =1 , 1 +1 , • •• , I SP TOT 
WRITE <N TAFE6,4377) ( NAMTEHCHINJ ,I ) ,1 =1,2) , CTEHNAM (H JN J,J ) ,J::1 , 2) ,BIG-\,JT (I C,HINJ , 
MJNJ) 




WR I TE <NT AFE6, 5021) I , CL I HS UB ( I , J) , J:: 1 , 6) , CNAMS TG- < I , J) , J: 1 , 12 ) 
Figure 2- 4 . SWOP Flow Chart - i\ITRX (Sheet 7 o{ 11) 
2- 36 
COMPUTED '-0 TO 














REF EAT TO 5500 
rOR 
IM: 1 , 1 • 1 , ••• , MAT TOT 
\.IR1TE(NTAFE6,5222) <TEMNAM(IM, Jl ,J:t ,2) 
\..IHJT( ( NTAFE6 , 2233) ((NAM TEM ( J,JJ , J:t 1 2) ,J::1 , 5) 
REFE AT TO 5350 
rOR \.IMIN:SUBWT(JC, 1,IH) 
RE FEAT TO 5310 
'°" ISP:t ,1+ 1 1 • • , .ISPTOT 
J C:1, 1 +1, •• . ,NT SUB 
TOTS ( I SF) =TOTS (ISP> •SUBWT ( IC, I SP , I Ml 
I suewT C IC , I SF , t Ml • L T. \.ot1 IN. ANO • SUB WT C IC , I SP , IM) • NE • 0 . 0 1 \.IM IN: SUBWT ( I C , I SF , I M,l 
TOTH= TOTM•\.M IN \./RIT E <NTAFE6,5344l IC, ( SUBWT(IC,I,IMJ , I=t ,SJ ,I.MIN 
\.IRJT E CNTAPE6,2355J ( TOTS(Il , J:1,5) ,TOTM 
Figure 2- <cl . S\ OP Flow Chart - MTRX ( heel of 11) 
2- 37 
2- :3 
~I 1 \;RJ TE <NTAFEG,32 33> < (T E HIIAH(I ,J) ,J=l ,2 ) , I=l ,6) 
REPEAT TO 6350 
F OR 
IC :;;1 ,1• 1 , • • . ,NTSUB 
\.,'1 I N=SUB\.IT (I C, I SF, 1 ) 
TOTS ( IM ) = TOTS C IM) +SUBWT ( t C I I SF I IM) \,:'!HN.[0 .0.0 
s uB\.JT etc, t sF, 11-1 1 . Lr .\..'HJN.At,D. suewr c tc, ISF, IM> .NE. • . a 
REPEAT TO 6310 
FOR 
IH=- 1,1+1,, •• ,HATTOT 
\.l'iIN : SvOWT CIC, I SF, IM) 
TOTM =TOTM+\.."1lN - )! \,.,ffi I TE ( NTAFE6 ,63 44 I IC, (SUBWT ( IC, I S F, l l, t.::1 ,6) 1 \.."1IN 
l..'R I TECN TA F E6 , 33 55J (TOTS<Il , I=l ,6) ,TOTM 
REFE AT TO 7500 
F OR 
IC=1 ,1+ 1 , .. • ,NTSUB 
Figctrc 2- 4 . S\VOP Flo\\' Chart - l\ ITRX (Sheet 9 of 11) 
&-, .""'" '"' ""' ""' "' '"'""''"'" ''., '"' 
l 1-------)',,AITE IN AFE6,,233><<TE~"lAMCl,J),J:::1,2),l:::J,6) 
'------------ - -----~ 
REFEA T TO 7350 
FOR 
JSF:1,1+1, •.• 1 I SF TOT 
r-=-----. --1 \.;~ I TE ( NT AFE 6 I 4 35 5 ) ( NAH TEM I I SP I I) ' I :J I 2) ' ( S UBWT ( IC I I SF I I) 'I =1 I 6) 
t:~EPEAT TO 7360 
- - •OR 
~ :::1 ,1+1 1 ••• ,MATTOT 





\.IMJN:::SUBWT (IC, I, J) 
MI NI =I 
MINJ :::J 
REPEAT TO 73 70 
FOR 
1=1,1+1, ••. ,ISPTOT 
L(-8 
- , CCl'lT IN U[ : 




REFEA T TO 8021 
FOR 
J:::1 I 1 +1 I , " 16 
\./RITE ( NTA F E:6,1:1030) (N AH SF( !TSFRO,J) ,J:::1 ,2) 1 (NAMM ATCITHAT,Il ,1=1,2) 
~ 
~ 
Figure 2- 4. SWOP Flow Chart - MTRX (Sheet 10 of 11) 
2-39 
2- 40 
WRtTE(NTAP(6 , 3233) CCT EHNAH< t ,J) ,J :1 ,2) ,1=1,6) 
REFEA T TO 8150 
fOR 
IC=1 , 1+1, ••• ,N TSU8 
WHlN= S UBPRM CIC , 1> 
NO 
IS REPE AT TO 8110 
fOR 
I OPT :1 , 1+1 , •• , ,NOPTS 
WH I N. EQ. 0 . 0 WMIN = S UBPFi:H (IC, IOPT> 
NO 
IS 
SU BPRM ( IC 1 ! OPT) . l T .\.MIN , ANO . S USFRM (JC, I OF Tl .NE . O .D S_ WMIN=SUBFRH<IC,IOPT> 
\..'RITE (NTAFE6,6344) IC, CSUSFN.M(IC,Il ,I:;1 1 6) ,WMIN 
WR I TE (N TAPEG,335 5 ) ( TOTS(!) ,J:; 1 , 6) ,TOTH ~O TO 9999 
8 500 
N.EFEAT TO 8521 
fOR 
J:;1 I 1 • 1 f •••I 6 
\.IR I TE ( NTAF EG,8530 ) ( AHSF ( JTSFR O ,I) ,J:; 1 , 2) 1 CNAHMAT ( ITMAT , I ) ,I:;1 ,2 ) C..0 TO 8040 
9999 






Figure 2- 4. SWOP Flow Chart - MTRX (Sheet 11 uf 11) 
TOT M; TOTM +w'-4JN 
0 I M E N S I O N E 0 V A R I A B L E S 
SYMBOL SYMBOL STORA,ES SYMBOL STORA,ES SYMBOL STORA,ES SYMBOL 
S\.IPRAM 50,6 SUBFRM 10,6 
Figure 2- 5. SWOP Flow Chart - CRNCH (Sheet 1 of 3) 
2- 41 
R(P(A T TO 10 
FOi< 
J: 1, 1 •1,, .. , 5 
REF E A T TO 10 
FOR 
"- =1 I 1 • 1 I••• r 6 
CR NCH 
REPEAT TO 10 
FOR 
I ::t , 1 •t, •• • , 1 0 
SUB WT ( t I J I K) =O .o 
lSUBT=NC(l45) 
~~000 l---+\ REPE FOR REPEAT TO 900 FOR 
2- 42 
1 SUB: 1 , 1 • 1 , •• . , I S 8 T 
ISOT=LIMSU B I I SUB ,t) 
I TC,F:L IM SU B I I SU B 1 2 ) IC=1, 1 •1, ... , I COUNT 
IO I IC , 1 > • LT • I BOT. OR • IO < IC , 1 > • GT • I TOF IS::JOCIC,1) 
JT::IO<IC,2) 
IS. EQ. I TOP. ANO. IT. EQ. 1 
I S,EQ. I BOT .ANO. IT .EQ.2 . AND.L IMS UB I I SUB, 3) . E 0 . 0 
I S.EQ. I TOF. AND. t T .EY .2 .A ND .LIHSU B C I SUB, 5) .EU.0 
COMP UT ED GO TO 
IF THE VALUE TRAN SFER 
or I TYPE TO 
IS ST A TEM E NT 





JS.EQ . JSOT .ANO. IT .E Q . 3.ANO.LIHSUB ( ISUB,4) .EQ .0 
IS. E Y.ITOF.ANO .IT.EQ.3.ANO.L IH SUB< I SUB,6 > .EG .0 N 
105 
FOR 
J:: f ,1 • 1 I• .. ,6 
SUBFR M < I SUB , ll =SUBFRM ( I sue , ll +5\./PR AM (J C , I) 
Figure 2- 5. SWOP Flow Chart - CRNCH (Sheet 2 of 3) 
,o TO 900 
REFEAT TO 210 
rOR 
I =1, 1 • 1, • •. , 5 
~~\,,IT I I SU B I I I J ) =S UB\.IT ( ISUB, I' J) •BIG\.IT ( IC I I I J) 
REPEAT TO 205 
rOR 
J:1 f 1 • 1 I••• 16 







D I M E N S I O N E 0 VARIABLES 
SYMBOL SYMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL SYMBOL SYMBOL STORA~ES 
SI/PRAM 50 ,6 CN 200 LIM! T l O, l 5 
Figure 2-6. SWOP Flow Chart - LOOPP (Sheet 1 of 7) 
2-44 
ICOONT: O 
NSK I P:O 
LOOPP 
REAO <NT AFE4 1LRUN,LFHASE ,NTANKS,DH 1 G-1 ,C. 2 , (HF<I} ,1= 1 ,10 ), (HO(l) ,1=1,10) ,STIME , ET 
IME , KH YORO, K.MEMBR 
LRUN ,EQ , NC (11 l • ANO. LP HASE .EO .NC (12) NSKIF=-1 
1-JRITECNUPE6,311JOBN6R,NC (1) ,LR UN , LFHASE , NC C5l , NC(6) 
WRITE CNTAPE6 1 130) 
REFEA T TO 305 
FOR 
1=1,1+1, • •• ,NTANKS 
WRITE CNTAFE6 , 881 
30 
~OTO 40 NSKJP:O 
NC(152l .EQ , 0 
WRITE CNTAFEG ,131 I I ,HF( I) ,HD CI) 
WRITE CNTAFE6, 105l STIME , ETIME 
NC (160) :J 
Figure 2- 6. SWOP Flow Chart - LOOPP (Sheet 2 of 7) 
2-45 
READ (NT APE •) NTB ,NTY I lME:T I A ,8 , C I NA IL , I TAN, VS UB 
,o TO 
950 
t COUNT. (;T . O .ANO . NALOLO. GE .NC (6 ) WRITE: (NTAFE6 ,901)NCC11) ,NC(12) 1 NC C5) 1 NC(6) 
TRANSF ER TO SUBROUTINE 
E XIT 
60 
REAO(NTAFE4) (<UFOCI ,J) ,J : 1 ,17) ,I =l,NTB) 
NAIL.LT .NC CS) NO NA IL.EQ . NC ( 6) . ANO.NTY .LT .0 N NAJL.c;T.NC(6) 
UFO( l,2)= UPO( l,2) * CN C1 0) 
UFO CI 1 3) = UPO CI ,3> *CN C10) 
UFO Cl 1 5 ) = UPC Cl 1 5 ) *CNC 10 ) 
UFO ( I , 7 > = UF O CI , 7 ) *CN ( 10} 
UFO (I 1 8) = UFO <I 1 8) * CNC10) 
UFO ( I 1 11) =UF O (I , 11) *CN ( 10) 
UFO ( I ,12) = UFO ( I , 12l * CN ( 10) 
UFO ( I , 13) : UF O CI, 13) *CNC1 0) 
NSl'tIP. EQ.-1 
REPEAT TO 61 
FOR 
1=1 ,1+1 1 ••• ,NTB 
65 
I COUNT= ICOUNT+1 
NALOLO=NAIL 
IOCICOUNT,1J=NAIL 
10 ( I COUNT 1 2 ) =NT Y+2 






NC<l5ZJ .EQ,0 tS=lDClCOUNT11) 
IT=IOCJCOUNT,2) \.IR I TE CNTAF[6, 1003) 
\.JR 1 TE (NT APE6, 1 001) IT , IS , (NAHS TN ( 1 S, IT, t) , I :t , 2) 
REPEAT TO 800 
FOR 
ISP:1 ,1+1 1 , • • ,NSPT 
I TSP:NSUS Ct SP+ 1) NSP CITSP,1) .NE.2 
L(NSPl:.=UPO {NT8, 1) -UPO (1 , t) 
REQBAR= CABS (UFO C 1 1 4 l ) *SQRT CLENSPl:. • *2• (ABS (UFO (1 1 4)) -ABS (UFO CNT 9, 4))) **2l l /LEN SK 
LEN=LENSK• CABS <UFO (NTB ,4)) +1 ,Z*ABS <UFO (1 1 4) l l / (2. 2*ABS (UFO U ,4)} l 
C(1rolPUTEO c;o TO 
IF THE VALUE TRANSFER 
OF ITSP TO 
IS STATEMENT 
71 
2 72 71 72 
3 73 
• 74 








c;o TO 81 SHEET=W90I N(5) 00 TO 81 SHEET=C1 JN (4) 00 TO 81 
NSPT:NSUS (1) 
73 
GO TO 81 SHEET.:::W4SINC5> 
76 
SHEET=C2INC1) c;o TO 81 
Figure 2- 6. SWOP Flow Chart - LOOPP (Sheet 4 of 7) 
2-47 
78 
SHEET= SMJ N ( 10) '-0 TO 81 SHE E T=XISIN15l 
81 
C~TINUE 
SLANT= SQRT ( LENSK••2 • CABS (UFO (NTB, 4)} -ABS CUPO (1 , .. ) ) ) **2) 
NSHEET=SLANT /SHE ET 
NSHEE T=NSHEET+1 
NO 





SI ZE=LENSK / F S--i££ T 
NSHEET=NSHH 
NSHE E T=l SIZE=ABS CUPO CNTS , 1) - UFO ( 1 1 1)) /SHEET 
~ ~ 
C.O TO 110 
NSHEET=1 
120 
LIHI T CNCOUNT, 1 > :::NS TART 
NCOUNT ,EO . NSHEET 
REFEAT TO 140 
FOR ABS CUFO (J 1 1) -UPC (NS TART , 1) >.GT.SIZE 
J:::NSTART , NSTART +l 1 • • • ,NTB 
160 
NENO:::JJ -1 
L IHI T CN COUNT 1 2) :::NENO 
NS TART=NENO 
NCOUNT :::NCOUNT+l 
C.0 TO 120 
LSTART=LIHIT { J ,1) 
LENO=LIHIT<I,21 
XMA XNX = UPO (LS TART, 7) 
INX=LSTART 
REFEA T TO 190 
FOR 
J:::LS_TART,LST ART+1, ••• ,LENO 
180 
L IHI T CNCOUNT, 2) :::NT B 
REPEA T TO 250 
FOR 
1=1,1 • 1, .. , ,NSHEET 
Figure 2- 6 . SWOP Flow Cr1art - LOOPP (Sheet 5 of 7) 
2- 48 
XHAX"'X. LE. UFO ( J , 7) 






LIMITCI,3) : JNX 
XMAXVM:UFO ( LS TART, 5) 
UF O CJ ,5) .LE. XMAXVH 
IVH:LSTART 
200 
J:LSTART ,LSTART+1, •• • ,LENO 




I TSP . NE .3 .AND. I TSP .NE .4 
XHAXGD:UFO CJ, 13) 
JG,O:J 
NHT=NSPCITSP,2) 
XH A XG;):UFD ( LS TART 1 13) 
IW=LSTART 
REFEAT TO 210 
FOR 
J:LSTART ,LSTART+1 1 ••• ,LEND 
XHA XGD • LE. UPD < J , 1 3) 
CONTINUE 
LIMIT<I,5):JGQ 
NC(152) ,NE.1 TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE 
DIVIDE 
REPEAT TO 700 
FOR 
JHAT=t ,1+1 1 ,,. 1 NMT 





























Figure 2-6 . SWOP Flow Chart - LOOPP (Sheet 6 of 7) 
2-49 
2-50 
TRANSF'ER TO SUBROUTINE 
MONHAS C.0 TO 1000 
5' 0 
C,O TO 1000 TRANSFER TO SUBROOT I NE 
w9• MAS 
560 
TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE 
CR2MAS 
C.O TO 1000 
C0'-1PUTEO GO TO 
IF THE VALUE 










c;o TO 1000 
C-.0 TO 1000 
I $\,,/FRAM { I COUNT , NOFW) =\./EIGHT ~ 
TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE 
HONMAS 
,a TO 1000 
5 50 
GO TO 1000 TRANSF'ER TO SUBROUTINE 
CR1 MAS 
TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE 
SEMMAS 
C.O TO 1000 
e,o TO 4 0 
530 
TRANSFER 
C.O TO 1000 
580 
TRANSFER TO SUBROU TINE 
INTM.t.! 
Figure 2- 6. SWOP Flow Chart - LOOPP (Sheet 7 of 7) 
D I ~ E H S I O H E D V A R I A B L E S 
SYMBOL SYMBOL STORA<;ES SYMBOL STORA<;ES SYMBOL STORA<;ES SYMBOL STORAGES 
LIMIT 10, l5 
Figure 2- 7. SWOP Flow Chart - DIVSN (Sheet 1 of 2) 
2- 51 
2 - 52 
IS=tO<t .:: OUNT,1) 
IT=IO(tCOUNT,2) 
DIVSN 
WR I TE (NTAPE6 1 100 6) 
\.IRIT£ <NTAP E6,1007J (NAMSPIITSP,I> 1 1:::1 ,2) ,1S,IT , (NAMSTNCIS,IT,I> ,I ::1,2) 
\.IRJ TE (NTAFE6, 1 0 11) 
REF EAT TO SO 
F"OR 
1=1,1+1 , • • • ,NSHEET 
ISTAR T= LIM I T(l ,ll 
LEN0: LI MI T ( I , 21 
IMB:LIMI T (I, 31 
IMVM:: L JMI T ( I ,4) 
\.IRITE(NTAFE6,1008) 
Ic;O:::LIMJTII , .5> 
WRITE\NTAFE6,1012) I,ISTART,LENO,UF O CJ S TART,1) ,UPO CLEN0,1) ,UFDCISTART , 41 ,UPO CLE 
N'D ,4) ,UP0 C 1MB 1 7) ,UP0 I IHB ,8) ,UFO ( JMVH, 5) ,UFO (I(;.(), 13) 
Figu re 2- 7 . SWOP F low Chart - DIVSN (Sheet 2 of 2) 
0 I M E N S I O N E 0 Y A R I A B L E S 
SYMBOL SYMBOL STORA,ES SYMBOL STORA,ES SYMBOL STORA,ES SYMBOL S TORA(;ES 
REC 
' 




REPEAT TO 70 
rOR 
IP=1, 1 +1, .,. , 5 
WRITE (NTAPE6, 25) TEMP ,MAT 
INTRP 
REPEAT TO 10 
rOR 
I TEM = 2 ,2•1, ••• , I TEMPT 
REPEAT TO 30 
rOR 
IP=1, 1 +1, •• . , 5 
REC ( IP) :TPROF (MAT, JP , ITEM) 
SLO:E= (TFROP (MA T, IP, ITEM) -TFROP (MA T, IP, I TEM-1)) / (R ANCiE (ITEM) -RANGE ( I TEM-1)) 


























3 . 1 PROGRAl\T DESCRIPTION 
SECTION 3 
STRESS PROGRAM 
The STRESS program has been written completely in FORTRAN IV and is compatible 
with the IB:\I 7090 , IBl\T 7040, and GE 600 series computers. The program uses an 
in-house input routine (READHP) which is written in both 7044 and 7094 MAP. This 
special input routine will have to be rewritten for the GE 600 series computer. 
The general purpose of the STRESS program is to resolve the components of force and 
moment as applied to a beam-line structure into normal components of stress on a 
tank-like structure . The STRESS program will consider applied forces which are act-
ing both externally (wind forces) and internally (gravity, gas pressures, and liquid 
pressures) . All forces and moments are resolved pointwise in the planes of the struc-
ture's surfaces into normal stress components with one component of stress resultant 
(N 0) perpendicular to the structures axis of revolution. This analysis is done time-
wi se with only the greatest stresses retained for each of the following criteria: 
a. The values of Nx and N O are retained which give the expression of J Nx 2 + N O 2 - NxN e the greatest algebraic value. 
b. The values of N and N 0 are retained for the most negative values of N . X X 
c . The values of Nx and Ne are retained, which give the expression Nx + Ne 
the most negative algebraic value. 
Along with the above values of Nx' Ne, and structural criteria, which are retained , 
the time of flight , temperature, and cause (hydrostatic or inflight) are retained for 
each of the above appropriate criteria for future analysis. 
The types of structures, which the program is now capable of considering, are struc-
tures composed of combinations of cylinders, frustums of cones , cones, sections of 
spheres, and sections of ellipses of revolution , all having a common axis of revolution. 
The program is entirely in single precision and the English unit s ystem is used 
throughout the program. 
3-1 
3. 2 PROGRAM ORGANIZATION 
The program was written in a highly modular form in order to ease debugging prob-
lems, reduce costs, simplify the modification of the program, and simplify the under-
standing of the program. A large common package is used for the communication link 
between the program's subroutines. The following flow charts describe the program's 









Figure 3-1. Basic Flow Chart 
3. 2.1 SUBROUTINES USED IN STRESS 
3 . 2. 1. 1 Control Sections 
a. STRESS - Controls starting, processing of input, and general logic 
flow of the program. 
b. SFORCE - Control routine for membrane calculations. 
3 . 2.1. 2 Calculation Routines 
3-2 
a. ANGLE - Finds cone angles in radians. 
b. DISTB - Performs membrane calculations at desired intervals on the 
skin of the vehicle. This routine also does hydrostatic test check when 
desired. 
c. HYDRO - Finds hydrostatic test conditions. 
d. HEADS - Performs membrane calculations at desi1 ed interval on all 
desired heads. 
e. LEVELS - Finds liquid levels and cone angles at liquid levels for all 
desired tanks. 




























Figure 3-2. General Flow Chart 
NTAP E 6 
ANGLE 
3-3 
FORTRA FLOW CHARTS OF THE STRESS PROGRAM 
3- 4 
D I M E N S I O N E 0 V A R I A B L E S 
SYMBOL STOl;AGES SYM BOL S TOl;AGES SYMBOL STOl;AGES SYMBOL S TOl;A GES SYMBOL STORAGES 
SAVE 40 NSAVE 40 FEST 10 LFHASE 10 







\..fiIT E (N TAFE6,118) 
NOATE=I 
KOOT =<OUNT 





REFEAT TO 33 
FOR 
I=t ,1+1, ... , 10 
REFEA T TO 269 
Fa; 
KA =t , 1+1, ••• ,1 0 
33 
LFHASE (I l :O 
Pl :3 .141 59265 
I FUEL:O 
GG:I .0 
FEST !<Al =O .O 
KKK=KKK+t 
TOf"S=O .0 
DT=O . 0 
REFEA T TO 300 
FOR TANK CN,1 6) =SAVE CN ) 
N=t , 1+1 , .•• ,NTANKS 
LFHASE CKOUNT } =L FHASE (KOONT ) +1 




REPEAT TO 305 
FO< 
N=1 ,1+1, . . , ,NTANKS 
SAVE (N )=TA t-1(.(N,16) 
NSAVE (II l=NTANKS 
NSAVE (13) =I FUEL 









NSAVE (15} =LST 
Figure 3-3 . Flow Chart of Stress Program (Sheet 2 of 9) 
G-0 TO 320 
LAST.E'2 . 3 
IST=NSAVE (1') 
LST=NSAVE (1 5) 
GO TO 7 
949 
\.ffl ITE (NT AFEG , 551 ) KOOT 
L FHA SE <KOOT) =LFHASE CKOOT) -1 
G-0 TO 10 
REFEAT TO 60 
FOR 
1=1,1+1, ... ,250 
GO TO 1 
TO SUBROUTINE 
VOLUME I T=LFHASE (KOUNTl 






TRANSFER TO Sl,(I ROUTI NE 
A Tl TLE 






XSTAS er , 2) =XSTAS ( 1 , 2) *ZMD XSTAS{l ,3)::::XSTAS<I ,3)*ZFO 
Figure 3- 3 . Flow Chart of Stress Program (Sheet 3 of 9) 
3-7 
3- 8 
TRANSFER TO SUB ROUT I NE 
HYDRO 
GF:AAXIL/c.o+t . O 
REPEAT TO 68 
FOO 
K=1,1+1 1 ••• ,NTANKS 
TOr. GE. FS TART. AND. TOr .LE. FENO 
TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE 
SFO.CE 
NOA TE.GT. (1 J 
REFEAT TO 69 
FOO 
K=1 , 1+1, . •. ,N TA NKS 
NDATE=2 
69 
HF (Kl =FEST (Kl 
TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE 
LEVELS 
l ,2 
TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE 
BT I TLE 
l ,2 
HF (Kl .GT.FEST(Kl 
REFEAT TO 20 
Fa, 
I=IST , IST+1, . .. , LST 
\..f<IT E (K TAFE)NTB ,NTY' IH,A .e,c I NAIL, IT' VSL8 
\,,.1HTE CNTAFE4lLFi:UN , LFHASE CLRUN) ,NTANKS,0H,LGRA83,LGA~B4, CHF ( I) ,1=1,10), (H0(I) , I 
=1,10) ,S TIHE,ETIHE,KHY0RO,KMEHBR 
Figure 3-3. Flow Chart of Stress Program (Sheet 4 of 9) 
Fi:[A. 0 ( I<. TAFE > NT S , NT y, IM , A , B, C ,NA. I L , I T, YSUB \.-A<I TE ( NTAFE4 ) NTB ,NT Y I IM , A ,8 , c ,NAIL . 1 T, vs ue 
REAO CKT AFE ) ( <UFO(K , U ,L: 1 , 17) ,K =1 , NT8) 
\.ffl I TE (NT AFE4 ) < (UFO (K, U ,L=1, 1 7 ) , K=1 , NTB) GO TO 400 
~ l TE (NTAFE6, 540 ) TOF", Lf1: UN, LFHASE CLRUN) 
Figure 3- 3 . Flow Chart of Stress Program (Sheet 5 of 9) 
I 3- 9 
r 
~ I TE (NTA FE6, 98) ~CUNT, IT 
LNN=LST+1 
INN=IST-1 
\../RI TE (NTAFE6 , 100) NS TAC.E I NT ANKS ,OH, I NN, LNN, zro, ZMD 
ATITLE LIST,REr 
~!TE (NTA F[6, 101 ) 
REFEAT TO 10 
Fa; 
J=1,1+1, • •• ,NSTAG-E 
~I TE (NTAFEG, 102 ) J, STAGE CJ, 1) , STAG-EC J, 2) , KA<,.£ ( J) 
REPEAT TO 20 
Fa; 
K=1 ,1+1, • • • ,NTA NKS 
LEFT=TANK (K, 1) + .001 
TRANSFER TO SlflROUTl NE 
UNFAC 
LEFT ,4, Nl ,N2 ,KUEL ,N4 ,N5 
~ I TE (NTAFEG , 1 04) K, TANK CK, 18) , TANK CK, 1 6) , TANK CK, 1 7) , TANK ( ,<;, 1 5 ) 1 TANK CK, 14) , TANK 
CK, 13) ,KUEL 
\.JR 1 TE (NT AFEG , 11 6)HrMX 
wff I TE (NT AFE6, 103 l 
30 
WR I TE CNTAFE6, 106) 
REF EA T TO 30 
Fa; 
1=1,1+1, ..• ,IFUEL 
\.JR 1 TE (NT AFE6, 1 • 7) I , <FUEL CI , J l , J = 1 , 4 l 
Figure 3- 3. F low Chart of Stress Program (Sheet 6 of 9) 
3 -1 0 













NXX , • , Nt , N2 , J J , N4 , NS 
Wei TE (NT AF E6, 100 ) TOf', AA XI L , GF" 
ID 
TRANSFER TO Sl.8ROUTI NE 
Gt.INT 
XNAME, ra:, XFRES, J J, Ix 






REPEAT TO 10 
1=1,1+1, •• • ,NTANKS 
NXX=TANK (1,1)+ .001 
Figure 3- 3. Flow Chart of Stress Program (Sheet 8 of 9) 
ANGLE LIS T ,REF 
ANGLE=1. 57079632 GO TO 99 ANGLE=A TAN CB•SQRT CY* <2 .O • B- Y) >/(A< <8-Y) >) 
GO TO 












D I M E N S I O N E D V A R I A B L E S 
S TORH,ES SYMBOL STORA<;ES SYMBCL STORA<;ES SYMBCL STORA<;Es SYMBOL 
2 M 100 
Figure 3- 4 . Subroutine Flow Charts, GLI T3, DISTB HEADS , HYDRO , 
LEVELS , SERCH , and PRINT (Sheet 1 of 13) 
STORA <;Es 
TRANS~ ER TO Sl.8ROUTI NE 
TEF..MN 
88 
JFRIN=2 GO TO 60 
HFEAT TO 1 
Fa; 
I x= 1 , 1 • 1 • ... , 10 
IST=H ( I X• 10l-1 
NTI HE=M (I X+20) 
(,l!NT3 LIST ,REF 
Q {I Xl . EQ. TN 
I FR IN= ! 
REF EA T TO 10 
Fai 
J= t , 1+1 , . . . ,NTIHE 
GO TO 60 
SLOFE= ( Q ( !DFNl -Q ( !OFN-1 l l / W ( !OF ) -Q ( IOF - 1 l l 




I DFN= I DF+N T I ME*NTABLE 
I FF:J ST+NTIHE 
N 
~ITE ( NTAFE6,100l TN 
NO 
\.,,IRJTE CNTAFE6, 1 0 2 )6CO ( I FRIN) ,Y CIX) , BCD ( IFR!N) w'R I TE (NTAF EG , 1D1 ) 
79 
JCONT =I CONT+ t 
Figure 3- 4 . 
I I I= IS T+ J+NTABLE *N TI ME 






Subroutine F low Charts, GLI 
L EVE LS , SERCH , and PRI 
T 3, DISTB, HEADS , HYDRO , 











GO TO 3 
K TES T=t 
GAM1=FUEL (IF ,2) 
F1 :: FUEL (I F 1 5) 
IN=IN-t 
KL=KLL+1 




KTEST . E.\1,1 E R= S TA C.E (K ll, 2 J +S3* (Hl l l} - 5 TAGE (K LL, 1 J) 
IN=IN+I 
HOR=IN+1 
S1 = CXSTAS (~ ,2l -XSTAS (IN , 21 ) / CXSTAS (~, 1 ) -XS TA S (IN 1 1)} 
52= (XSTAS (t-ta;; , 3) -XSTAS ( IN, 3 )) / (X STAS (~ , 1 ) -XSTAS (IN, 1 ) ) 
FSK CK, 1) ::::8 
RO=s TAC.E (K LL, 2) +S3* CB-STAGE (K LL , 1) ) 
FSF=S2 * (8- XSTAS (IN, 1)) •XSTAS ( IN, 3) 
FSM=S1 ,:: CB-XSTAS ( IN, 1)) +XSTAS Cl N , 2) 
15 
F SK CK, 1 5) =FUEL {IF ,4) 
KTEST.GT.a 
SI NCON=SI N (TT) 
COSCON=COS (TT l 
R=STAGE (Kl ,2) 
TOFT=THT Cl T> +TANK (IT , 19) 
TRANSFER TO St-eROOTI NE 
GLINT 
XNAHE,B ,FSK CK ,15) , 1 ,NTAB 
GO TO SO 
Figure 3-4. Subroutine Flow Charts , GLINT3, DISTB , HEADS, HYDRO , 
LEVELS , NSERCH , and PRINT (Sheet 3 of 13) 
C.AM1 . Eu . a .a FSK CK 1 15 ) =F UEL (J F , 3 ) 
D=HL!Q-B 
GAMI =O .O 
TERM! =O . O 
TERM2=0 .0 
R=STA C.E CIC.L,2) 
zo 
TERM!= GF / 6 . O•GAMI 1COSCCN• (2 . OoR••3-3. D•R•R•RD+R0**3l 
T[h.M2:C,F 1 2 .0 :;:C.AM1 IS I NC0',1*0 * ffi,;:R-RO*RO) 
TEi.:M4= r sr / (2 .a :;:FI .::s I NCONl FSK CK ,2) =T ERH4+TERM5 
FSIC. CK , 6 ) = TCI=" 
FSKCK,1 0 )=T<Y 
Ca-lFT1 =FSK CK, 3) +FSK CK, 7) . F SIC. (K, '.5 l =-GO / SI NCC,,.,::;: ( C.F::::C.AM1 ~0+. F1) 
TEh.M5:ABS ( FSM / (FJ::::SINCCN)) /R0*::;:2 
TERM4: TERM:5+ <T ERM2 - TERM! - TERM4 I / RO 
F SK (K, 7) = TERH4-TERM5 
FSK (K ,8) =FSK ( K , 3) 
F SIC. H=FSK CK , 2 ) **2+FSK CK, 3) *~-FSK (K 1 3) * FSK {K, 2 ) 
FSKH1 =FSK CK , 7) **2+FSK ( K , 3) *:¢::2- FSK CK, 3) * FSK (K , 7) 
F SKM. C.T. FSK M1 FS!',; (K,2):FSK CK,7) 
FSKM=FSKM1 
Q:TOFT-B 
KH YDRO. EQ . 0 
FOR1:: - G-AM / ( 6 . 0:;:COSCCN)::;: (2 .0¢STAC.E (Kl, 2 ) **3-3 .O *S TAG,£ (Kl , 2 ) *~:;:RO+R0**3) /RO+ GAH 
/ <2 .O:;S I NCON*RD > * D:; CST AC.E CKL, 2 ) *:.\2-RO:;:~ I +F/2 .O:;:R:0/Sl NCO,, 
F...:1t2=RDIS INCON* ( GAH~+Fl 
(------------ ------------------------------
T TES T=F~ 1 ~ • 2• r~z::;: :;:z- FOR 1 *FOR2 
COMFT2=A8S (FOR1-FQ;:2 ) 
TT EST. LT.FSKM 
F"SK CK ,4>=-FSK CK, 4) 
FSK <K, 2l=FOR1 
FSK ( K, 3) = FOR2 
FSKM=TTEST 
4 03 
FSK CK 1 5) = SQRT (FSKH) 
FSK CK, 1 ,1 = Ta=' 
Figure 3- 4 . Subroutine Flow Charts , GLI 
LEVELS, SERCH , and PRI 
T3, DISTB , HEADS , HYDRO , 
T (Sheet 4 of 13) 
3-17 
61 
Fsti;. I K, 11) =FSK ( II;., 7) 
FSK (K ,12) =F SK I K,8J 
FSK ( K 1 13) =COMFT1 
270 
c;o TO 5 
Figure 3- 4 . Subroutine Flow Charts , GLINT3, DISTB , HEADS , HYDRO , 
LEVELS, NSERCH, and PRINT (Shee t 5 of 13) 
3-18 
C..x :c;.F 
ASTOF =0 ,0 
HLIQ = TANK ti T 1 1 7) 
A = TANI<. (IT, 7) 
8:: TANK. ClT,8) 
FHI =A NC..L E CA 1 B, TA Nl'i. ( l T ,2)) 
FH = TANK CIT ,20) 
KHYDRO . EQ.0 
DI sr:::sTA(rE {NAIL-1, 1 ) +TANK Cl T ,2) -STAG,£ (NAI L 1 1) 
ASTOF=ANC.LE (A ,8 ,DIST> 
YL=THT ( lT)-HLJI) 
G,X=GAM*G,X 
TRANSFER TO SU8ROU T I NE 
UNFAC 
NNN, 4 , N1 , N2 , l IF , N4 , N5 
FB=FUEL <I IF, 5 ) 
GGAM=HD CI T2 ) 
Hllil2=nn (I T2 ) 
HEADS Ll ST, REF 
HL!Q = THT <I Tl 
GX = GG 
KAGE (NA JU • NE . 24 
COHFUTED GO TO 
IF THE VALU E 










A=TANK (lT ,9> 
B=TANK<IT,10) GO TO 11 FHI =ANGLE (A , B, TANK (IT, 4)) 
HTOF=TANK (l T , 2 ) +TANK Cl T 1 3) +-TANK Cl T , 19) 
IT2=IT+I 
HLI~2=TANK ( 112,17) 






NNN:::JANK CIT, 1 l + .00 1 
FHIB =FHI 
Figure 3 - 4. Subroutine Flow Charts, GLINT3, DISTB , HEADS, HYDRO , 
LE VE LS, NSERCH, and PRINT (Sheet 6 of 13) 
3- 19 
\121 




COMFUTEO C.O TO 
IF THE VALU E TRANSFER 
~ Y TT=B2* <COS (FH I l *AR I -COS <FH I 81 / SIJ!'iT (A2 * SI N (FH I Bl **2 +B2*COS CFH !Bl **21 l ~ 
y F=B - R / A82:¢COS ( FHI) 
y O::TANK ( IT , 41 - YL - YTT 
FSK CK,15 ) ::FUELCIF,3) 
C.X =O .O 
FSK CK, 15 ) =F"UEL (IF, ol) 
BF=C.X* (YF-YL) 
vu=Gx•AB2 / <R•S IN {FHI) **2) * C (8- YU /2 .o. (Y F* YF-YL*YU ... (Y l *:¢3- YF**3) / 3 .O+B•YL* CYL 
-yP)) 
K TEST.LT. 3 AD=-HLI.J2+YTT 
CF 
206 











f"SK CK,15) : CFSK CK ,15) +FUEL (I IF ,3 ) )/2.0 GO TO 148 FSK (K, 1 5):: (F"SK (K , 1 5 l +FUEL (J IF, 4 l ) /2. 0 G-0 TO 1 30 
Figure 3-4. Subroutine Flow Charts, GLINT3 , DISTB , HEADS, HYDRO, 
LEVELS, NSERCH, and PRINT (Sheet 7 of 13) 
3-20 
vu=o .a 
F5,; ( I<., 15) :FUEL (IF ,4} 
Yl= TANI'.: ( l T,2>-YTT 
F"SK (I'(., 1) =y T+ TANK ( IT, 19) 
A0=Hllil- YT FSK (K, 1 5) =FUEL< IF, 3} ~O TO 148 
149 
r:; TO 149 
~R* S IN ( FH) / 3 .O * (2 .0 / AB * (1 •• + (COS ( FH ) / CAB*S IN (FH l I l **2> **1 . 5-3. 01 (SIN (PH} *AB 
l *COS ( FHI -2 .0 / AB* (COS (FHI / <SIN (FHI MBI I 0 31 
BF=G-GAH*AD 
~C=G-G-AM:)"R/2 .O * (A0+~SI N (FH) **2 /SIN (FHI) **2) 
F"S ,.,, I ' . 2 l =r"£2+\.,F(+VU KTEST.Eil.3 E 
F"SK CK , 3 l =R* ( FB-FSK (K ,2) /RS+BF ) 
FSK CK, 4) =SIN (FHI) *R 
FSK I I<., 5 ) =SQRT ( F s,; (I<., 2) >Q:,::Z+FSK (K, 3) *:;;.2- FSK (K, 2) * F SK (K ,3)) 
K=l<.+1 
FHl=ASTOF 00 TO 12 
FHI .Eil . ASTOF FHI=FHJ-.01*0H FHI.GT.ASTOF' 
Figure 3-4 . Subroutine Flow Charts, GLINT3, DISTB HEADS , HYDRO , 
LEVELS, NSERCH, and PRINT (Sheet 8 of 13) 
3- 21 
REPEAT TO •o 
Fa! 
1=1 ,1+1 , ••• ,NTANKS 
HYDRO LIST,REF 
TH T ( I ) =TANK < I , 2 J +TANK (I , 3) +TANK ( I , 4) 
NNN= TANK (l 11)+.00t 
TRANSFER TO St.SROUTINE 
1 UNFAC 
NNN,,., Nt , N2 , Ir, IM, N5 
N1. ca .2 E THT CI J = TANK ( I , 3) + TANK ( I , 4) -TANK ( I , 11) 
TR ANSFER TO SUBROUTINE 












XMAM E 1 TOf" ,F, IF, I TAB 
NO 
s 
HGAM.GT.O. O FTT=F+GAM*THT CI) 
P.LT .FUEL ( !F , 3 ) F=F UEL CI F , 3) 
Figure 3- 4 . Subroutine Flow Charts , GLINT3, DISTB , HEADS , HYDRO, 
LEVELS , NSERCH, and PRI T (Sheet 9 of 13) 
LEVELS LIST,REF 
REFEA T TO 90 
FOR 
J=KTANK ,KTAN,C.+1, ••• , HTANK. 
ITEM=TANKCJ, 1)+.1 
TRANSFER TO SU8ROUTI NE 
UNFAC 
JTEH,4,Nl ,N2,IL,N.t,N5 
TBOT=TANI<. IJ , 2 ) -TANI<. (J-1 ,2) TANK ( J ,16) =TANK ( J, 16) +FUEL <IL ,1) *OT/ FUEL Ill ,2) 
TANK CJ ,16)-.0001 TANK I J, 1 7 ) =TBOT+ TANK CJ, 3) +TANK CJ, 4) C.O TO 90 V=TANK (J ,1 5)-TANK CJ 1 16) 
20 
A=-3.0*TAN!'I. CJ, 10) 
8=0.0 TANK CJ, 1 7) =TBOT+TANK CJ , 3) 
YL=T ANI<. CJ ,4 ) C.O TO 24 C=3 .D*TANK <J, 10) * TANK CJ , 10) / CFI * TANK CJ ,9) *TANK {J ,9) J *TANK CJ, 16) 
t-=TANK CJ,4) / 2.0 
YL =ROOT<C.,D .0,1 . 0,A,8,C> 
TANK ( J , 1 7): TBOT+ TANK ( J 1 3) • TANK ( J, 4) -YL 
TANK(J ,20 J=ANC.LE <TANK(J,9 ) ,TANKCJ,10) ,YU C.O TO 90 
25 
v=v+TANK (J ,14) 
Ci-0 TO 90 
Figure 3-4. 
s= <TANK CJ, 6>-TANK CJ, s, > 1T ANK (J, 3> 
E=S*S 
A=3.0 *TANK CJ ,5l*S 
8=3 •• *TANK (J 1 5) * TANK (J, 5) 
Subroutine Flow Charts , GLI 
LEVELS , SERCH, and PRI 
C=-3 .0•VtPI 
~=TANKCJ,3)/2.0 
TANK CJ, 1 7 } =TBOT+ROOT CG ,O .0, E ,A ,B ,CJ 
TANK. CJ ,20) ::ATAN (S) +FI /2 .0 
T3 , DISTB , HEADS , HYDRO , 
T (Sheet 10 of 13) 
3- 23 
3-24 
v:v+TANK (J, 13) 
45 
TANKC J , 17):::0.0 
TANS ( J ,20)=0 . 0 
50 
A:-3.0*TANK CJ ,8 ) 
B=O . O 
(.() TO 90 
(:3 .O *TANK IJ ,8) *TANK IJ , 8 } *V/ {FI *TANK I J, 7 ) *TANK CJ 1 7)) 







TANK CJ, 2 0) :ANG-LE (TANK CJ , 7) , TANK ( J, 8) , TANK I J, 1 7) ) 
Figure 3-4 . Subroutine Flow Charts , GLINT3, DISTB , HEADS, HYDRO , 
LEVELS , NSERCH , and PRI IT (Sheet 11 of U ) 
C.O TO 1 
33 
l't.OJNT :::NS TAS / 2 
LOC-=Pt.OUNT 
N 
NSERCH LI S T,REF 
LOC =LOC- KOUNT 
LOC =LOC+KOUNT C.0 TO I 
R 
50 E 




F igur e 3- 4 . Subroutine Flow Charts , GLINT3 , DISTB , HEADS , HYDRO , 























r.o TO 19 
~I TE (NTAFE6, 100) 
liEF EA T TO 30 
1=1,1+1, ..• , N<X 
RADIS =ABS (FSK (1,4)) 
THJK=FSK (1 1 5) 
~ITE CNTAFE6,101)!, CFSKC l ,Jl , J:1,3) ,RADIS,THJl'(.,FSK CI,15) r.o TO 999 
~ITECNTAFEG,107) IT GO TO 65 \..fil TE CNTAFE6 , 106) IT 
65 
REFEAT TO 99 
\.IR I TE CNTAFE6, 100 } THIK=FSK<I,5) 
1=1,1+1, ... ,NC)( 
wR I TE (NT A FE6, 101 > I 1 ( FSK (I , J) , J=t , 4) , TH I I(., FSK. ( I , 1 5) 
Figure 3-4. Subroutine Flow Charts, GLINT3 , DISTB , HEADS , HYDRO , 
LEVELS , SER CH, and PRI T (Sheet 13 of 13) 
SYMBOL 
CARD 
D I M E N S I O N E D VARIABLES 
STORA <;Es SYMBOL STORA(;ES SYMBOL STORAC',ES SYMBOL STORA(;ES SYMBOL 
10 DATA 41 !DATA 41 NALYS 
· Figure 3- 5 . Subroutine Flow Charts , PROCES , ROOT , SFORCE , TERM 
and TLOC (Sheet 1 of 8) 
STORAC".ES 
3- 27 
TO Sl.eROUTI NE 
READH P 
DATA , NUM I XCARO 
~I TE (N TAFE 6 , 100) XC ARO, (CARD ( J) 1 J=1 , 10 } 
LA S= I 
FROC ES LIST , REr 
RE FEAT TO 5 
FOR 
1=1 ,1+1, . . . ,1 0 
GO TO I 
COHFUTED 




























[""u7 I CONTINUE H GO TO I REFEA T TO 25 FOR 
1=2 , 2+1, •.. ,NUM 
TANK <ID, 19) =TANK <IO , 13) + .001 
TANK <ID,16) =TANK <ID , 14) 
NTANKS= NTANKS+1 
GO TO t 
3- 28 
STIME=DATA Cl } 
ETIME=DATA C2) 
IST= IDATA (3) 
LST=IOATA (4} 
REPEAT TO 45 
FOR 
1=1 , 1+1 , . . . ,NSTAGE 
DH=DA TA C5) 
FSTART =DATA ( 6) 
FEND=DATA ( 7) 
IDATA C7 ) . NE.NAL YS C5 ) JTAFE:4 
J: (1-1 > * 4+1 
ST A C. E CI , 1 > =DA T A CJ> 
S TA C. E <I ,2) =DATA CJ+l > 
KAC. E CI> =IDATA (J+ 2) 
GO TO t 




REFEA T TO 55 
FOR 
1=2,2+1, . • • ,HUM 
Figure 3-5. Subroutine Flow Charts , PROCE S, ROOT, SFO:rlCE , TERM r , 
and TLOC (Sheet 2 of 8) 
55 
FUEL 11 D , K) =DA TA I l ) 




REFEA T TO 61 
FOO 
H=t ,1•1, .. . , 760 
!FUEL=ID 
61 
XSTAS(M, 1 )=0.0 
KME>Bii=O 
t;Q TO 1 
!0ATA(2) . NE.NA LYSl 3 ) 
KHY0N0= 1 
HGAM=DATA (3 ) 





!DATA(2) .NE.NAL YSl 4) ZMD=DATA (3) 
ZFD=DATA (4) 
80 
COMFUTED t;Q TO 





REFEA T TO 86 
FOii 





iJCI+GS>= DA TACI) 
w'R I TE CNTAFE4 l LRUN, ( F SK ( I , 1 ) , I =1 , 29) 
LAS= - 1 
81 
iiEFEAT TO 82 
FOli QIH29l=DATA I ll 
1=2 ,2+1, . • . ,NUM 
t;O TO 1 
~  
TliANSFEii TO SUBliOUTl NE 






t;O TO 1 
Figure 3- 5. Subroutine Flow Charts , PROCES , ROOT , SFORCE , TERMN , 
and TLOC (Sheet 3 of 8) 
3-29 
3- 30 
REFEAT TO 20 
FOR 
1=1 ,1 +1, ..• , 20 
~ I TE CNT AFEG, 100) X, y 
ROOT LIST,REF 
Y = E*X**4+ A *X*~ • B* X**Z+ C• X+ 0 
Y1 =E•4 . 0 *X**3 + 3 .0*A*X**2+2 . D• B•x+c 
Y= Y/Y l 
x=x-r 
TR ANSFER TO SUlROUTI NE 
TERMN 






Figure 3- 5. Subroutine Flow Charts , PROCES, ROOT , SF ORCE , TERMN, 
and TLOC (Sheet 4 of 8) 
PC B= NA I L- 1 
JlliT; NAIL+1 
HF8: STAG,E <KB , 1 ) 
L "'""'" ,o M,oo,, 
~ DI STB 
HF B ,HFM, KFB , LI T ,K B 
HFM=S TACE <NAIL , 1 ) 
HFT= STACE <Kl, 1 ) 
LI T=I 
SFORCE LI ST ,REF 




TR ANSFER TO SUBROUTINE 
FRINT 
•ACE <NAIU . L T. 10 •ACE (NA ! U . LT . 20 KACE <NAIU . EQ.35 KACE (NAIU . EQ . 33 
KAC. E CN A IU . NE . :34 





NFR . EQ.1 
TR ANS FER TO SUBROUT! NE 
HEADS 
LIT , 3 
TRANSFER TO SUBROOT! NE 
HEADS 
L IT, ! 
TRA NSFER TO Sl.BROUT! NE 
FRINT 
KACE(NAI U . LT . 30 
GO TO 31 
GO TO 9 
TR ANSFER TO SUBROUT! NE 
HEADS 
LIT 1 2 
Figure 3-5. Subroutine Flow Charts , PROCES , ROOT, SF ORCE , TERM 





















TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE 
UFDATE 








Figure 3-5. Subroutine Flow Charts, PROCES , ROOT, SFORCE, TERMN, 
and _TLOC (Sheet 6 of 8 ) 
START ~ I TE (NTAFE6, 100) I 
TERMN LIST,REF 
TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE 
EXIT 
Figure 3-5. Subroutine F low Charts, PROCES, ROOT, SFORCE , TERMN, 
and TLOC (Sheet 7 of 8) 
3-33 
5 TART 




NAIL. C.T. IS T 
10 
REPEAT TO 20 
FOR 














KAC.E (II l. C.T . 20 
TANK ( I T , 1 9 l • C.E. ST A C.E ( I I , 1 l 
F=O .0 
C.AM=0 .0 
KAC.E <I I l .C. T .20 .A ND.KAC.E ( I I l . LT .30 E IT=!T-1 E !T=NTANKS 
TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE 
UNFAC 
LI K, 4, N1 , N2, IF, IM, NS 
HLIQ=TANK<IT,17J+TANK(!T,19) 
F=HF (I Tl 
GAM=HD (! Tl 














Figure 3- 5. Subroutine Flow Charts , PROCES , ROOT , SFORCE , TER 1 , 
and TLOC (Sheet 8 of 8) 
3- 34 
0 I M E N S I O N E 0 V A R I A B L E S 
SYMBOL STORAC-.ES SYMBO.. STORAC-.ES SYMBO.. STORAC-.ES SYMBOL STORA C-.ES SYMBOL STORAC-.ES 




REPEAT TO 10 
FO!i 
J=t , 1 +1, . .. , I 
UNPAC LIST,REF 
K=I-J 
NG ( J) = ITEM/ 100K 
I TEM=ITEM- NG (J l *I0OK 
NI =NG(I) 
N2:NG (2) 
N3 =NG (3) 







COHFUTEO I.O TO 
IF THE VALUE TRANSF"ER 
CF NAILED TO 
IS STA TEHENT 
I 30 
2 40 
NAILED=NAIL3•5• INDATE-1) 3 40 









IH=1 ~I TE (K TAFE) NO: I NTY I IH,A ,B ,c 'MAIL I IT' VSL.8 
~ITE (K TAFE) (CFSK(J,J) ,J=l ,15) ,FSK(l ,15) , FSKCI,15) ,1=1 ,NOC) GO TO 999 
VSUB=TANK (IT , 13) 
NTY =I 
A=TAt-l((JT,9) 
B=TANK. CI T , 10) 
C=TANK (IT ,4) 
w'RI TE CK TAFE) NOC ,NT Y, IM,A ,8 ,C,NAJL, IT, VSUB 
VSL.8=T A~ CIT, 1 5) 
IM=! 
w'RITE<KTAFE) CC FSKCl,JJ ,J:::1 ,5) ,TOf , FSK(l ,2) ,FSK( l ,3) ,FSK(J,5) ,TOF, (FSKC l ,K) ,K=t 
1 , 1 5) , FSK <l , 1 5) , FSK <I , t 5) , I =1 , NOC J 
30 
NTY=O 
A=TANK (IT, 7) 
B=TANK I I T ,8) 
C=TAN!< (IT ,2) 
00 TO 999 
~ ~ 




READ (NT AFE) Mt F' NTY I DENS I A' BI CI NNNN I I I I VSUB 
REFEAT TO 25 
FOR 
J:::1 I 1 +1 f • • • I 6 
READ ( NTAFE) C (UFO (K, Ml , M=1, 1 7 ) , K:::1 , Ml F) 
25 
UFO (I, J) =FSl'i. ( I , J) 





FSK CI , 1 :5) • GT. UFO (I , 13) 
REFEA T TO 306 
FOR 
~ I TE (K TAFE) C CUFO CJ, K) , K=t , 1 7 ) , J:::1 , MI Fl 
READ CNTAFE) HI F , NTY, IM,A ,8, C, NNNN, I I , VSUB 
~I TE (K TAFE) MIF ,NTY , DENS , A ,B , c ,NNNN, I I I vsue 
REFEAT TO 31 
FOR FSK ( I , 5) • LT. UFO ( I , 5) 
I =1, 1 +1,, .. , MIP 
UFO Cl , Ml =FSK <I ,Ml 
UF O (I ,17)::FSKCI ,15) 
C.O TC 999 
UFO Cl 1 7) ::: FSK ( I , 7) 
UFO(l ,8}::FSK (l ,8) 
UFO Cl, 10) = TOF 
UF O Cl, 16) :::FSK <l ,151 
wHJ TE (KTAF E ) Ml FI NT Y I IM , A I B I CI NNNN I I I. VSUB 
Figure 3-6. Subroutine Flow Charts, UNPAC, UPDATE (!::iheet 4 of 5) 
REPEAT TO 35 
Fa! 
J:1 I 1 • 1 I, •• I 5 
READ (NTA FE ) ( (UFO (J , K) ,K= 1, 1 7) , J=1 ,MIF) 
35 
UFO Cl' J) =f"SK. CI I J) 
UFO ( 1,6) =TCF 
UFO CI ,15) =FSK. Cl , 15) 
UFO ( l ,16) =rsK CI ,15) 
i 
REFEAT TO 41 
Fa! 
1=1 , 1 •1, ... , MI P 
UFO CI , 7) . LT . FSK < I , 2 l 
rsflt. (J, 5 ) . LT .UFO CJ, 5) 
UFO(J, 7) :rsK (1, 2) 
UFD ( I ,S)=rsK (l , 3) 
UFO ( J,9 J= rsKIJ,5) 
UFO ( 1,1D) =TOF" 
wf;: I TE CK. TAFE> C (UFO ( J, K) , K=1 , 1 7) , J= 1 , MI F) C.O TO 999 
Figure 3- 6. Subroutine Flow Charts , UNPAC, UPDATE (Sheet 5 of 5) 
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D I H E N S I O N E D V A R I A B L E S 
SYMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL STORAGES 
MINUS 9 
Figure 3- 7 . Subroutine Flow Charts, VOLUME (Shee·c 1 of 3) 
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VOLUME LIST,REF 
rrws moo• FL, Q001 FL, Q002FL) = FI *GOOOFL/3. 0 * (0001 FL*Q001 FL • Q001 FL *Q002F'L +Q002FL•Q 
002FU 
ELL I (QOQ3FL, Q004FL, QOO 5FL) = FI •o003FL•Q003FL/Q004FL• (Q005FL•ooo 5FL-QOO 5FL03/ (3 
.O•Q004FU l 
REPEAT TO 11 
·~ J:1 ,1+1, ••• ,NTANKS 
2 
NJ X=TANl'C. (J ,1) + .001 
V=FRUS(TANK<J,2) ,TANK (J ,5) ,TANK(J,11)) 
V=FRUS(TANK(J,4) ,TANK(J,6) ,TANK(J,12)) 
TANK CJ, 1 6) =TANK CJ ,16) •TANK (J ,18) 
REPEAT TO 20 
F~ 
K=1,1+1, ••• ,NUS 
TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE 
UNFAC 
NIX,4,N1 ,N2,N3,N4,N5 
TANK ( J, 13) =ELLI (TANK ( J 1 7) 1 TANK CJ ,8) , TANK CJ ,2) ) 
TANK ( J ,13) =ABS (V-TA/'11(, CJ ,13)) 
v=O.O 
TANK CJ, 15)=ELLI (TANK<J,9) ,TANK(J,10> ,TANKCJ,4)) 
TA~ CJ ,15) =ABS CY-TANK CJ ,151 > 
TANK ( J, 14 ) =F'RUS (TANK CJ, 3) , TANK CJ 1 5) , TANK (J, 6) ) 
TANK CJ ,18): fAt.fr( CJ, 13) +TANK CJ 1 14 ) +TANK CJ ,15) 
NUS=NUS+1 
M!NUS(NUSl=J 
Figure 3- 7. Subroutine Flow Charts, VOLUME (Sheet 2 of 3) 
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NO 
IC. US. EQ. 1 E 
12 
TRANS FE R 
LEV ELS 
1 , NTANIC. S 










KUS= HI ~us (10 TANK (KUS , 18l =TA NK (KUS, 18 ) - TANK Cl':.US-1 , 18 ) 
F igure 3- 7 . Subroutine Flow Charts, VOLUME (Sheet 3 of 3) 
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g. ROOT - Finds roots of 1 to 4th degree equations . 
h. TERMN - Error exit routine. 
i. TLOC - Determines specific information about area to be analyzed. 
j. UNPAC - Deciphers control words . 
k. UPDATE - Writes and edits a swnmary tape. 
1. VOLUME - Finds partial and total volumes of vehicles tanks . 
m . GLINT - Generalized linear interpolator. 
3. 2. 1. 3 Output Routines 
a. ATITLE - Prints basic case information. 
b. BTITLE - Prints specific case information. 
c. PRINT - Prints specific structural information. 
3. 2. 1. 4 Input Routines 
PROCES - Reads header cards. 
3.2.2 ERROR RETURNS 
The STRESS program has two types of error returns which are as described in the 
following paragraphs. 
3.2.2.1 Non-Fatal 
Non-fatal errors are those errors which occur upon the initialization of a case . When 
a non-fatal type of error is encountered, an appropriate me ssage is written off line, 
'.he base being processed is skipped, and the program continues with the next case. 
3. 2. 2 . 2 Fatal 
Fatal err ors are those which are encountered while a case is being executed. If a 
fatal e rror is encountered, the comment ERROR CODE = N will be printed off line and 
the program will come to a hal t. N may take on the following two values: 
88 - a nonexistent table has been requested. 
3..: the Newton-Raphson's method failed to emerge on a root. 
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DICTIONARY OF PROGRAM SYMBOLS 
3.2. 3.1 INPUT 
The labeled common named INPUT is used to store information which is read from 
the LASS input tape. 
a. XSTAS (I, 1) = the height from a 0. 0 reference point as defined by LASS. 
b. XSTAS (I, 2) = the moment at height XSTAS (I , 1). 
c. XSTAS (I , 3) = the force at height XSTAS (I , 1). 
d. LAST = flag to s ignify flight status . 
1 = flight (any time point). 
2 = last time point for specific flight. 
3 = last time point for last flight on the tape . 
e. TOF = time of flight. 
f. AAXIL = axial acceleration. 
g. NSTAS = number of stations (index I in the XSTAS array). 
h. DUM (1) = LRUN = the run number assigned by the LASS program . 
i. DUM (I) (I = 2 , 6) = not used. 
3. 2. 3 . 2 SPEC 















STAGE (I , 1) = height above 0. 0 reference point of the discontinuity. 
STAGE (I , 2) = radius at STAGE (I , 1) . 
KAGE (I) = type of discontinuity at STAGE (I , 1) . (See input requirements.) 
TANK (N, 1) = type of tank. (See input requirements . ) 
TANK (N, 2) = the distance from the lowest point on the tank to the high-
est roint ~f the bottom head. 
TANK (N, 3) '-- l :1•~ distance from the highest point of the bottom head to 
the lowest point of the top head. 
TANK (N, 4) = the distance from the lowest point of the top head to the 
highest point on the ta.ri 1~. 
TANK (N , 5) = radius of the tank at TANK (N, 2). 
TANK (N , 6) = radius of the tank at TANK (N, 3) + TANK (N , 2) . 
TANK (N , 7) = semimajor axis of the bottom head. 
TANK (N , 8) = semiminor axis of the bottom head. 
TANK (N , 9) = semimajor axis of the top head. 
TANK (N, 10) = the semiminor axis of the top head . 
n. TANK (N , 11) = radius of the tank at its lowest point. 
o. TANK (N, 12) = radius of the tank at its highest point. 
p. TANK (N, 13) = voltµn e of bottom head. 
q. TANK (N, 14) = volume of midsection of tank . 
r. TANK (N, 15) = volume of top head. 
s. TANK (N, 16) = ullage volume. 
t. TANK (N, 17) = height of liquid level in the tank. 
u. TANK (N, 18) = total volume of the tank. 
v. TANK (N, 19) = not used. 
w. TANK (N, 20) = cone angle at the liquid level. 
x . FUEL (K, 1) = burn rate of the fuel . 
y. FUE L (K , 2) = specific weight of the fuel. 
z. FUEL (K , 3) = temperature of fuel. 
aa. F UEL (K , 4) = temperature of the gas over the fuel. 
ab. F UEL (K , 5) = not used. 
3 . 2. 3. 3 CONTROL 
The labeled common CONTROL contains control flags used in this program. 
a. STIME = the starting time of flight to be analyzed. 
b. ETIME = the ending time of flight to be analyzed. 
c. NPR = the print flag. 
d. DT = delta time. 
e . NTANKS = number of tanks on the vehicle . 
f. NSTAGE = number of discontinuities on the vehicle. 
g. IST = discontinuity number where analysis will be started. 
h. LST = discontinuity number where analysis will be stopped. 
i. NAIL = discontinuity number of the section being analyzed. 
j. NAILl = not used. 
k. NAIL2 = not used. 
I. NAIL3 = type of head which is being analyzed. 
m. NOC = number of analysis points in section being analyzed. 
n. IT = tank number of section being analyzed . 
o. IF = fuel number of section being analyzed. 
p. IM = dummy metal number. 
q. NTAPE = FORTRAN logical tape number 2 or 3. 
r. KTAPE = the number that NTAPE is not. 
s. NDATE = signal for a one-time point job. 
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t. KOUNT = run number of LASS flight to be searched for. 
u. DH = height increment at which the analysis will be done. 
v. IFUEL = number of fuels. 
w. IMETAL = not used. 
x. KHYDRO = hydrostatic test flag . 
y , KBUCKL = not used. 
z . KMEMBR = membrane analysis flag . 
aa. PSTART = time of flight when printing will begin . ·· 
ab. PEND = time of flight when printing will stop. 
3. 2. 3. 4 COMPUT 












FSK (I, 1) = height. 
FSK (I, 4) = r adius (negat ive radius means the hydrostatic test has been 
performed) . 
1 
FSK (I 5) = (N 2 + N 2 - N N ) 2 
' X 0 x0 • 1 





FSK (I, 7) = N for buckling. 
X 
FSK (I, 8) = Ne for buckling. 
FSK (I , 9) = not \.l.Sed. 
j. FSK (I, 10) = time for buckling. 
k. FSK (I, 11) = Nx for (Nx +Ne>· 
1. FSK (I, 12) = Ne for (Nx + Ne). 
m. FSK (I, 13) = Nx + Ne· 
n. FSK (I, 14) = time for (Nx + Ne)· 










P = pressure over fuel of tank being considered. 
GAM = specific weight of fuel of tank being considered. 
TH = cone angle at liquid level. 
GF = gravitational force. 
GG=l.O. 
HLIQ = liquid level height of tank being considered from O. 0 reference. 
HP (I) = pressure in tank (I) at time being analyzed. 
HD (J) = specific weight of fuel in tank (I) at time being analyzed. 
THT (I) = the total height of tank (I). 
3. 2. 3. 5 TSTORE 
The labeled common TSTORE is used as a buffer for the updating procedure. 
a. UPD {I, 1) = FSK (I, 1). 
b. UPD {I, 2) = FSK (I, 2). 
c. UPD (I,3) = FSK (I,3). 
d. UPD (I , 4) = FSK (I , 4). 
e . UPD (I, 5) = FSK (I, 5). 
f. UPD (I , 6) = FSK (I, 6). 
g. UPD {I, 7) = FSK (I, 7). 
h. UPD (I , 8) = FSK (I , 8). 
i. UPD (I, 9) = FSK (I , 9). 
j. UPD (I, 10) = FSK (I , 10). 
k. UPD (I , 11) = FSK (I , 11). 
1. UPD (I, 12) = FSK (I, 12). 
m. UPD (I , 13) = FSK {I , 13). 
UPD {I , 14) = FSK (I, 14). n. 
0. UPD (I, 15) = temperature at which ✓N 2 + N 2 - N N occurred. 
x e x e 
p . 
q. 
UPD (I, 16) = temperature at which lowest value of N occurred. 
X 
UPD (I, 17) = temperature at which minimum (Nx + N0) occurred. 
3. 2. 3. 6 CONST 
The common labeled CONST contains constants which are used throughout the program. 
a. PI = rr . 
b. EXTRA = not used. 
c. REFF = not used. 
d. HGAM = specific weight of fluid used in hydrostatic test. 
e. ZFD =force multiplier. 
f. ZMD = moment multiplier. 





4.1 l\IONOCOQUE CYLINDER OR CONE SUBPROGRAM 
4.1. 1 INTRODUCTION 
This subprogram finds the skin thickness required to withstand membrane-type 
stresses as analyzed by the von Mises-Hencky theory. At the specification of an 
option the minimum thickness required to resist buckling under axial load will be 
computed using the method of Lackman and Penzien in Reference 17 of the user's 
manual. 
The minimum thicknesses required to resist these modes of failure are then compared, 
and the structure then is designed to the governing condition. Details of the adapta-
tions of both these theories used in this program are given in Appendix G of the user's 
manual. 
Since the stress resultants change along the stations for a particular structural sec-
tion, a continuously varying skin thickness would result. Because a practical struc-
ture is made of sheets having a constant thickness, each structural cylinder is divided 
up into equal length sheets not longer than an input manufacturing maximum sheet 
length, and each sheet has constant thickness able to withstand the maximum loading 
in that sheet. Manufacturing minimum gage and yield stress and ultimate stress safe-
ty factors are considered in determining skin thicknesses. 
4.1. 2 FLOW CHART EXPLANATION 
4.1. 2. 1 Inputs 
Inputs guiding flow through the flow chart are as follows: 
a. NSHEET = the number of sheets this cylinder has been divided into by 
the LOOP routine. Maximum membrane and buckling loads have been 
picked out for each sheet by the same routine. 





Detailed Out put 
1? 
4 -2 




Weight = 0. 0 
I = 1 
C ALC tr (Ultimate) 
CALC tf (Yield) 
for Sheet I 
NBUCK = 1 
tr = Maximum 
of tf (Minimum 
Gauge), tr (Yield), 
tr (Ultimate), 





Weight = Weight + W s 
I = NSHEE T 
Figure 4- 1. MONMAS 
Yes Compute 
tr (Buckling) 
for Sheet I 
I = I + 1 
c. NC (152) = signal indicating whether detailed intermediate output should 
be printed out. 
4. 1. 2. 2 Variables 
Variable names us ed in the flow chart are as follows: 
a. WEIGHT = total weight of cylindrical structure. 
b. W = weight of sheet under consideration. 
s 
c. I = index used for sheet number in loop to compute weight of each sheet. 
d. tf(ultimate) = skin thickness when analyzing membrane solution for 
ultimate stress failure . 
e. tf(yield) = skin thickness when analyzing membrane solution for yield 
stress failure. 
f. tf(buckling) = skin thickness required to resist buckling failure. Set 
to 0. 0 if NBUCK = 0. 
g. tf(maximum) = skin thickness required to resist governing mode of 
failure. 
4. 1. 2. 3 Subroutines 
The subroutines used are: 
a. MHEAD - handles analysis of monocoque heads construction. Has own 
program document. 
b. MONOUT - prints out intermediate output for each sheet which has been 
stored in the THICK array in common. 
4.1. 3 SPECIAL ATTENTION ITEMS 
The program has no iterations and no error returns. 
4. 2 MONOCOQUE HEADS SUBPROGRAM 
4. 2.1 INTRODUCTION 
This subprogram finds the minimum weight monocoque shell design for an ellipsoidal 
head under a given loading which may include external pressure. The subprogram is 
called when the head is divided up into practical sheet lengths and maximum loads for 
each sheet have been picked out. An exception is if the monocoque head is called from 
the waffle program as a substitute for the waffle heads construction, in which case 
sheet divisions are dummied for one sheet, and maximum loads are picked out. 
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The first step is to find the minimum skin thickness for each sheet needed to withstand 
the maximum membrane load in the sheet. The von Mises - Hencky theory is used here. 
The minimum skin thickness needed to resist buckling is then found for each sheet. 
This is done by converting the ellipsoidal head to an equivalent sphere and using the 
classical von Karmen-Tsien formula. The buckling analysis is optional , and is per-
formed only when an input signal asks for it. 
The maximum skin thickness of the two is then picked to design the final sheet to with-
stand the governing condition. If no buckling analysis is specified, the membrane load 
face thickness only is used. The manufacturing minimum gage of the material being 
used is considered here. 
4.2.2 FLOW CHART EXPLANATION 
The following inputs govern flow through this routine: 
4.2.3 
a. WEIGHT = total weight of this head. 
b. I = index to keep count of sheets. 
c. tf(ultimate) = skin thickness required to withstand membrane load with 
respect to failure by ultimate stress and its safety factor. 
d. tf(yield) = skin thickness required to withstand membrane load with re-









A = semimajor a.xis of ellipsoidal head. 
B = semiminor axis of ellipsoidal head. 
NB UCK = signal for buckling analysis. 
tf(buckling) = skin thickness required to resist buckling. Set to 0. 0 if 
NBUCK = 0 . 
tf(minimum gage) = manufacturing minimum thickness for material 
being used. 
tf = final sheet thickness for governing condition. 
W = weight of sheet I. 
s 
NSHEET = total number of sheets for this head. 
SPECIAL \TTENTION ITEMS 
The program has no iterations, but does have the following error return. Current 
design capability for construction programs and current Saturn V configuration dictate 
that all elliptical heads must be tangent to the cylinder to which they are attached 
4-4 
Simulate Sheet Division For 
One Sheet and Scan For 
Maximum Loads 
Use This Sphere 
As Equivalent 
Sphere For Buckl ing 
Signal For 
Detailed Output = 
Yes 
Does Signal Say 






Called By WHEAD 
Call MO OUT 
To Print 
De ailed Output 
Yes 
r-----------, 
I We were called by I 
No I MO ' MAS and have Shee t I 
Does Signal 
Say MHEAD 
Called From t---------t~ Divisions from I 
I 
I 
A = B ,, 
(If so, Head 
Is Spherical ) 
WHEAD 
We ight = 0 . 0 
I = 1 
0 
I " LOOP" Routine I L ____ _ _____ ...J 
Compute Equivalent 
Sphere For Buckling 
Find tf (y ield) and tf (ultimate) fo r Sheet I 
tr = MAX (tf(minimum gage) 
\ Cyield ), tr (ulti mate ), t / buckling) 
Yes 
Use tr to compute W 
5
, weight of 
elliptical section Sheet I. 
Weight = Weight + W s 
I = 
Figure 4-2. MHEAD 
Compute 
tr (buckling) 
For Sheet I 
I = I + 1 
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(spherical heads need not be tangent to their cylinder). A test is made to assure that 
all ell ipsoidal heads are tangent to their supporting cylinder , and a fatal error with 
exit called results if the test is violated . This, howev er. should never happen if input 
to the stress program is correct and there is no computer malfunction . 
4. 3 HO EYCOl\TB CYLINDER OR CONE SUBPROGRAM 
4. 3 . 1 INTRODUCTION 
The function of this subprogram is to find the minimum weight honeycomb sand\\i ch 
cylinder to withstand the given loading condition. Two modes of failur e are con-
sidered: strength failure as analyzed by the von Mises - Hencky theory . and buckling 
failure which includes general instability and various modes of local instability . 
The program uses the following procedure to find mini mum we ight structure s . First. 
minimum face thicknesses required to resist the strength (me mbrane) load are com -
puted using the von Mises - Hencky theory. Then , the minimum we ight face - core thick-
ness combination able to resist the axial load is formed by the theory described in 
Appendix Hof the user's manual. In finding the minimum weight configuration , a 
series or range of core material shear moduli are considered . The material of least 
density (and therefore least core shear modulus) is conside red first , and the optimum 
face / core combination is found for it. This design is then checked against criteria 
for failure via face wrinkling, shear instability, or monocell buckling, or for violation 
of maximum core thickness. If the design violates any of these modes of local fai lure, 
it is rejected. The procedure is repeated for the whol e range of val ues of core shear 
me ·11. ius specified, and the minimum weight design is chosen from the designs which 
resi sted all modes of f:ii lure. 
The strengt'.1 face thicknes s is then compared to the buckling face thickness. If the 
strength face thickness is greater than the buckling face thi ckness. the strength face 
thickness is used, and the core thickness for buckling is correspondingly reduced. 
Because stress resultants change from station to station, a continually varying design 
would result. Since practical structures are designed in sheets of constant thicknes s , 
e ach cyl inde r is divided into equal length sheets not longer than an input manufacturer ' s 
maximum sheet length , and each sheet is designed to the most severe loading in its 
sheet length. 
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A structural section is simpler to manufac ture if sheets to be joined have equal core 
thickness . A final adjustment in design is therefore made. The final core thickness 
of ever y sheet in the structure is increased to the maximum of any sheet in the struc-
ture , and face thicknesses of buckling governed sheets with increased cores are then 
decreased to optimum thickness. 
An option is available with the program to set core thickness to a fixed input value. 
The face thickness for each sheet is then designed to the minimum that will resist all 
forms of failure when stabilized by the given core. This is done for all specified 
values of core shear modulus, and the minimum weight configuration is picked out 
from these. 
4 . 3 . 2 FLOW CHART EXPLANATION 
4. 3 . 2. 1 Subroutine HONMAS 
Inputs guiding the flo w through the flow chart are as follows: 
a. NSHEET = the number of sheets that make up this cylinder. Maximum 
membrane and buckling loads have been found for each sheet. 
b. L IR = ratio of equivalent length to equivalent radius. Used to by-eq eq 
pass buckling solution for extremely short sections. 









tf(ul t) = face thickness for membrane load designing to ultimate stress 
and safety factor. 
tf (y) = face thickness for membrane load designing to yield stress and 
safety factor. 
L = equivalent length (used in transforming conical sections to 
eq 
cylinders) . 
R = equivalent radius (used in transforming conical sections to 
eq 
cylinders). 
tlstrength) = governing membrane face thickness [ maximum of tlult) 
and tf(y) l . 
tf(buckle) = optimum face thickness when only buckling is considered . 
t (buckle) = optimum core thickness when buckling only is considered. 
C 
tf(semifinal) = governing face thickness for a sheet equal to maximum 








tr uc t ures 
tc ( BuC' kle) = tc ~lin 




Out Signal "ON " 







tr(Strt•ngth) = ~lax (tr(i ' lt) , tr(\) 
:'-/SIi J-:J-:T 
Is This . ·,·c t ion a 11,·ad 
Xo 
FIXC'OR 
Opti on Sp<'<'i fied 
0 
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Axial Load in Th is Section 
Yes 
Suhroutine HCO ,'\JR 
Finds Optim um 
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for She e t I 
4 
Yc-s 
Figure 4- 3 . HONMAS (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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tc = semifinal core thickness (reduc.ed from tc (buckle) if tf(semifinal) 
was increased over tf(buckle). 
t M = maximum t over all sheets. 
C C 
tc (final) = uniform core thickness for all sheets (equal to tcM). 
tf(final) = final face thickness when uniform thickness core has been 
applied to all sheets. Decreased from tf(semifinal) for buckling-
governed sheets the optimum core thickness of which was increased to 
t (final) for uniform core requirement. 
C 
t min = minimum allowable core thickness. 
C 
t~in = minimum allowable face thickness. 
4. 3. 2. 2 Subroutine HCOMB 
Flow control symbol and variable explanations are as follows: 
a. GLT (face wrinkling) = minimum core shear modulus required to keep 
the faces from wrinkling. 
b. GLT (shear instability) = minimum core shear modulus required to re-







GLT = core shear modulus under consideration for present case. 
d = maximum allowable core cell diameter to resist monocell 
cor 
buckling. 
d min = manufacturing minimum core cell diameter for the value of 
cor 
GLT under consideration. 
T = core thickness (optimum) for the GL T under consideration . 
cor 
T max = maximum allowable core thickness. 
C 
SIGNAL = switch set to O if optimization cannot be performed with the 
given inputs. Set to 1 if solution has been found . 
4. 3. 2. 3 Subroutine TO NINE 
Flow control symbol explanations are as follows: 
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a. CJ = face stress input into STEPTO to find core thickness needed to 





CJ = yield stress. y 
t = core thickness. 
C 
w = weight of configuration where faces operate at yield stress. y 
K = parameter used in determining optimum face thickness/core 
l 
thickness combination. 
DCOR ~ 3/8 " and 











Glt (Face Wrinkling ) 
G 
1 
(Sh ear Instabi lity ) 
P ick Max. G1t 
G1t ( Face Wrinkling ) 
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TCOR lo Tc Max . 
Yes 
Set Minimum 
Weigh t Outputs 
Equ al To These 
Outputs. 
Set S i gnal = 1. 
Glt ) Glt (Manufact . 
Max. ) 
Signal = 1. 
Yes 
Figure 4-4. HCOMB 
Yes 
No 
HCOMB - Considers a range 
of Core Shear Moduli, G1 , 
and picks the Con figurat1dn 














w yie lcJ 
Comp ute 
Calculate d and W opt. 
for a opt. Satisfy ing 
K Criteria 
1 
Figure 4-5. TONINE 
TONl'.'!E_ - finds optimum 
c omb ination of core 
thieknrss ancJ face thick-








K = ratio of core density to face density. 
2 
a- t = optimum face stress level for a given structural index (N /D). Op X 
N = compressive axial load. 
X 
D = equivalent diameter (used in transforming cones to equivalent 
cylinders). 
d = minimum core cell diameter for this configuration. 
W t = weight of optimum configuration for this core shear modulus. 
op 
4. 3 . 2. 4 Subroutine STEPTO 














a- = input stress for which to find core thickness needed. 
T initial = value at which to start iterating for T . C C 
T = core thickness. 
C 
tf = face thickness for this stress level. 
u = shear rigidity of panel. 
Df = flexural rigidity of panel. 
J = rigidity parameter. 
Z = geometry parameter. 
K = buckling coefficient, axial compression. 
X 
T) = plasticity reduction factor for general instability . 
a- = stress level that core thickness is able to support (if too far 
new 
from given stress level, adjust Tc) . 
.C:.T = amount T is to be adjusted to make a- closer to a-. 
c c new 
6 
2 
= tolerance on a- in iteration. 
4. 3. 2. 5 Subroutine STPSIX 








a-yield = stress of material. 
a- t = optimum stress level. 
op 
N / D (input) = input structural index we are trying to hit with the 
X 
iteration. 
N /D (trial) = structural index we have found as a function of a- t· 
X op 
This is to be made equal to N / D (input). 
X 
6 = tolerance on N / Din iteration. 
3 X 
a-ult = ultimate stress of material. 
S. F. ult = safety factor when designing to a-ult" 
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STE PTO - F i nds the face thickness 
for a given a llowable stress , then, 
finds the core thickness needed by 





c c in itia l 
Li = f (Tc' Tf) 
Where 
Tf = f (a) 
Calculate 
Df' J , 7.. 
'f<>st Magnitude 
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Figure 4-6. STEPTO 
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t:,.a opt = D (trial ), D(input ) 
By :'\ewton- Raphson 
a opt = a opt + t:.a opt 
:\o 




P rint Error Message 
a opt = a yie ld 
Compute: 
X = f (cr 
D( trial) opt 
Yes 
a opt > a ult 
Yes 
a = a 
opt ult 
a opt a yie l d 
-- > ~~--





S.F .ult ) 
a yield S F . yie ld 
a opt < a yield N o 
STPSIX - Finds optimum 
working stress for a given 
axial l oad , x, and equivalent 
cylinder diameter, D. 
Com pute: 
Glt (face wrink. , a opt) 
G (shear instab., a i ) 11 op 
G1t use _::: 
Git (face wr . ) 
G1t (shear i n st . ) 
a = 
opt 
a opt - 1000 . 







S. F. . ld = safety factor when designing to a . Id y1e yie . 
Glt (face wrinkling, aopt) = minimum core shear modulus that will 
resist face wrinkling for faces operating at stress of a t· 
op 
Glt (shear instability, a opt) = minimum core shear modulus that will 
resist shear instability for faces operating at stress level of a t· 
op 
Glt use = core shear modulus presently under consideration. If not 
sufficient to resist shear instability or face wrinkling, program re-
duces aopt· 
t:.a t = increment to add to a t to get N /D (trial) closer to N /D (in-
op op x x 
put). Computed by Newton's method. 
4. 3. 2. 6 Subroutine REDCOR 




a= stress at which faces operate. 
T f = face thickness. 
T = core thickness. 
C 
4. 3. 2. 7 Subroutine FIXCOR 
Flow chart symbol definitions are as follows: 
a. SIGNAL = switch set to zero if no solution is possible. Set to 1. 0 if 










t given = input core thickness. 
C 
t = core thickness. 
C 
Glt = core shear modulus under consideration . 
Glt min = input minimum value of core shear modulus . 
tf(buckle) = face thickness needed with this given core to resist buckling. 
W t = weight of configuration under consideration. 
op 
W . = minimum weight of all configurations considered so far. 
min 
.6.Glt = increments at which to consider values of core shear modulus. 
Glt max = input maximum value of Glt to consider. 
4. 3. 2. 8 Subroutine STFIVE 
Definitions of symbols used in flow charts are as follows: 
a. T f (yield stress)= thickness of face when operating at yield stress. 
b. T f = face thickness. 










For This cr 
Figure 4- 8. REDCOR 
REDCOR - Reduces 
Core Thickness For 




Signal = 0.0 
t = t Given 
C C 
Glt = Glt Min. 
Subroutine ST F IVE 
Finds tr (Buckle) 
For Given t 
C 
FIXCOR - Find s minimum 
weight configuration for a 
given core thickness 
l\o Are tc & tr Within Con-
-----1 straints of Shear Instab ili ty 






Compute W opt 
for This Confi uration 
Wmin < Wopt 
Yes 
Signal = 1. 0 
Yes Signal = 1 . 0 
Compute Wmin as Weight 
of This Configuration 
Wmin = Wopt 
P rint Message: 
No Solution Possible 
1---
0
--- Within Given 
Const r aints 
Figure 4-9 . FIXCOR 
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:\o 
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U = shear rigidity of panel. 
Df = flexural rigidity of panel. 
J = rigidity parameter. 
Z = geometry parameter. 
K = buckling coefficient, axial compression. 
X 
1J = plasticity reduction factor for general instability. 
a- = face stress level that this combination of core and face will 
new 
allow. 
a- = actual stress of face with thickness Tf, if too far from a- we have 
new 
found, adjust Tf. 
6 = tolerance on a- in iteration. 
2 
6 Tf = amount by which Tf is to be adjusted to make a- and a- closer to 
new 
each other. 
SPECIAL ATTENTION ITEMS 
The iteration for K in subroutine TONINE and the iteration for a- t in STPSIX have 
1 op 
both proven very stable procedures in rWllling of this program. Maximum iteration 
limit for these iterations has usually been set at 10. Both iterations have error re-
turns to indicate non -convergence. 
The iterations for Tc in STE PTO and T fin ST FIVE are not as sophisticated and some-
what unstable for extremely low compressive loads. A maximum iteration limit of 
50 iterations has been used. No trouble has been encountered where axial compres-
sion is substantial, but the iteration occasionally has broken down for extremely low 
compressive loads (less than about 250 lbs/inch). This, however, is not a real limita-
tion of the program because honeycomb sandwich structures are useful mainly to re-
sist buckling, and monocoque structures are more efficient where buckling is not 
critical. Appropriate error messages are printed out if these iterations break down , 
and zero weight is returned. 
Another error return is provided for cases where no core shear modulus specified is 
great enough to resist shear instability or face wrinkling. This return is not likely 
to occur in the practical range of Glt usually considered (above 15, 000 psi). 
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4. 4 HONEYCOMB HEADS SUBPROGRAM 
4 . 4. 1 INTRODUCTION 
This subprogram finds the minimum weight configuration of a honeycomb sandwich 
elliptical head able to withstand a given loading condition. Both strength (membrane 
load) failure and buckling failure are considered, as well as several forms of local 
instability. Ianufacturing limitations for minimum material thicknesses, minimum 
core material cell diameters , and core shear moduli are considered. 
The following method is used. The minimum face thicknesses to resist the membrane 
load are calculated first using the von Mises-Hencky theory. Then the minimum 
weight core thickness/face thickness combination is found for the given axial load. 
The face / core combination is adjusted off from the apparent optimum if needed to 
avoid falure by local instability or violation of maximum or minimum core thickness . 
Detailed theory for buckling is given in Appendix P. 
The strength criterion face thickness is compared to the buckling face thickness. If 
the strength face thickness is the greater of the two, it becomes the face thickness of 
the configuration and the buckling core is correspondingly reduced. 
A structural section is made of sheets having a constant thickness, hence the structure 
is divided into equal length sheets (subject to an input maximum sheet length limit), 
and each sheet is designed to the most severe loading in its sheet length. 
A structure is simpler to manufacture if sheets to be joined have equal core thickness. 
A final adjustment is therefore made to the design. Each sheet has its core thickness 
increased to the maximum for the whole section, and face thicknesses of buckling-
governed sheets are reduced accordingly. 
In designing each sheet a range of core shear moduli is considered, and the core mod-
ulus giving least weight is picked for the final design. 
An option is available to input the core thickness to use. The minimum face thickness 
able to withstand the given load with the input core is then computed for each sheet 
for a range of core shear moduli, and the minimum weight configuration selected. 
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4. 4 . 2 FLOW CHART EXPLANATION 
4. 4. 2.1 Subprogram RHEAD 
The following symbols are used: 
a. A = semimajor axis of ellipsoidal head. 
b. B = semiminor axis of ellipsoidal head. 
c. C = height of head. 





















tf(min) = manufacturing minimum for face. 
t (min) = manufacturing minimum for core. 
C 
tf(b) = optimum face thickness for buckling considerations. 
t (b) = optimum core thickness for buckling considerations. 
C 
NSHEET = number of sheets of metal of which the elliptical head is to 
be constructed. 
tf(sf) = maximum of tf(str) and tf(buck) . 
tc(sf) = core thickness needed for tf(sf). 
t (max) = greates t t (sf) of all sheets , all t (f) are s et to this . 
C C C 
t (f) = final uniform core thickness . 
C 
tf(f) = finar face thickness needed by uniform core. 
W t = weight per square foo t of an optimum configuration for a particu-
op 
lar GLT (core shear modulus). 
W . = minimum weight for a sheet picked from several GLT . 
mm 
I = sheet index used in loop for the total of NSHEET sheets. 
NSHEET = total number of sheets in head. 
N = axial load. 
X 
GLT = core shear modulus under consideration. 
GL T(max) = maximum allowable core shear modulus. 
ti.GLT = increments in which to consider values of core shear modulus. 
t (giv,en) = core thickness when input for fixed core thickness option. 
C 
4. 4. 2. 2 Subroutine OPTS TR 
The following symbols are used: 
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a. K = ratio of overall thickness to core thickness. 
l 
b. ITERAK = iteration counter. 
c. a = yield stress. y 
A ; fl 
Yes 
This Head is Spherical 
Ko Equivalent Sphere 
Need Re Found 
I ; I 
ls There a Compressive 
1\ in Sheet I 
X 
20 , 000 
Yes 
Subroutine F F IKD 




fl ; C' 
Yes 
Print Error: 
Elliptica l !lead Kot 
Tangent to Cylinder 
Wa ll 
Co mpute Equivalent 
Spher ical Shell 
for This Ellipsoid 
0 
tf(b) ; \(m in) 
t (b) ; t (min) 
C' C 
t/sfl ; \(stm) 
t (sf) ; t (min) 
C C 
Is Fixed Core Signa l "On " 
Subro utine OPTSTR Finds Optimum 
!/buck a nd tc(buck) for Sheet l 
Sub routine SA TISF Checks M onocell 
Buckling, Fa c e Wrinkling and 
Shea r in Stability and Increa ses 
!/buck) as much as nee de d . 
Figure 4-11. RHEAD (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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Ko 
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4-24 
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Subroutine CFC · 1i 
Finds Reduced 






le (max) = largest 
t (sf) of all sheets 
C 
t (f) = t (max) 
C C 
for Sheet I 
' o 
Subroutine FFJND 
Finds tf(f) for New \!fl 
NSHEET 
Figure 4-11. RHEAD (Sheet 2 of 2) 
t (buck)> t (min) 
C - C 
0 
t (buck) = t (min) 
C C 
Subroutine F F IJ\"D 
Finds Reduced 
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opt = 0 opt + ~ (~ ) 3 /2 
da R Trial 
ITE RAT = IT E RAT + 1 
3/2 
T r ial 
Ye s 
~ ------~1T E RAT > Max . No . 1 ~ --- - - -----------~ 
Figure 4-12 . OPTSTR 
W r it(' Ma x . No . o f lt r r a t io111; 
Er r o r Messa ge 
K I Ne w = Fun c tio n [a o pt ] 
ITE RAK = ITE RAK + I 
ITE RAK < Max. No . 2 
Yes 
W r ite Max . No. of Iteratio ns 
E r ror Message 
Subr o utine OPTSTR 
Yes 
Finds opt imum working stress and tco re , 








a t = optimum working stress. 
op 
!TERA T = iteration counter. 
(N/R)t3 ( 2 1 = trial value of structural index computed from a t· r1a op 
(N/R) 3 / 2 = actual value of this structural index we are trying to hit. 
3/2 del 3 = tolerance on (N/R) for iteration. 
3/2 
_..£._ (N/R) 3 ( 2 = value of ar (N/R) ] computed at a t' used to iterate aa trial aa op 
by Newton's method. 
K new = iterated value of K , compared against K and used to com-
i J. l 
pute better estimate of optimum K . 
l 
4. 4. 2. 3 Subroutine SA TIS F 











IG = signal for iterated stress above allowable for local instability. 
IL = signal for iterated stress below allowable for local instability. 
IT ERA T = iteration counter. 
SIZDEL = current step si ze (tolerance). 
a t = input optimum stress to check for local instability. 
op 
a = stress level we are checking in iteration. 
GLT = core shear modulus under consideration. 
d = maximum allowable core cell diameter to prevent monocell 
cor 
buckling. 
SAT = logical variable, used as signal for resisting local instability. 
ti.tf = adjustment to make to face thickness to bring it closer to mini -
mum allowable. 
k. tf = face thickness. 
1. N = axial load. 
X 
4. 4. 2. 4 Subroutine CFIND 
The following symbols are used: 
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a. tf = given face thickness. 
b. rJ = tangent-secant modulus plasticity reduction factor. 
c. a = working face stress . 
d . R = radius of equivalent sphere. 
· e. B = half of central angle subtended by head on equivalent sphere. 
f. C = constant correction factor. 
Yes 
IG - 1 
t. \ = - SIZDEL 
Subroutine : SA TIS F increases face 
thickness in nee ded to a vioid certain 
modes of loca l failure . 
IG = 0 
IL= 0 
ITERAT = 1 
SIZDEL = .01 
<T = <T O t 
Find D , the minimum 
cor 
core cell size manufactured 
for this GLT. 
Set SAT = TRUE if monocell backling, 
face wrinkling, and maxim um 
cor e thickness are not violated 




IL = 1 
t. \ = +SIZDEL 
IG = 1 and IL = 1 








ITERAT > l\lax . No. 
of Iteration s 
0 
ITERAT = ITERAT + 1 
tr = tr + c, tr 
a = NX/ 2\ 
Yes 
SI ZDEL = .0001 
Subroutine: 
core thickne ss for this 
new value of tf 
Yes 
SIZDEI. = .00 1 
S!ZOEI. .0001 
S IZDF.I. = .Olll 
No 





Figure 4- 13. SA TISF (Sheet 2 of 2) 
Ye-~ 
SAT = TRl:E 
3 R3 . t:i u s 1n ,., Term 3 = --------
3 3 3 
1.3 2 C 11 Ef tf 
Figure 4 -14. CFIND 
Subroutine: CFIND 
finds core thickness 
needed for a given face 






Ef = Young ' s modulus of face material. 
TERM3 = variable used for computational convenience. 
t = core thickness. 
C 
4. 4 . 2. 5 Subroutine FFIND 
The following symbols are used: 
4.4.3 











Ef = Young's modulus of face material. 
R = radius of equivalent sphere. 
B = half of central angle subtended by head on equivalent sphere. 
C = a constant correction factor. 
DEL3 = tolerance on iteration for FLOAD. 
CJ = yield stress. y 
CJ= trial value of maximum allowable stress in iteration. 
ITERA T = i t eration counter. 
FLOADtrial = trial value of load parameter computed on basis of trial 
value of CJ . 
k . t = given core thickness for which to find CJ . 
C 
1. DF = 8 (FLOAD) /8CJ = the partial of the load parameter with respect 
m. 
n. 
to CJ . 
tf = face thickness computed on basis of final CJ . 
N = compressive axial load. 
X 
SPECIAL ATTENTION ITEMS 
The iteration for optimum face stress level in the routine OPTSTR has proven very 
stable in running. Howeve r , an error return is provided in case the iteration fails to 
converge in the input number (MIN) of iterations. 
Since the routine SATISF merely increases face thickness to the minimum that can 
resist local instability, its iteration is never expected to blow up. To allow for com-
puter malfunction or incorrect input, an error return is provided if the iteration count 
exceeds the input maximum number (MIS). 
The iteration for highest allowable face stress in subroutine FFIND has also proven 
very stable is running of this program, but again an error return is provided if the 
iteration count should exceed the input maximum (MIN). 
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Yes 
FLO/\D = f (Er, H, n, C ) 
a ll 
DEL 3 = FLO AD /2 0 
a = ay 
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OF 
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,\ NC"wton - H:1ph sun i te r ation is uSC'd. 
Ye s 
Write Error 
Messa ge fo r 
Iterat ions 
>Max Allowe d 
Figure 4-15 . FFIND 
A fatal error of not having an elliptical head tangent to the cylinde_r to which it is 
attached is tested for. This error causes exit to be called. However, this error 
should never occur if input to the stress program is correct. 
4. 5 45 -DEGREE WAFFLE 
4. 5.1 SUMMARY 
The function of the waffle stiffened subroutine is to design an optimum cylindrical or 
conical structure with strength and buckling as governing criteria. Conical sections 
are analyzed by treating them as a cylinde r of equivalent length and radius . The pro-
gram will determine the following optimum design parameters by : 
a. Skin thickness (TS). 
b. Rib thickness (TWS). 
c. Rib spacing (BS). 
d. Overall depth (H). 
4.5 . 2 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
The program first calculates a strength / weight ratio as a function of Cl, C2 . and C3 
(see Table 4-1) and picks a maximum ratio. This ratio is checked to see if all condi-
tions are satisfied (general instability , local panel buckling. rib crippling, rib spacing. 
and HMAX). If all conditions are satisfied on optimum design is achieved and a return 
to the main program is made to check for type of case . If an optimum design is not 
achieved, the next largest value is selected and the program is repeated until no con-
dition is violated. 
The program then checks for a buckling or strength governed case. If it is a buckling 
governed case the design parameters are calculated and a check for minimum gage is 
made. If the design is satisfactory the weight is calculated. If minimum gage is set 
the iteration scheme is used to increase CJ so the same buckling strength design 
parameters and weight are then calculated. If it is a strength governed case the fol -
lowing procedure is used: 
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a. Incre ase depth (H). 
b. Check if H is greater than Hl'vIAX . 
c. Calculate design parameters. 
d. Check for minimum gage. If it is satisfactory , calculate weight. 
e. If minimum gage is set the iteration scheme is used to increase C3 to 
achieve equal strength. 
f. Check general instability panel buckling, rib crippling. If all is satisfied 
calculate design parameters and total weight and exit from program. 
g. If values are not satisfied decrease C3 for rib spacing, calculate design 
parameters and total weight and exit from program. 
The 45-degree waffle subroutine is also provided with the option to specify the overall 
depth or the rib spacing. Given one of these options the other three design parameters 
are chosen such that an optimum design results. Basically the same procedure is 
used as that previously described with the exception that the optimization is performed 
with three parameters rather than four . 
Table 4-1 
Parameters Built Into Program 45-Degree Waffle 
1. General Waffle 45-Degree Procedure 
Cl 0.1 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.14 
C2 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 
C3 5.0 7. 0 9.0 11. 0 13.0 
2. Depth (H) Option 
Cl 0 . 10 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.14 
C3 5.0 7. 0 9.0 11. 0 13.0 
3. Rib Spacing Option (BS) 
C6 0.00772 0.01279 0.01786 0,02293 0.028 
C7 0.00384 0. 01538 0.02692 0.03846 0. 05 
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Figure 4-18 . W45MAS Flow Chart (Sheet 1 of 3) 
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If SRC > SIGY 
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y 
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(ClULT > ClYLD 
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Call P ARAM 
ISIGN = 1 
N 
T S and TWS ~ T Min 
Compute: ULTC3 
YLDC3 
If ULTC3 S. YLDC3 
CC3 = YLDC3 
YLDC3 .$ 0 .0 
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CC l = ClULT 
y 
CC3 = ULTC3 
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y 
Call PARAM 
S R S. 0.0 
N 
S > 0 . 0 
PANEL = 
F SR / FSCR 
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PANEL > l . 
N 
WEB > 1 . 
Call C3 1EW 
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ISIG N = I 
N 
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y 
Call WHAT 
Figure 4-18. W45MAS Flow Chart (Sheet 3 of 3) 
D I M E N S I O N E D Y A R I A B L E S 
SYMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL STORHES SYMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL 
LIMIT 10,15 
Figure 4-19. SCNEW Subroutine Flow Chart (Sheet 1 of 3) 
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Figure 4- 20. HOPOUT Subroutine Flow Chart (Sheet 1 of 3) 
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Figure 4-20. HO POUT Subroutine Flow Char t (Sheet 3 of 3) 
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Figure 4- 21. 8CNU Subroutine Flow Chart (Sheet 2 of 3) 
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Figure 4-21. · 8CNU Subroutine Flow Chart (Sheet 3 of 3) 
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Fig7.1re 4-22 . RATS Subroutine Flow Chart 
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for New Value s 
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Figure 4-23. SPORT Subroutine Flow Chart 
Subroutine: Check - use 
for Waffle 45 
Computes : 
8cr 
Local Panel Bue 
If S > SIGY 
er 
S = SIGY 
er 
Compute FScr 
FS > SIGY /SQRT(3.) 
er 
FS = SIGY /SQRT( 3.) 
er 
S = DIFLOD/2. ,:, Axx,:, H 
r 
F = NEGDIF/2. ,:, Axx,:, H 
sr 
Compute: Web Crippling 
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Figure 4-24. CHECK Subroutine Flow Chart 
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yntry/ C3 EW 3NEW Waffle 45 
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SIZDEL = 1.0 
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-
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Figure 4-25. C3NEW Subroutine Flow Chart 
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Calculat e Allowable Panel Buckling 
2 2 SC R = 3. 2 9 ,.~ E / (1 - J' ) *C 6 
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Figure 4-27. HOPOUT Subroutine Flow Chart 
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!J OO 
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WHAT - Output Routine 
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Yl'S 
Figure 4-28. WHAT Subroutine Flow Char t 
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Calculate: 
Ts = cc1 ,:,H 
Tws ~ Cc2 ,:,H 
BS cc3 ,:,H 
Ts ~ TMIN and 
Tws ~ TMIN 
No 
Set 
ISIGN = 1 
Ts< TMIN 
Tws < TMIN 





Tws = TMIN 
Figure 4-29. PARAM Subroutine Flow Chart 
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DESEND - Use for 
Waffle 45 and Waffle 90 
Figure 4-30. DESEND Subroutine Flow Chart 
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TS= CC6 '~BS 
TWS = CC? ,:,BS 
H = CC8 ,:,BS 
If (TS> TSMIN and 
TWS > TWSMIN) 
No 
IZIGN = 1 
If (TS< TSMIN 
Yes 
Yes 
TS = TSMIN 
If (TWS<TWSMI~------
.,._ _____ -tTWS = TWSMIN 
CC6 = TS/BS 
CC?= TWS/BS 
Figure 4-32. RIBPRA Subroutine Flow Chart 
Cale. Weight F'unct GG For ew 
Values of C6, C7, CB 
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Figure 4- 33 . GEE Subroutine Flow Chart 
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Weight = 0.0 
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No 
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Figure 4- 34. WATT Subroutine Flow Chart 
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Figure 4- 35. GRINGO Subroutine Flow Chart (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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Figure 4- 35. GRINGO Subroutine Flow Chart (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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4. 6 SUMMARY OF SUBROUTINES 
4. 6.1 W45MAS 
Main subroutine to establish a method for optimi zing 45-degree waffle for each section 
of the vehicle . Analysis is done for both strength- and buckling-governed cases. 
·-L 6. 2 RATS 
Computes strength-to- weight ratio based on Cl, C2, C3 that are built into the program 
for 45-degree waffle . 
4.6. 3 CHECK 
Calcul ates allowable panel buckling due to compressive or tension forces whichever 
the case may be. Also calculates allowable rib crippling for 45-degree waffle. 
4. G. 4 C3 EW 
Reduces the val ue of C3 in increments of 1. 0, 0.1 , and 0 . 01 Wltil general instability 
panel buckling, and web crippling are satisfied for 45-degree waffle. 
4.6.5 SPORT 
Recalculates new value of strength/ weight due to the change s incurred in Cl and C3 in 
the program. 
4. 6 . 6 CBNEW 
Iteration routine which reduces or increases CB in increments of 1. 0, 0. 1 , and 0. 01 
Wltil conditions are satisfied. Use for rib spacing option for 45-degree waffle. 
4.6.7 HOPOUT 
Option to specify overall depth for 45-degree waffle. 
4.6.8 GRINGO 
Option to specify rib spacing for 45-degree waffle. 
4.6.9 CHKBS 
Calculates panel buckling, rib crippling for rib spacing option for 45-degree waffle . 
4 . 6.10 GEE 
Calculates weight function for new values of C6, C7, and CB for 45-degree waffle rib 
spacing option. 
4. 6 . 11 \VHAT 
Output routine for both 45-degree and 90-degree waffle. Calculates and prints (1) fillet 
head radius and cutting head radius , (2) weight of each sheet , and (3) total weight of 
section. Prints skin thickness , web thickness, rib spacing, and overall depth. 
4. 6 . 12 ASEND 
Puts strength/weight ratio or weight function in ascending order from minimum to 
maximum also saving the subscript. 
4 . 6.1 3 PARAM 
Calculates skin thickness (TS), rib thickness (TWS) , rib spacing (BS) , and checks 
minimum gage. Use for both 45-degree and 90-degree waffle . 
4. 6.14 RlBPRA 
Calculates skin thickness (TS) , rib thickness (TWS) a."'ld checks minimum gage for 
45-degree and 90-degree waffle rib spacing option. 
4 . 6.15 DESEND 
Puts strength/weight ratio in order from maximum to minimum. Also saves the 
subscript. 
4. 6.16 WATT 
Output routine for 45-degree and 90-degree waffle rib spacing option. Calculates and 
prints (1) fillet head radius, (2) cutting head radius , (3) weight of each sheet , and 
(4) total weight of section. Prints (1) skin and web thickness , (2) rib spacing, and 
(3) overall depth. 
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Nomenclature for 45-Degree Waffle 
Engineer Symbol Description 
Cl Ratio of skin thickness to 
overall depth 
C2 Ratio of rib thickness to over-
all depth 
C3 Ratio of rib spacing to overall 
depth 
H Depth 
C Correction factor 
t Skin thickness 
s 
tw Web thickness 
s 
b Rib spacing 
s 
R Equivalent radius 
N Maximum compressive loading 
X 
+N + N Maximum algebraic difference 
X y 
✓Nx2 - NN + N 2 Maximum von Mises loading X y y 
A Longitudinal extensional stiff-
X 
ness parameter 
-N + N Maximum negative algebraic 
X y difference 
- N Compressive loading for ma.xi-
X 
mum negative algebraic 
difference 
-N Hoop loading for negative y 
algebraic difference 
N Hoop loading corresponding to y 
maximum N 
X 
g(C ' l C , C ) 2 3 Weight function 





Nomenclature for 45-Degree Waffle (Cont.) 
FORTRAN Symbol Engineer Symbol Description 
C5 C5 Ratio of cutting head radius to 
overall depth 
HMAX H Maximum allowable depth 
max 
HMIN H 
min Minimum allowable depth 
SHEETL Sheet Sheet length 
VIP4 - Signal for options 
CHKNX 2C/R[f(C ,C ,C )]EH2 General instability 
l 2 3 
SIGY ayld Yield strength of material 
SIGULT ault Ultimate strength of material 
E E Modulus of elasticity of 
material 
WAFWAT w Weight per surface area 
RN R Radius of rib intersection 
n 
RWS R Fillet radius 
WS 
SCR s Allowable panel axial buckling 
er 
stress 
FSCR F Allowable panel shear buckling 
scr 
stress 
SR SR Panel tensile stress 
FSR F r Panel shear stress 
s 
s s Rib tensile stress 
SRC s Allowable rib axial buckling 
re 
stress 
DEN p Density of waffle material 
MUE µ, Poisson's ratio of material 
SFULT S.F.ult Ultimate safety factor 
SFYLD S. F. yld Yield safety factor 
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Table 4-2 
No menclature for 45-Degree Waffle (Cont.) 
FORTRAN Symbol Engineer Symbol Description 
TMI T MIN Minimum gage thiclmess 
TRIB TRIB Minimum rib thiclmess 
IZIGN - Signal when parameters are 
set to minimum 
I ZIGNI - Signal indicating waffle 45- or 
90- degree analysis 
\ 
CC6 C6 Ratio of skin thiclmess to rib 
spacing 
CC 7 C7 Ratio of rib thiclmess to rib 
spacing 
CCB CB Ratio of overall depth to rib 
1 spacing 
[ f (C , C , C ) ] 2 
RATIO l 2 3 Strength/ weight ratio g(C , C , C ) l 2 3 
STREN [f(C l , C2, C3)l Strength function 
GC123 g(C , C , C ) 
l 2 3 
Weight function 
4. 7 ITERATION ROUTINES 
The 45-degree and 90-degree waffle require an iteration approach for evaluating one 
or more of the variables . In C3 (C8) iteration, Cl (C6) and C2(C7) remain constant 
while C3 is changed. 
C3NU, C3NEW, C8NU, and CBNEW are iteration routines ba,sed upon the following 
procedure. The purpose of the iteration routine is to zero in on the optimum design 
by reducing or increasing (C3 or C8) in increments of 1. 0, 0. 1 , and 0. 01 until the 
conditions (general instability, rib crippling, and panel buckling) are all satisfied. 
When this occurs we have the best design, that i s , optimization of design. Then , 
return to main program and calculate weight. 
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4. 8 ERROR RETURNS 
4 . 8.1 W45MAS 
If program is unable to find an optimum design the user should increase restrictions 
of HlvlAX. 
4.8.2 W901vlAS 
If program is unable to find an optimum design the user should increase restrictions 
of HlvlAX. 
4.8.3 H-OPTION-45 
If program is unable to find an optimum design the user should increase restrictions 
of HMAX. 
4.8.4 H-OPTION-90 
If program is unable to find an optimum design the user should increase restrictions 
of HlvlAX. 
4.8.5 45-DEGREE RIB SPACING 
Investigate a more reasonable value. Option - GRINGO of rib spacing (BS). 
4.8.6 90-DEGREE RIB SPACING 
Investigate a more reasonable value. Option - RIBOPT . 
4. 9 90-DEGREE WAFFLE 
4. 9.1 90-DEGREE WAFFLE STIFFENED SUBROUTINE 
The function of this subroutine is to design an optimum cylindrical or conical structure 
with strength and buckling as governing criteria. Conical sections are analyzed by 
treating them as a cylinder of equivalent length and radius. The program will deter-
mine the following optimum design parameters: 
a. Skin thickness (TS). 
b. Rib thickness (TWS). 
c. Rib spacing (BS). 
d. The overall depth (H). 
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4.9.2 PROGRAivI DESCRIPTION 
The strength/weight ratio as a function of Cl, C2, and C3 (see Table 4-3) is analyzed 
and the maximum ratio is checked to see if all conditions are satisfied. These condi-
tions include general instability, local panel buckling, rib crippling, rib spacing, and 
Hl\IAX. If it is determined that this is the optimum design a return to main program 
is made to check for type of case. If design is not optimum the next largest value is 
checked and the process is repeated until no condition is violated. 
The program then checks for a buckling or strength governed case. If it is a buckling 
governed case the following steps are used: 
a. Design parameters are calculated. 
b. Check for minimum gage. If satisfactory, calculate weight. 
c. If minimum gage is set the iteration scheme is used to increase C3 so 
we have same buckling strength. 
It it is a strength governed case proceed as follows: 
a. Increase depth (H). 
b. Check if H is greater than Hl\1AX. 
c. Calculate design parameters. 
d. Check for minimum gage. If satisfactory calculate weight. 
e. If minimum gage is set the iteration scheme is used to increase C3 to 
have equal strength. 
f. Check general instability, panel buckling, rib crippling. If all are satis-
fied, calculate design parameters and total weight and exit the program. 
g. If not decrease C3 for rib spacing, calculate design parameters and 
total weight and exit. 
The 90-degree stiffened waffle subroutine is also provided with the option to specify the 
overall depth or the rib spacing. Given one of these options the other three design 
parameters are chosen such that any optimum design results. Basically the same 
procedure is used as previously described with the exception that the optimization is 
performed with three parameters rather than four. 
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Table 4-3 
Parameters Built Into Program 90-Degree Waffle 
1. General Waffle 90- Degree Procedure 
Cl 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 
C2 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0. 10 
C3 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 
2. Depth Option (H) 
Cl 0.05 0. 06 0.07 0.08 0.09 
C2 3. 0 4 . 0 5. 0 6.0 7.0 
3. Rib Spacing Option (BS) 
C6 o. 00716 0.01287 0.01858 0.02429 0.030 
C7 0.00286 0.010395 0.01793 0.025465 0.033 
4 . 9. 3 SUMMARY OF SUBROUTINES FOR 90-DEGREE WAFFLE 
4.9.3 .1 W90MAS 
Main subroutine to establish a method for optimizing 90-degree waffle for each section 
(is divided into sheets) . The analysis is done for strength- and buckling-governed 
cases. 
4 . 9.3.2 RAT9 
Computes strength/ weight ratio based on Cl , C2, C3 that are built into program. 
4. 9. 3 . 3 PANEL 
Calculates allowable panel buckling due to compressive and tension panel buckling is 
checked for maximum compressive N and maximum negative algebraic value. 
X 
4 . 9. 3. 4 C3NU 
Reduces the value of C3 in increments of 1. Om 0. 1 , and 0. 01 until general instability , 
panel buckling, and web crippling are satisfied for 90-degree waffle. 
4-~ 
Increase H 
Check !-i :\1ax 
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:vlin Gage 
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Decrease C3 for 
Rib pacing 
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Determine Max Loads 
Divide: Equal Lengths 
Transform Conical Sect. 
Multiply Loads by 
Safety Factor 
Cale : Strength/Weight 
Ratio Pick Max 
Cale: H, Pane l Buck . , 
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0 I H E N S I O N E D VARIABLES 
SYMBOL STORHES SYMBOL SYMBOL STORHES SYMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL 
NC 200 I STEP 3 TEP 125, I LINIT QUEEN 10, 10 
Figure 4- 38 . W90MAS Flow Chart (Sheet 1 of 7) 










VIP.EQ •• 1 
N TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE 
MiEAO 
TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE 
RIBOPT 
100 








TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE 
OESENO 
RATIO,STEP, !STEP 





VIP.EQ •• I 
REP~AT TO 900 
FOR 
N=1,1+1, ••• ,NSHEET 
REPEAT TO 800 
FOR MM.EQ .125 N L=ISTEP(MM,1) E QUEEN(N,5) =H 
Mt•=t 11+1, •• • ,125 
K= CL-1) /25+1 
J: CL- CK-1) +25-1) /5+1 




MAXVM= L IHI T CN, 4) 
MAXO IF=L IHI T CN , 5) 
UFO(MAXO IF,11) .LT.0.0 UPO CHAXOIF', 11) ::Q ,0 
UPD CHAXD IF, 12) =O .O 







UPOCMAXNX,7) . LT . O.O UPO(MAXNX,7):-1,0 
UPO(MAXNX,8):0,0 
NXWAf':-CN 18) *UPO !MAXNX, 7) 
NYWAf':-CN 18) *UPO (MAXNX, 8) 
VONHI S=UFO (MAXVM, 5) 
NEGNX=-CN (8) *UFO !MAXO If', 11) 
NECNY =- CN ( 8) •UFO (MAXO If' , 12) 
NEGO If': (-UPO !HAXO IF, II) +UFO (HAXO IF, 12)) 





TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE 
INTERP 











cc::::cc12, <I, J , K> 
SIGX . CE.NXWAF/CAXX*H) N_9~ co TO 800 I 





VIP,EQ .. I 
NO 
IS 









S I CX=SY 






IS 1 GO TO 800 I RIB!=. 385*ECI <I. -PROP< 11 ,2 > 0 2) • !CC2/ (I. -CCtl l ••f 
Rl81 , C.E, NXWA F I (AXX*H) 
OR B I T=AXX*H 





GO TO 800 




SU, GE, VOYAG1 . AND . SY, GE. YOYAG2 
H;HyLO 




QUEEN CN, 5} =H 
CC3,GE , (2. •SEA5+ CC2l 
RANGE=CN 18) • VONMI S 
VOYAG I =RANGE /al Bl T 
VOYAG 2= !CN I 7) • VONMI S) /al BIT 
HUL T=RANGE / ( AXX*SUJ 
HYLD= ( CN ( 7) *VOOHI S) / (AXX*SY) 
HULT.GT. HY LO 
H=HMAX9 
VAR 4= (CC3* <1 . - PROP CI I , 2) ** 2) J / CCC3 -CC2* (1, -PROP CI I ,2) **2>) 
V ARS= cccz• C 1 • - PROP C 11 , 2 ) **2)) / C CC3 - (CC2* C 1 . -PROP CI I , 2 ) ** 2) ) J 
Cl ULT= VAR4* ( ! CN ( 8 ) • VONt• IS)/ (H• SU) ) - VAR5 ~c_,_uL_T_._G_T_._c_,_v_L_o~ 1 c; o ro 2,2 
Ct yl0::VAR4* C C CN C 7) *YONMI SJ/ CH*S Y)} -VAR5 
Figure 4- 38. W90MAS Flow Chart (Sheet 4 of 7) 
OUEEN ( N , 3 ) :TWS 
OUEENC N , 4 ) =9S 
QU EEN ( N , 8):G,C 
xx= LUN AR 1- REL AY 
YY=L UNAR 2 -REL AY 
TRAN!rER TO !UBROUTI NE 
PA RAN 
GC= ( CC3•*2*C C1 + C CC3-CC2 / 2 . > •cc2 1 2. * C 1 . -CC 1) *' .) / CC3 • *2+ (2 . •P I • C SEA5-. 22*SEA.C)) 
/ CC3 o:0 21) (SEA4**2* ( 1. -P I / .C.)) • (4. *SEAS**2* (1. - PI / 4. ) * ( 1 . -CC1 )) / CC3 • *2• (4 . • SEA4* 
•2.c I . -P l ,.. l • CC0-2. •SE A5 -CC2) ) /CC3 .. 2 
QU EEN ( N, 1) : CCI 
QUEEN(N,6) =CC 2 
QUEENCN,7):CC3 
QU EENCN,2}: TS 
TS.GE ,FROP CI I, 6) .ANO . TWS. GE . PROP ( I 1 1 5) 
XX .LE . 0. 0 . ANO . YY .LE . 0 . 0 UL TC3=ECHO/ XX 
YLOC3 =ECH0/ YY 
233 
ECHO= CI. - CCI> •cc2 
RELA r=CC 1 /C t . -PROP <I I , 2 ) **2> 
LUNARl= CCN C8) •VONM I Sl / CH*S Ul 
LUNAR 2: (CN ( 7) *VONM IS) / CH*SY) 
CC3=YLDC3 
[- ------===-~-
~--- --~ l'..E.~ 1 CO=UL TO ~ ~ CC3 : YLDC3 
CC3 = 1 S. 
S TR E SS = ( ( C C2 •C C1 **. 96 ) / ( 20 •. u ,ccJ •• , 97)) **. 459 
TRANSFER TO SUBROU TINE 
SFORTl 
XA X, STRESS , CG123 
AXX=XAX 
GG=CGI 23 GO TO 384 




VJ~.EQ. ,I ,,=1CC3•*2*CCJ • (CC3-CC2/2,>•cc212.•11.-cc1,.,.,,cc3••2• <2.•PJ•<SEA5-.22•SEAC)) /CC3**2* <SEA4**2* (I .-Pl/4. I) • <C .•SEA5**2* (I ,-Pl/4. I• (I ,-CCI>> /CC3**2• (4 .*SEAC• 
•2•<1.-PI/C,l•<CC3-2.•SEA5-CC2ll/CC3••r 
384 
AXX=CCI/ Cl .-FROP < 11,2) **2) • (CC2* (I,; CCtl) /CC3 






TEMP=UPD (MAXNX, 16) 





TR ANSFER TO SUBROUTINE 
PANEL 
NEGNY 
s1,x .(;T ,SY 





NXWAF , <;r. CH KNX 
,o TO 399 
VIP,EQ,, 1 E 
RIBB= ,385*EC/ (I. -PROP ( ITMAT, 2) **2) * (CC2/ 11 . -CCtl I 02 
386 
TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE 
C3NU 
400 






RIBB . LT .NXWAF/ (XAX*H) 
GG=CCC3 **2*CC1+CCC3-CC2/2,)*CC2 / 2, *C 1 . -CC1) *4. J /CC 3**2•C2.*PI*CSEA5 -.22*SEA4)) 
/C C3 **2 *CSEA4**2*C1,-Pil4.))+C4, *SEA5 **2*C 1.-PI /4,J+C 1 .-CC1J)/CC 3**2+(4 .• SEA4* 
020( 1,-Pl/4,) 0(CC3-2.*SEA 5-CC2)l/CC300 2 
Figure 4-38. W90MAS Flow Chart (Sheet 6 of 7) 




OUt'.EN IN, 3):: TWS 
QV££N (N' .. ) ::es 
QUEEN CN 1 8) ::CC 
399 
I Z I GN. ( Q. I ti TS.G( .FROP( 11,6) .At/0. ms. G( .FROP (II, 5) 
TRANSF"ER TO SUBROUT INE 
PARAH 
Ge.: C CCJ :, .. , 2 ,;: cc1 + C CC3-CC2/2. l * CC2/2. * C 1 • -CC1 l * 4. l /CC3(<* 2+ (2. *PI* C SEA5- . 22*SEA4)) 
/CCJ ,$:-!1 21< CSEA4 ~*2* {1 . -PI /4. l > + (4. * SEAS * *2* < 1. -P I /4.) * (1 .-CC1 l) /CC3* 0>:2+ (4 .*SEA4* 
* 2 * ( I . -P 1/4. > * ( CC3-2. • SEA5-CC2)) /CC3** 2 
C_-OUC:EN( N,3}:::WS ~ OUC:EN CN , "} :::95 C.0 TO 900 
QUEEN I N,8} =C.C. 
~ 890 
~._.a_. _1 r_E_1_N_T_A_r-_E_s_,_1_00_0_,_J 
TRANSFER 
Figure 4- 38 . W90MAS F low Ch art (Sheet 7 of 7) 
QUEEN(N,t)::CCt 
QUEENCN,6 ) :::CC2 
QUEEN CN, 7) :::CC3 
QUEEN CN, 2) =TS 
390 
4- 77 
Cale. 2 2 2 2 
CJ e = ,r E C 1 / 12( J - u ) C 3 
CJ C NY/ AX* H y 
SIGE3 = - 3. * CJ 
e 
SIGE 7 = 7. * CJ 
e 
IF ( CJ > SIG E3 and CJ < SIG E7 ) y- y -
IF (CJ > SIG E7 ) y 
,--l- F_(_CJ __ <_S_IG--E-3-)---, Y es 
y 
N = 1 
M = 2 
Pane l I= CJe * ( 2M 2 - 2M + 3) 
Panel 2 = CJ e * ( 2M2 + 2M + 3) 
IF ( P ane l 1 < CJ and Pane l 2 > CJ ) y y 
No 
No 
- - --------; M M + 1 
Yes 
- -----;SIGX = CJ e * ( M 2 + 1) 2 - M 2 CJ Yi.------' 
SIGX = 4 , * CJ e - ay i.----------' 
M =l 
N = 2 
Pa ne 1 J = CJ e *( 1 - N 2 * ( N - 1) 2 ) 
Pa ne 1 2 = CJ e *( 1 - N 2 * ( N • !) 2 ) 
Subroutine: Pane l Che ks t o See if 
Pan e l Buc kli ng is Satis f i ed -
lise fo r Waffle 90 
F igure 4- 39 .. PANE L Subroutine Flow Chart 
D I N E N S I O N E D Y A R I A 8 l E S 
SYMBOL SYMBOL SYMBOL STORAc;Es SYMBOL STORAc;ES SYMBOL 
200 LIMIT 10, 15 QUEEN 10, 10 









TEHP =UPO (HAXNX, 16) 
C3NU I ruLIST,REr 
TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE 
INTERP 
Axx=xAx 1 I -- 00 TO 10D~ G-G=CG123 . _ STRESS = C <cc2 ,:. cc1 **. 96) / (20 . -4 *'''**. 97) > ••• 4 59 AXX=C C1 I ( 1 . -f i1 0P CI I , 2) * ':<2) + (CC2* Cl, -CC1)) /CC3 XAX=AXX 
1002 
XNNE\.I= ( 2 . *SEA :❖Ec•s TRF.:"SS* H•)>!t2) /REQBAR 
NXHAF1 =NXWAF / < XAX*H) 
N~GNX1 :N!:GNX/ CXAX*H) 
CRIPF= . 385 * EC / Ct. - FROP CI I , 2 )),; CCC2/ Cl. -CC1 J) ** 2 




TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE 
PANEL 
NYWA F 
Xl'lNEW. GE. NXWAF. AND. S IGX1 • GE .NXWAF1 , ANO. SIGX2. GE . NEGNX1 • ANO. CR I FP . GE. NXWAF1 
IL=I 
OELTC= +SIZDEL 
I TERA T= I TERA T+t 
CC3=CC3 +0EL TC 
IG. E Q.I .ANO. IL . EQ. I 






XAX,STR (SS , ('123 






Figure 4- 40. HOPOUT Subroutine Flow Chart (Sheet 2 of 10) 
3500 
C0:15. 
f!Q_ S ! ZDEL . EQ .. I Q.., S!ZDEL. EQ.I. 













Figure 4- 40. HOPOUT Subroutine Flow Chart (Sheet 3 of 10) 
4-81 
D I N E N S I O N £ D Y A R I A 8 L £ S 
SYMBOL SYMBOL SYMBOL SYMBOL STORA<;ES SYMBOL 
NC 200 LIMIT 10, 15 QUEEN 10, 10 STAIR 25 I STAIR rs 








on T6= .00571 
C7<1 l: .00286 
DEL H: .007535 
RIB9 
REPEAT TO 50 
rOR 
J=2,2+1, .• . , 5 
REPEAT TO 50 
rOR 
J:2,2+1, •.• ,, 
C6 ( l) :::(6 CI- 1) +OEL Tl 
C7CJ) =C7CJ-1 > +0ELT7 
CCNTtNUE 
REFEA T TO 900 
rOR 
ISTART=LIHITIN,1) 
LENO=L!MIT (N, 2) 
MAXNX= LIHI T (N,3) 
M/.XVH::L IHI T (N, 4) 
MA XDtr=LIMITCN,5) UPOCHAXOJ F , 11) . LT ,0. 0 N 
N:t, 1 +1,, •• ,NSHEET 
I UFO 0 ·1AX0Jr 1 11) =O .0 
UPO ( HAXOIF" 1 12 ) =0.0 
XWAF=-CN ( 8) c:UF0 (M AXNX 1 7) 
NY \.JAF'-= -CN ( 8) ~UFO (HA XN X 1 8) 
VON~ 1I S= UF0 ( MAXYM 1 5} 
NEGNX= -CN < 8 ) lO' UFO ( HAXO J F, 11) 
CC7: .Cl 
CC8:.I 
UFO CHA XNX, 7) =-1,0 
UFDCHAXNX,8) ::0.0 
NEGNY=-CN C8) *UFO ( MAXOIF', 12) 
f'JEGO JF ::: (-UFO CHAXO IF, 11 ) +UFO CHA XO IF, 12) J 
TEMF:::UFO CMAXVM, 15) 
TRANSrER TO SUBROU TINE 
INTERP 
VAR5 = C 1 • -FR.OF CI I , 2) **2) / C 1 • -CC7* C 1 • -FROP ( I I , 2 ) **2> ) 
VAR6=CC7*CC8 
C6UL T=VAR 5* C CCN C 8) *VONM IS)/ C SU*8S) -VAR6) 





C6ULT.G-T,C6YL0 N CC6=C6YLO GO TO 32 TR ENS= C CCC 7* CC6**. 9 7) / 20. 4) **. 4 59*CC8•• 1 • 541 TEMP:UFO (MAXNX 1 16) 
TRANSF"ER TO SUBROUTINE 
l N TERP 
XNNEW= (2, • SEA*EC* TRENS * BS* • 2) / REGBAR 
AX=CC6/ C 1 • -PROP ( I TMA T 1 2) **2l +CC7• ccce- cc6) 
AXX=AX 
TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE 
PANEL 
NY\.IAF 









R 181 =. 385 '·EC/CI • -FRC·I' CI Tt-!,H, 2) ,o;, 2) * CCC7 IC CC8-CC6) l **2 
Clll PP=. 385'-EC/ Cl. -FRO? CI TllA T, 2) ''*2l * CCC7/ CCC8-CC6)) **2 
NX\.IAFI :PIXl,/AF / CAX~BSl 





NXIJAF'. Lt. XNl.[W. At-:0. NX\..IAFI • LE.SI GXI • At-:0. NEGNX1 • LE. SI GX2. AND . NXI-JAFI . LE. CR I PP 
--- -------- ----------, REfEAT TO 100 
FOR 
1=1,1+1, ... ,5 
IS 
REPEAT TO 100 
FOR 




GC678Cl ,Jl =C6Cll +4.*I C1.-C7CJ)/2.l*CC8CJ, Jl-C6Clll*C7CJ) /2.+SEA4 * *2*CSCJ ,Jl**2 
CSCJ,Jl=C6Cll 
I 100 I 
~ *CI.-Pl /4.l*l1.-2.*SEA5*C8(J,J)-C7(J))+SEA5**2*C8(1,Jl** 2*11.-PJ/4.l*CC8(1,J)- H CONTINUE L__, 
C6 CI l l +Pl/2 .* CSEA5*Cll CJ, Jl - .22* SEA4*C8 CI, Jl) * CSEA4**2*C8 Cl, Jl **2 l * Cl .-Pl/4. l l i---------
[ 
4-84 
TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE 
A SEND 
REFEAT TO 800 
FOR 
GC67ll, !STA JR LL=1,1+1, ••• ,25 





J= ! L-1> /5+1 
l=L-CJ-1)*5 
CC6=C6 CI I 
SI GX . CE. NX\./A F / (A XX*B S) N~ GO 
S I c;x. GE . NEG NX/ C AXX• BS) 
~GO 
RI8 1 . CE.NX',./AF/CAXX * BS) 
RANGE =CNCSJ • VONM IS 
VOYA Gt=RANGE/OFiBIT 
VOYAG2::: ( CN C 7J +VONMI SJ /OR S IT 
Figure 4-40 . 
CC7=C7C JI 
CC8=C8 <I, J) 
CC=CC678 cI, Jl 




cce•as.cr . HMAx9 NO 
AXX=CC6/ C 1 • - FROP CI THAT, 21 • +2) +CC7• (CC8-CC6) 
TO 800 I 
TO 800 I 
TRANSFE R TO SUBROU TI NE' 
PANEL 
NYWAF" 





SIGX .GT. SY (.s_ SJGX=SY 
NO 
S I GX. GT,S Y SI GX=S Y 
110 
RI Bl:: . 3~5 * EC / ( 1 . -FROP CI TMA T, 2) **2) * CCC7 / ccce-ccs)) **2 
ORBI T=Axx•es 
TEMF::UFO (M A XVM, 15) 
TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE 
IN TERP 
VAR4::CC6* (1, -1, / ( CC7* (1 . - FROP CI THAT, 2) +• 2J J > 
C8UL f ::- ( CN (8 ) •voNH!S) I (CC7+SU+ BS) +YAR4 
C8YLO = CCN C 7) +VONH J S) I ~c c 7• SY+8S) + VAR 4 











co TO 251 











HH4X9. CE .H 





CC=CC6+4.*< <I .-CC7/ 2.l *C CC8-CC6l*CC7/2.+ SEA4 0*2*CC8**2*<1.-PI/4.l*(l.-2.*SEA5* 















QUE EN <N, 4l=BS 
QUEEN(N,8):<:,c; 
IZI<:.N.EQ.1 TS. GE . FROP ( I THAT, 6) . AND. TWS. <:.E. FROP ( I THAT, 5 l 
233 
VAR4=CC6*(1.-1 . /CCC7*(1. -FROP(!TMAT, 2l **2l)) 
CSU L T= CCN C 8) *VONIH Sl / CCC7*SU* BSl +VAR4 
C8yLD= CCN(7l*VONM!S)/(CC7*SY*BSl+VAR4 











Figure 4-40. HO POUT Subroutine Flow Chart (Sheet 8 of 10) 
4-86 
268 
TR ENS= l I cc 7• CC6••. 9 7) /20. 4) •• . 4 59•cce••1 • , .. 1 
TEMP= UP0 (MA XN X, 1 6) 
TRANSrER TO SUBROUTINE 
IN TERP 
XW, Ew: I 2. •SE,HEC•TRENS >:' BS* :>2 ) /RE QS AR 
AX=CC6/ I 1 . -F l<OP ( l nu. T, 2) >';~ 2) •CC7* (CC8-CC6) 
AXX=AX 





TRAN$FE R TO SUCROUTINE 
~ PANEL 
"------N_E_C_N_r ___ ~ 
CR IFP=. J os-; EC / ( 1 . -FRO? ( I Tl!AT, 2) * ') 2) * (CC7/ ccca-ccs,) **2 





~/EGNX1 =NEGNX/ (AX*BS) 
----------------- ----------------~ 




GG=CC6+4. * C C 1 . -CC712 . ) * CCC8-CC6) *CC7 / 2. + SEA4 **2 * CC8 :t.*2 * ( 1 • -Pt /4.) * ( 1 • -2 .•SEAS$ 
CC8-CC7) +SEA5**2* CC8**2* C 1. -PI /4. J * (CC8-CCGJ +PI /2 •* (SEAS*CC8 - .22*SEA4*CC8) * CSE 
A4**2*CC8**2l * 11. -Pl 14 . l I 
0UEENCN,1>=CC6 
QUE E~ CN, 6) :CC7 
QUEEN { N, 7) :CC8 
OUEEN { N,2) =TS 
QUEEN f N,3):TWS 
QUEEN<N,4) =BS 
QUEEN (N, 8) =GG 
T S . GE • FROF C I TMA T , 6) • AND • TWS, GE. FROP CI TMA T, 5) 
TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE 
CSNU 
TRANSFER T".) SUBROUTINE 
RJBPRA • 
Figure 4-40. HOPOUT Subroutine Flow Chart (Sheet 9 of 10) 
4- 87 
4-88 
,,=ccs • .c. • < <t. -ccr,2., • ccca-cc6> •ccr ,2. •SEA.c••2•ccs••2• ct. -Pt 14., •cs. - 2. •sr,,• 
cca - cc n • sEA'••2•cce••2•, t. - Pt 14., •, ccs-cc 6J •PI 12. •, SEA ,.c,a-. 22•srA••ccs, • c st 








QUEEN IN, I) =CCI 
~ co TO 900 I 
QUE[HCH,5):CC1 
QUEEN CH, 7) =cca 
QUEEH<H,2J=TS 
QUEEN<N,3)=TWS 
TR ; .. ,SF'[R TO SUBROU TINE 
R JBWAT 
Figure 4- 40 . HOPOUT Subroutine Flow Chart (Sheet 10 of 10) 
0 I M C N S I O N C 0 Y A R I A 8 l C S 
SYMBOi. SYMBOL STOIUc;ES SYMBOL SYMBOl. STORAc;ES SYMBOL 
LIMIT 10 , 1 S QUEEN 10, 10 NC 200 STAIR 25 ISTAIR 25 






TEMP=UPO (MAXV"4, 15) 
TRANSrER TO SUBROUTINE 
INTER, 
VAR4:: ( CC3 • ( 1, -FROP { It, 2) **2>) / CCC3 - CC2* (1 , -FROP CI t, 2) ••2)) 
VAR5= ( CC2 • (1 . - PRC? Ct l , 2 ) Ot 2) J / ( ((3- ccc2 • C 1. -FROP Ct I, 2) ** 2))) 
C1 UL T=VhR4 * C CCN (8} +VC' O:H J $) / CH*SU)) -VARS 
C1 YL 0:: VAR4 + C ( CN C 7) i::votm t S) / (H*SY)) -VAR5 
232 
AXX =CC1 / (1. -FROP CI Tl-1AT, 2) **2) + C ( 1 . - CCl. l +CC2l / CC3 
TEHF= UFD (MA XNX, 16) 
381 
C1ULT.GT.C1YL0 N,O_~fo TO '232 
TRANSFER TO SUDROU TJNE 
JNTERP 
NO 
STRESS= ( CCC 2 *CC1 ** .96) / (20 .4 +CC3 * * .97)) **. 459 
XAX=Ax x 
TO SUBROU TI NE 
PANEL 
IS 





SlGX. L T .NXWAF I (XAX+H) 






SIGX.GT.SY SJGX=SY S I GX. LT .NXWAF' I CXAX•Hl 
y CHKNX:: ! 2. •SEAi:.EC+STRES S* H** Z l /R BAR ~ NXWA F' · GT • CHKNX "{_O RI 98=. 385*E C/ ( 1. -PROP C 1 TMA T ,2) 9¼ 2 ) • ( CC2/ C1 • -CC 1 I) ••2 
Figure 4- 41 . HOPTIN Subroutine Flow Chart (Sheet 2 of 4) 
4- 90 
R I BB.LT.NXWAF/(XA X&H) ~~GOTO 190 I 
[_ --:::",'.." " 
I ::2, 2•1 , ... , 5 
REFEA T TO 50 
FOR 
K.:-2,2+1, .•• ,5 
~------ ~[y;:J_,_a_g_~- -----, 
S TR t N, (NXw'AF•R EQBAR ) / (2. •SEHECOH .. 2) 
Cl (1 > ' . 05 
0ELT!,.01 
C3(1)c3. 
Cl ( l>,Cl ( l-l)+DELT! 
C3 CK.) =C3 (K- 1 > +DEL T3 
C2(I ,K )::20.4 * C3 CK) ,."* .97/C1 Cl>**,96*STREN**2 .18 
DEL T3,1. 
REPEAT TO 100 
FOR 
J:1 I 1 • 1 I• •• I 5 
GC123 ( I ,K):: CC3CK) :) ~2 * C1 ( I) • ((3 (K) -C2 ( J ,K)/2.) * C2CI ,K)12 . •c1.- c1 ( 1)) * 4 .)/C3(K>• 
,:, 2+ (2. "" FI =l< C SEA5-. 22*SEA4) l /C3 (tc.:) *•)-2* CSEA -1 ** 2 * ( 1. -PI /4.)) + {4 . *SEA5:!-:* 2 * {1. -FI /-4. 
) >I< ( 1 . -C1 CI) ) l /( 3 CK) **2 + (4 • *SEA4*:.i2* ( 1 . -FI /4.) * (( 3 00 -2. *SEA5-C2 (I , K) l ) /C3 CK)** 
TR,'.NSFER TO 
ASENO 
C. C123 , ISTAJR 
r--- "'""' .. ., 
REFEAT TO 800 
FOR 
LL= t , 1+1 1 • •• ,25 
u- (C3,C3(K) 
- - -~ < 1 . - FROF CI Tf-AA T, 2 ) * ¢ 2) + ( C 1 . -CC 1 ) *CC 2 ) / CC3 
1 
S IG X.GE.NX\.IA F / ( AXX*H) N - ~ GOTO 800 I 
2 
LL . GT.25 
La I STA IR (LU 
K: CL-1) /5 • 1 
I=L- (K- 1) •5 
cc1,c1 <I> 














SI GX.GE. ~ EGNX/(AXX*H l N_Q_J 
~---------~ 
1 GO TO 800 
~ 
--~~ ------, 
















COIIT I NUE 
rs.__ ___ __, 
-l~--GE. 12.;SEA5 • CC2) jlQ_l~C-IITIN UE 
OD O 









RAT 90 for Waffle-9O 
Determine: Strength/ 
Weight Ratio and Cor -
responding Value of 
Cl, C2, C3 Ratio 
= [f(Cl, C2, C3) Jl/ 2 
g(C 1, C2, C3) 
Figure 4-42. RA T90 Subroutine Flow Chart 
Calculate: 
f(Cl,C2,C3) 
for New Values 
of Cl,C2,C3 
Sub routine: Sport 1 
Figure 4-43. SPORTl Subroutine Flow Chart 
4-93 
i<nl t' ,Y 
1\ ' /I A T 
fl-' (lZ lG :S. l = -I 
S1.:.;1rn 1 fo1· !JU '' 
Pnt ll Title and M;:n. 
-4 ;,• WAI: 
P1 ·1nt Title a11 tl M at 
- !J0° WAI' 
Pn11 t Output Ti tl es 
DO for 1'S /IEETS 
Cale. We i gh t s 
[F ( lZ[G l'\ l = -I UU' 
Yc.•s 
r--------------11~ !J U" W :nl = (; (Cl, C2, C:l) '-' 11 / 12 
'-' llc11 s 11y ,, S./\ '-' 1:/\IH' /\(' 
'>:o 
llWS = S E/\4 ,:, II 
ll:S. = S C:/\ :i ,:, II 
11: ( i\ (1 52 ) EO 0.0 
Pnn1 : Shcc l Nu 
VVdght 
110 
Sk 111 Tlnck - T S 
ll 1b Thi c k - TWS 
H1I, Spac - LIS 
D epth - II 
1:1 1le1 lladiu s - HWS 
Cutting ll ead llad - IC's 
Weight = Weight t Wall 
ll-' ( . ' C ( l 52 ) = 0.0 
Yc s-Hctur-n - Weight 
To ECP. 
Wnt c to Tot a l 
.No We1gl1t - S ·ctton 
4 j W all = 144 <• IVT/11S 2 Su i·. 
/\n•a * 1'/\111'/\C '' Density 
HWS = C4 ,:, I i 
H :S. = C:, ,:, II 
Figure 4-44. WHAT Subroutine Flow Chart 
Subr·ou t1ll L' . \V II/\T 
Output Houtrnc 1:0,· 
Waffll, --l .-) :111d 
W affle· UO 
Determine: 
Optimum Value 
off (Cl, C2, C3) 
Based on the 
Maximum Value 
of Strength/ Weight 
= b ( C 1 1 C 2 1 C 3 >] l / 2 
g (Cl, C2, C3) 
Subroutine: DESE ND -
use for W AF 45 and 
WAF 90 
Figure 4-45. DES END Subroutine Flow Chart 
Determine: 
Optimum Value 
of g (C6, C7, CS) 
Based on the 
Minimum Value 
of G (C6, C7, CS) 
Subroutine: ASE ND - use 
for H - Option and 35 -Option 
on Waffle 45, Waffle 90 
Figure 4-46. ASEND Subroutine Flow Chart 
4-95 
4- 96 
Calcul ate : 
TS= cc1qr 
TWS = cc 2,:, H 
BS= cc3 ,:,H 
TS 2 TMIN and 
TWS 2 TMIN 
No 
Set 
ISIG N = 1 
TS < TMIN 
No 
TWS < TMIN 
CC l = TS/ H 
CC2 = TWS/H 
Subroutine: PARAl\I - Use for \\'a f 45 
and Waf 90 
Yes 
Yes TS= TMIN 
Yes TWS = TMIN 
Figure 4-47. PARAM Subroutine F low Chart 
4. 9. 3 . 5 SPORTl 
Recalculates strength/ weight ratio based on new values of Cl, C2, or C3 that were 
calculated in main routine for 90-degree waffle. 
4. 9. ::l . 6 RIBOPT 
Option to specify rib spacing for 90-degree waffle. 
4 , 9. ::l , 7 HOPTIN 
Option to specify overall depth for 90-degree waffl e. 
4. 9. 3 . 8 C8N 
Reduces or increases the value of C8 in increments of 1. 0, 0. 1, and 0. 01 until general 
instability, panel buckling, and web crippling are satisfied for 90-degree waffle rib 
spac ing option. 
-L 9. :J . 9 \\'HAT 
Output ro utin e for both 45 -degr ee and 90- degree waffl e. Calculates and prints (1) fille t 
head radius and cutting head radius , (2) weight of each sheet , and (3) total weight of 
section. Prints skin thiclmess, web thiclmes s , rib spacing , and overall depth. 
-L 9 . J . 10 ASEND 
Puts strength/weight ratio or wei ght function in ascending order from minimum to 
ma.,.imum also saving the subscript. 
4 . 9. 3. 11 PARAM 
Calculates skin thickness (TS) , rib thickness (TWS), rib spacing (BS) , and checks 
minimum gage. Use for both 45-degree and 90-degree waffle. 
4. 9 . 3. 12 RIBPRA 
Calculates skin thickness (TS), rib thiclmess (TWS), and checks minimum gage for 
45-degree and 90-degree waffle rib spacing option. 
4 . 9 . 3 . 13 DESEND 
Puts strength/weight ratio in order from maximum to minimum. Also saves the 
subscript. 
4-97 
--!.9 . 3 .14 WATT 
Output routine for 45 - degree and 90-degree waffle rib spacing option . Calculates and 
pri nts (1) fillet head radius, (2) cutting head radius , (3) we ight of each sheet. and 
(4) total weight of section. Prin ts (1) skin and web thickness, (2) rib spac ing, and 



















Nomenclature for 90-Degree Waffl e 
Engineer Symbol Description 
Cl Ratio of skin thickness to 
overall depth 
C2 Ratio of rib thickness to over-
all depth 
C3 Ratio of rib spacing to overall 
depth 
H Depth 
C Correction factor 
R Equivalent radius 
N Maximum compressive loading X 
+N + N 1aximum algebrai c differenc e X y 
✓Nx2 - N N + N 2 Maximum von Mises loading X y y 
A Longitudinal extensional stiff-
X 
ness parameter 
- N + N Maximum negative algebraic X y difference 
- Compre ssive loading for maxi-
X 
mum negati ve algebraic 
difference 
N Hoop loading for negative y 
algebraic difference 
N Hoop loading corresponding to y 
maximum N 
X 
- Signal when parameters are 
set to minimum 
Table 4-4 
::\'omenclature of 90-Degree Waffle (Cont.) 
FOR TRA~ Symbol Engineer Symbol Description 
IZIGNl - Signal indicating 45 - or 90 -
degree analys is 
\'IP - Signal for options 
SIGX u Allowable panel axial buckling 
X 
stress 
GG g(Cl, C2, C3) Weight function 
SEA-l C4 Ratio of fillet radius to overall 
depth 
-
SL\:"j C5 Ratio of cutting head radius to 
overall depth 
H:\L-\.X9 H:\IAX Maximum allowable depth 
H:\II::\'9 Hl\UN l\Iinimum allowable depth 
SHEET SHEET Shee t length 
CHK:--"X 2C / R[ f(C , C , C )] EH2 General instability 
1 2 3 
SY o-y ld Yield strength of mate rial 
St; a-ult Ultimate strength of material 
EC E Modulus of elasticity of 
material 
\vAF\VAT w Weight per surface area of 
sheet 
RN R Cutting head radius 
n 
R\\S R Fillet head radius 
WS 
PROP (II, 6) TSMIN Minimum gage thiclmess 
PROP (II, 5) TWSMIN Minimum rib thiclmess 
CC6 C6 Ratio of skin thickness to rib 
spacing 




Nomenclature of 90-Degree Waffle (Cont.) 
FORTRAN Symbol Engineer Symbol Description 
CC8 CB Ratio of overall depth to rib 
spacing 
CN(8) S. F. ult Ultimate safety factor 
CN(7) S. F. yld Yield safety factor 
PROP (I, 1) p Density of material 
PROP {I, 2) µ Poisson's ratio 
WEIGHT w Total weight of section 
4.10 WAFFLE HEADS 
4.10. 1 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
Subroutine WHEAD has been designed to analyze waffle stiffened heads. It is called 
directly by the W45MAS and W90MAS routines. The analysis includes the calculation 
and testing of design parameters until an optimum set is obtained. Once minimum 
gage requirements and strength requirements are satisfied, the weight is calculated 
and output with the optimum design parameters. 
4.10. 2 SPECIAL ATTENTION ITEMS 
If there is no compressive loading, subroutine MHEAD is called, since the monocoque 
analysis will handle the problem sufficiently for strength governed cases. 
If A (major axis) is not equal to B (minor axis) and C (height of head) does not equal B, 
then a major error has occurred and the discontinuity number, A, B, and C are 
printed out and an exit is called. 
4.11 NO-FACE 60-DEGREE CORRUGATION 
4.11.1 DESCRIPTION 
For general optimization, design parameters are calculated first for zero rings and 




Blo c k 2 
Yes No 
Find Ma x V. l\I. Load and 
M a x Compressive 
Loading (Nx ) 
Calculate Equiv. Loading 
Pe = 2 /R 
Determine the Value, F 
C=.40 F=l.88/C·40 
Cal cu l ate bwlbs 
tw i ts = .80 
r = [,5 twlts]4 
bw/bs = 2r {l +(l+l/r) 1 f 2 } 
/ tw Its 
Find M aterial Prop. at 
M a x Buckling 
f3 = TT - 2Tan-l (A/B) 
R = A/Sin f3 
C a ll MHEAD 







Calc ulate Average Thick. 
t = FR (Peq / E) 3 15 
Let tw = tw min 
ts = tw/(twlts) 
Yes 
No 
Figure 4-48. Subroutine WHEAD (Sheet 2 of 4) 
Block 5 
Blo c k 9 
Block 10 
Block 13 
t = ts (1 +2 bwlbs • tw i ts) 
p = E (t/FR) 5 / 3 
bw = (Peq lp)3 / 2 · bwold 
Find Material Prop. at 
Max V. M. Load 
a ult r- S.F.ult ✓ ! x2 + Ny2-Nx Ny 
t 
and /o~r__,,,---,,----
a y ield ..-· S.F.yield ~N} -t Ny2 - Nx Ny 
t = :.la_/S.F ·ult , S.F ·yield\ -~x2 + 
\ 0 ult a yield} 
t t = 
s 1 + 2(bw /ts) · (tw /ts) 
tw = (tw / ts) • ts 
C4 = C90 4 
C5 = C 9 05 
=4 =3 
tave = ts [1+2(};)(~:)} 2rr[C5(bw +ts)- -2 2. 
C4 (bw +ts)] [C42(bw+ts)2 (1-77 /4 ~ /bs2 
+ 4C52(bw +ts )2 (1-i )(1 - ts)/bs 2 
-t 4Cl<bw+ts)2 (1-i) ~s-2C5(bw+ts)-tw] /bs2 
Figure 4-48. Subroutine WHEAD (Sheet 3 of 4) 
y 
C4 = C454 




Surface Arfc> a 
211 AC /144 
w = taw r (l bs/Pt2 ) /1 2 
Weight= W · S.Area ''' Fb 
F b = Fahr1c-ati c. n Factor 
Output 
Call \,JHEAD 
Skin T hickm•ss-------- t 5 Ri b Spacing---------b5 
Rib Thic-knt>ss - - -- - ---tw Ri b De pth - ----- - ---bw 
Fillet Radius BetwPcn Ribs--- - -- -- ·· ------- -- -- r 5 
Fillet Radi us Betwt~l'n Skin and Ri bs------ - ------rw
5 Total Weight- - - - - - - - - - - WPight 
Figure 4-48. Subroutine WHEAD (Sheet 4 of 4) 
base for future calculations. Each time the weight is foWld for a particular number 
of rings, it is c ompared to the weight of number of rings -1. If the weight is less , it 
is stored away and another ring is added. When the weight of the new calculations is 
greater. it is assumed that the previous stored parameters are the optimum and the 
sheet is complete . 
\\11en all sheets are complete , weights for rings between sheets are calculated and the 
total weight for the section is computed. 
If an e rror condition is f0tmd in either the thickness or depth, the previous set of 
parameters (number of rings -1) are used for the sheet. 
\\"hen either the number of rings or the thickness of corrugation is input, an optimiza-
tion is performed based on the input parameter; parameters are calculated directly. 
If an e rror occ urs, the option is dropped and the sheet is recalculated by optimization 
techniques . 
If the depth of c orrugation is input, optimization is performed. In each case, the thick-
ne s is taken to be the larger of the thickness for local crippling and the thickness for 



















60-Degree Corrugation - Glossary of Terms Used in Flow Chart 
Sheet counter 
Input sheet length 
Description 
Number of sheets in this section 
Maximum N buckling over this sheet y 
Maximum N buckling over this sheet 
X 
Length of sheet section 
Aver age radius of beginning and end stations for this sheet 
Diameter 
YoW1g's modulus of the core material 
Young's modulus of the ring material 
Density of core material 
Density of ring material 
4-105 
Table 4-5 







































0 : No parameters are input 
1 : Number of rings / sheet are input 
2 : Thickness of corrugation is input 
:J : Depth of corrugation i s input 
When INOPT = 1 , 2 , ::l, the value of the option is input as COROPT 
Thickness necessary for local crippling used when INOPT 
Thickness necessary for Eul e r buckling used when I OPT 
?-Iinimum allowable thickness 
Thickness of corrugation 
Corrugation compressive stress l evel 
- . .., 
- ,j 
- ., 
- • J 
Ratio of the unsupported corrugation panel ,,·idth to the corr ugation 
thickness 
Pitch of corrugation 
Depth of corrugation 
Area of corrugation 
Weight of corrugation shell 
Weight of rings 
Sum of WTS and \VTR 
Number of rings for thi s s heet 
Number of bays for this sheet 
Weight of ring between two sheets 
Total weight of this section 
Meaning of Subscripts Used In Flow Chart 
Indicates calculation for sheet with no rings . Used in ratios to form 
ne w values. 
First set of values to use in comparison for optimum parameters 
Second set of value s to use in comparison. If second set is more opti-
mum, the loop continues and all n subscripts are stored as 1 s ubscripts. 
Refers to final sheet parameters 
Minimum allowable depth 
Maximum allowable depth 




Entry point to a routine 
Return from a routine 
Return - is a normal return 
Return - 1, 2, 3, or 4 are non- standard returns 
Call to a subroutine to be executed 
A question statement, answered by yes or no. 
An indicator answered by the value of the 
indicator 
A printed output statement indicating an error 
or important condition. 
A comment statement, store statement or 
arithmetic equation . 
Flow chart connector. 
A "GO TO" statement 
Beginning of loop. Loop is executed until 
completed by limits (e.g., 1- 1, 13 ) or until 
some other statement transfers t he program 
out of the loop . 
End- of- loop indicator 
Flow Chart Symbols 
4-107 
Any Buck > 50 lhs y ) 1------1 ... 
St>t Cp Necessary Parameters for This Sedion 
NX = \Tax NXBuck x S. F . 
L = I h1 - h2 I 
R = I ~\t ~2 I 
D = 2R 
Ee = Young's \Iodu lus of Con• 
P,r = Young's \Jodulus of Ring 
oc = Density of Core 
or = Density of Ring 
Calculations for No Rings 
INOPT = 3 
A= 4.1 9 Dt,.
0 
F = ~D _'.\fX 
o A 
b0 = 1.1 9 [ ;~ ] 
I NOPT = 3 
Pri nt: 
Hoop Loads in 
This Section 
Precludes Csc 







Rings are Added 
Figure 4- 50. CRlMAS Subroutine Flow Chart (Sheet 1 of 4) 
4 -1 08 
Save Values 
and Also 
Store as First 
C alculate d Set 
Ri ng = COROPT 
! ~ OPT 
tco 2 
Ring = COROPT2 
Ri ng = Ri ng + 1 
Bay s = Ri ng 
I NOPT ------1 3 
Ri ng = 0 
WTR0 = 0 
tel = tea 
b1 = bo 
F 1 = Fa 
P1 = Po 
dJ = d0 
WTJ = WT 0 





d n = COROPT 
pn = 6 dn/✓3 
t el=( Xdn2 ) 1/3 
3.6 2 Ee 
X L 2 
tee 
4 . 5 Bay s 2 dn 2 E 
C 
n ,-------, 
_ (& ) 1 / 2 bn - 1. 9 1 Fn 
P n = 3 bn ten 
d = ../fPn 
n 6 
t en = COROPT 
y t > t . Cn - Cm1n i------1 n 
-------------- 2 
( X) 1 /2 
\~ 
Value of Thi ckness 
of Corrugation 
for Sheet~ 
with Ri ng Rings 
is Less Than 
Minimum Allowed 
and Equ al s t en 




WTRn = 0 .0 




A =4. 19D t cn 
WTS = AL t\ 
! ~OPT = 2 and Ring = 0 
WTn = WTS + WTRn 
WTR 
n 
Error Proc edure 
INOPT 
Print: 
tc = tc 1 
p = P1 
d = d 1 
Off Optimum 
Condition 
Will be Used 
fo r This Sheet 
WT= WT 1xFB 
WTR = WTR 1 
Ring = Ring -1 
Value of De pth of Corr ug ation 
fo r Sheet ~ with Ri ng 
Rings is Out of Limits 
and Equal s dn 
8 . 37 x l 0 -S NX P o5 6r 
Er L 1 728 
Sheet Complet e 
Print : 
tc = t en 
p = Pn 
d = dn 
WT = WT nxFB 
WTR = WTRn 
Ring = Ring 
Input Values Will 
Not Be Held . 
Optimization Will 
Be Performed 
I t OPT= 0 
N = N-1 
Figure 4-50. CRlMAS Subroutine Flow Chart (Sheet 3 of 4) 





DO 175 N 1, ( ·sh eet - 1 ) 
TR . G l 
n,n-
L 1 Bay sn + 1 
Ln+l 
L z = Bay sn +l +l 
L 12 = L1 + L 
t 1 = lar ge r of 
te n & t cn+ l 
b 1 = lar ge r of 
bn & bn,l 
NX = lar ge r of 
- Xn & NXn +l 
Choose l a r ge r 
of two p ar a met e r s 
in eac h case be -
t ween s heet n and 
shee t n+ l. 
X TT 5 o 2 
D r ~ 2 - 5 
_L_l_2_E- -l-7~2-8 bt x S. 3 1 x l O 







Figure 4- 50. CRlMAS Subroutine Flow Chart (Sheet 4 of 4) 
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4.12 SINGLE-FACE CORRUGATION 
4.12. 1 INTRODUCTION 
Given a section divided into equal length sheets, this subroutine will calculate the 
strength/weight ratios as functions of C , C , and C (predefined parameters) and 
l 2 3 
store the ratios in descending order. Choosing the largest strength/weight ratio, 
the corresponding C , C , and C will be assumed optimum for testing purposes. If 
l 2 3 
local buckling, panel buckling, or maximum corrugation height is violated, the next 
largest value of the strength/weight ratio is chosen and testing is repeated until no 
test is violated. 
C 20 25 30 35 40 
.L 
C 20 25 30 35 40 
2 
C 500 1200 1900 2600 3300 
3 
The strength is then checked and new design parameters calculated. If strength gov-
erns, a new corrugation thickness will be calculated and new design parameters to 
satisfy strength requirements before further testing. In either case, i.e., strength 
governing or buckling governing, minimum gage is checked and if satisfied, weight is 
then calculated and output immediately with the corresponding geometry information. 
If minimum gage is violated, it must be satisfied and ring spacing increased prior to 
calculation of weight and output. 
4.12. 2 ROUTINE TROUBLE SPOTS AND POSSIBLE CORRECTIONS 
4 .1 2. 2. 1 CRlMAS (1) 
Hoop loads in this section preclude use of 60-degree corrugation. (Self- eArplanatory.) 
4. 12. 2. 2 CRlMAS (2) 
Corrugation thickness for sheet __ is less than minimum before rings are added. 
It is impossibl e to reduce skin thiclmess to optimize weight. Either reduce minimum 
thickness or ignore this construction. 
4. 12. 2. 3 CRlMAS (3) 
Value of -thickness of corrugation for sheet __ with __ rings is less than minimum 
allowed and equals __ . The addition of this ring causes an error. Calculation con-
tinues with the latest number of rings not causing an error. Possibly adjust minimum 
4-112 
Subroutin e CRZ MAS 
Do ·s = 1, . Sheet 
Find : Length of Sheet 
M axim um Comp1·e ssive Loading 
); ' 'at Max.V.M. Loading 
X y 
Multiply Comp. Loading by the 
Negative Value of s1 F ult 
BMAX = IBMAX x c 18 ! 
F ind Properties at 
Maximum V. M . Loading 
Find Properti e s at 
Maximum Buckling 
Calculate Strength / Weight 
Ratios as f (c 1 , c 2 , c 3) 
Figure 4-51. CR2MAS Subroutine Flow Chart (Sheet 1 of 9) 
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4-114 
Sto1·e Stl'er,gth / Wc ight 
Ratios in Descending O t·dc 1· 
Choose S / W and the 
Max 
Corresponding C 1, C 2 , C 3 
Calculate t 
C 
FN = FKCRP 
(Cl , c3' u, E , tc) 
> 125 
Call 
SORT (125 ) 
Error Message 
Problem Cannot be 
Solv ed with Pre sent 
Restriction of de Allow 
Yes 
Y es 
Figure 4- 51. CR2MAS Subroutine Flow Chart (Shee t 2 of 9) 
:\'o 
Buc kling Go\·erns 
Cse B Proper 1es 
CalC'ulate Design P aramr-tc-rs 
Corrugation D pth de 
Skin Thi c kness Bloc k 10. 11 
Ring De pth 
NumbPr of Rings i 
Tc , ✓ Bi\lax · R / 2C : (Fccc(Cl. C2, c3, ,,) 
Ay • 2 · Tc Ll + 2 c 2 / C 3 ] 




Use V .~!. Properties 
T , Nx + Ny Nx Ny J( . 1)2 ( )( ) c 4 2 + 4Cl/C3 - 1 _(2 + 4C2 / C3) 
i\linimum ('Ultj FUii, oYield / FYield 
J•CT Ifd > d '>d=d 
c 1 cNew c cMax c cMax 
and C 1 = d 
New c/T 
C 
T • 2 T 
S C 
!eW 
dr • c 2 T Crew I • Ring s 
Block 9 
Block 13 
Figure 4-51. CR2MAS Subroutine Flow Chart (Sheet 3 of 9) 
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4-116 
Block 16, 19 
Yes 
T = T 
c Cmin 
Ts= 2Tc 
Ts = Tsmin 
Tc = Ts*0.5 
Calculate C 1 + c 2 
new new 
Block 12, l:i 
Yf's 
Block 14, 17 
>------- I = I 
_ Length 
Calculate C3 - I * T 
new c 
¾ - 4T [ ] 
A : 2T~ 1 + 2C2 / C3 
a . d ~and / or SF 
yie ld 
Gene ral Instability 
Bmax > f (C 1, C 2 , C 3 , µ) 2 ETC 
2
c / R 
Panel Buckling 
Bmax > FNCRP (Cl' C 3, µ, E, Tc ) 
Yes 
Yes 
Figure 4-51. CR2MAS Subroutine Flow Chart (Sheet 4 of 9) 
I I · l 
Calculate Weight 
~'r---_) ___ :2 
Surface Area= TT ' (R 1 -t R 2 ) ,:, -,(h2 - h1)~ "" (R2 - R1) 
Ta V(· = -1 Tc.: · 2 C ~Tc 2 ( i - 1) /length 
WT = ~(Surface _.\1·ea) FbTave/12 
\v'EIGHT =- \\"EIGHT - \\"T 




Corrugation Skin Thi ckness 
Skin Thickness 
R ing Spac ing 
Ring De pth 
Ring Flange \Vidth 
Output 
WeightT l ota 
Yes 
dc.: = C1Tc 
T 
C 
Ts ~ 2T c 
L /i 
dr = C2 T c 
c 2 Tc 12 
Yes 
Figure 4- 51. CR2MAS Subroutine Flow Chart (Sheet 5 of 9) 
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4-118 
F unction F ccc<C 1, C2 , C3 , µ ) 
al I = 4 
a22 = 2 [ 1 + c 2 c 3J 
a33 = 0 . 7a 
ct 11 =11 ~ / 24 
d = C 3 / 3C [ 1 + .:!. ( l + C 1C ) ] 22 2 3 2 2 ~ 
ct 33 = o . 1s 1;; [c 1212 + 2c2 t :ic 3 +} 
tP P+(p2 • Q ) J / 2 
Y e s 
2 4 
• 1/ a 22 + 1.33 ,9 + ,9 a11 
? fr= o 
Figure 4-51. CR2MAS Subroutine Flow Chart (Sheet 6 of 9) 
Bloc k 5 
t 2 t 
S C 
B loc k 6 
B l oc k 7 
2 
de Input Opt ion 
[
B d 2 (1 _ 21] 1/3 
t = Max c µ 
c 13. 16 E 
C = ct / t 
C C 
I = I .,. 1 
Ye s 
Ye s 
Let tc " tc Min 
t "" 2 
s c Min 
L e t t = t 
s s Min 
t = .5 t 
C S JVTin 
C 2 , C3 , µ ) GE B Ma x 
= 3 
= 4 





d c ,:, t 
r 2 c 
R 5 ace = length/i 
Ax = 4tc 
Ay = 2tc l + c 2 /c8 
1 N 1 
_x -- y ___ _ 
A A 
X y 
+ (;yy_ 1) 2] 1 /2::: -~yi~d_ 
SF . ld y 1e 
a & ult 
SF ult 
~o Y es 
Figure 4- 51. CR2MAS Subroutine Flow Chart (Sheet 8 of 9) 
~ = :'-r -2 N = N + 4 
Panel Buckling Function 
Function FNCRP (C 1 , C1 , u , E, tc) 
Yes 
LP 1 
",J = 0 
Cale ulate Bp, 
O s and N p 
e r 




Prob lem Can 
ot Be So l ved 
Fun ct ion Diverge s 
Bloc k 7 
LP = LP + 1 
Figure 4-51. CR2MAS Subroutine Flow Chart (Sheet 9 of 9) 
N = + 1 
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--1.1:2.:2.--1 CRL\IAS (4) 
\·::ilue of depth of corrugation for sheet __ with __ rings is out of limits and equals 
The latest number of rings not causing an error will be used in calculation. 
Possibly adj ust minimum. 
--1 .12. :2. 5 CRL\IAS (5) 
Off optimum condition \1·ill be used for this sheet. If errors 4. 12 . :2 . :l or 4. 12. :2. 4 
occur during an optimization run, this message is printed out to indicate answers are 
off optimum . 
4.12. 2. 6 CRL\IAS (6) 
Input values \lill not be held. Optimization will be performed. If err ors 4 . 12. 2. ;; 
and 4. 1:2 . 2. 4 occur during an option run. this message is printed out and the sheet is 
reprocessed in an optimizing run. 
4.13 SE.\II-.\10 E 
4 .1 3 .1 DESCRIPTIO 
This analysis finds the optimum semi -monocoquc construction for a particular section 
with all ma-..,:imum loading conditions accounted for which will satisfy both buck.ling and 
strength requirements. All necessary stringer, flange , and skin measurements arc 
calculated as well as the \1·eight of each sheet and the total section. 
The main routine controls the flow of the program and the calling of s ubroutines . Sub -
routines arc us ed to calculate parameters and control most iterative processes . 
The input options INA and INB are us ed if a specified value is desired for any appli-
cable parameter. Throughout the execution of the program, these options can change 
in number if a value becomes fix ed e ither by bow1eb or by calculation restraints. 
If no I B options are input, calculation begins by determining section properties for 
this sheet. An optimizing loop is executed to determine the best value of the effecti ve 
modu1 us of elasticity and its corresponding stress. Based on the se parameters. a 
skin thickness t is computed for buckling. Strength requirements are examined and a 
skin thiclmess for strength is determined (tv). 
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If t is greater than t and t . , output values are calculated and checked against their 
v mm 
minimum and maximum bounds . If t is greatest, tis made equal to the t and an V V 
iteration begins to dete rmine the best skin thickness to satisfy both buckling and 
strength. If t . (minimum thickness) governs , tis set equal to t . and becomes 
min rmn 
the fi xed value . 
If a n erro r conditi on occurs, such as a val ue being too large or too small , it is set to 
its closer bound and becomes a fixed parameter. 
If a skin o r stringer opt ion is indicated (a fixed parameter input) or if there exists a 
fixe d parameter from the first part of the program, the logic moves on further. 
He r e an optimizing iteration determines the best efficiency factor (F) , modulus of 
ela s ticity and s tres s level based on this fixed parameter. The value of F is found by 
a linea r inte rpolati on in Table 4- G. 
Te st ing i s again clone on the ne\1· t versus t versus t . as described above. If t 
v mm 
mus t be changed ancl \l"a or iginall y fix ed, it can be changed , but if a second parameter 
bec o mes fi xed, calculation of the sheet is abandoned and weight is determined for the 
latest Yalue s calculated . 
Input o f the INA options eliminate calculations of certain parameters, and partially 
determine values of o thers, but at no time are these considered " fixed" parameters to 
alter the logic o f the progTam. 
4.13 . 2 S "BROUT E F UNCTIONS 
4. 13 . 2 . 1 I SE:\I 
Stor es input data by option on INA and INB . Tests values against bound and returns. 
IERR = 0, no input errors. IERR = 1, an input error occurred. 
4 .1 3 . 2. 2 NSECT 
Calculates all necessary values for this sheet to initiate processing for buckling and 
strength. 
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4.13. 2. 3 LOOPl 
Iterates to find a stabilized value of the effective modulus of elasticity and stress level. 
Error messages (see flow chart) are printed out if the function diverges or if a speci-
fied number of iterations produces no answer. Usually the last values obtained will be 
used to continue calculations. 
4.13. 2. 4 CHKBND 
Checks if frame spacing is within bounds. If it is not, it is set to its closer bound and 
an alternate return is indicated. 
4.13. 2. 5 CKBNDl 
Checks if tf' b, bs' and ts are in bounds. The number of errors are counted, the 
parameters are set to the closer bounc;l, and the suitable alternate return is made. 
4. 13. 2. 6 LOOP2 
Iterates to find a stabilized value of the efficiency factor. Checks the function for di-
vergence or for no solution after a specified number of iterations. The solution of the 
efficiency factor is based here on a known parameter . Also calculated are E , c,, {3, p 
T, and L. 
4. 13. 2. 7 SIEP 
Calculates a new stress level based on a newly found efficiency factor. Calculates 
a new effective modulus of elasticity based on this stress. 
4.13. 2. 8 SOLVE 
Interpolates in a table of corresponding values of the known parameter and efficiency 
factors to determine the value of F. JERR = 0, no error, F found. JERR = 1, Fout 
of range of table. 
4.13. 2. 9 TBCHK 
For the known parameter t, t , b, or b , the corresponding values of the other param-
s s 
eters are calculated. The values are not final, but are mathematically similar, thus 
ratios between them are valid. T and {3 are calculated as these ratios. 
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-t. 1 :; _ :2 . 1 0 TCALC 
Ca lculates buckling and st rength parameters. including skin thicknesses necessary to 
sustain e ach . 
-t . l:l .:2.11 :\'CALC 
Ca lc:ulates all n ecessary o utput parameters . making sure not to recalculate any param -
eters s et by op tion · or fi xed in the program. 
Outputs all sheet data and des ign parameters. 
-t . 1:; _ 2. 1:l BL OCK DATA 
Sto res the \·a lues gi\·cn in Tabl e -! - 6. 
Table -t - 6 
Se mi - :\Ionocoque Gl ossar y of Terms Used in Flow Chart 
External 
Program Storage i\"ame Description 
THICK (:\'. 10) bf Frame height 
THICK 0. ) b Stringer pitch 
THICK c-;. 9) b Stringer height 
s 
THI CK (ri.6) t Skin thickness 
THICK (?-i. 7) t Stringe r thi ckness 
s 
THICK (:\'. 11) tf Frame thickness 
THICK (K , 12) df Fr ame flange length 
THICK (N, 13) d Stringer flange length 
s 
-SE \II (1) t Average thickness of stringer stiffened panel 
-SE \ II (2) tf ArfL equivalent frame thickness per uni t l ength 
- Average total thickness of frame and stringer SE\II (3) tT 
stiffened panel 
SE\il (4) t Skin thickness necessary for direct strength 
V 
requirements 
BOUN D (5) t Minimum gage thickness for skin 
m 
SEi\II (5) K Ratio of skin thickness to average stringer stiffened 
X 
anel thickness t/ t p 
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Table 4-6 
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1 or n 
Description 
Ratio of skin thickness to average frame stiffened 
panel thickness t/ t + t f 
Maximum buckling 
Axial stress resultant for maximum von Mises 
Circumferential stress resultant for maximum 
von Mises 
Stress 
Tensile yield stress for maximum von Mises 
Tensile ultimate stress for maximum von Mises 
Secant yield stress at O. 7 e 
Secant yield stress at 0. 85 e 
Buckling correction factor 
Yield factor of safety 




Effective modulus of elasticity 
Frame spacing 
Radius of shell 
Ratio oft /t 
s 
Ratio of b / b 
s 
Material density 
Weight/unit surface area 
Surface area 
Input option for frame 
Input option for skin and stringer 
Total number of sheets in this section 
Sheet counter 
Subscript indicating last calculation of a parameter 
for comparison 
Subscript indicating present calculation for compari-
son in iterating procedures 
Table 4-6 

















When iterating, the difference between the last value 
calculated and the present value calculated. 
-l . 1:3 . 3 RO TINE TROUBLE SPOTS AND POSSIBLE CORRECTIONS 
-l .lJ. ::J .l IKSE:.II (1) 
For input option I A = __ , the input value __ exceeds bounds. Bound 
·L 1 :L :1. 2 INSL\II (2) 
For input option INB = . The input value exceeds bounds. Bound = 
Inputs are not in correct range. Alter and resubmit. 
4. 13 . 3. 3 SEl\IAS (1J 
Buckling is the critical design condition for sheet __ . The skin thickness for buckling 
is greater than that needed for strength. ot an error printout. 
4.13 . 3. 4 SEMAS (2) 
The value of T was determined by strength requirements for sheet __ . Indicates that 
strength controls the calculation of parameters. 
4 . 13 . 3. 5 SE IAS (3) 
Buckling thickness cannot be made large enough for strength requirements after iter -
ating. T = __ , TV = __ for sheet __ . Buckling criteria cannot be solved with the 
present strength requirements, even though 5 iterations were performed to attempt to 
satisfy both. Weight is calculated and logic ceases. The number of iterations can be 





Figure 4 - 52. 
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J::ntt·y point to a t'Outinl' 
Return from a routine 
Return - is a normal 1·eturn 
Return - 1, 2, 3 , or -I a re non - sta11d ard n,turns 
Call to a subrouun e to lie executed 
A question statement , answered by yes Ot' no 
An indicator answer·ed by the value of the 
indicator . 
A printed output statement indicati ng an error 
or important condition . 
A c ommen t statement, store statement or 
arithmetic e quation 
Flow chart connector . 
A "GO T O" statement 
B eginning of loop . Loop is executed until 
compl eted by limits (e.g., I- 1, 13) or until 
some other statement transfers the program 
out of the loop . 
End- of- loop indicator 
Flow Chart Symbols 
10 
Print 
Two Param e tc r-s 
Fixed for Sheet :\ 
Calculate Weight 
Print Out Data 
Process Each Sheet 
N > N Sheet 
Section for 
No INB Input 
Parameters 
F = .961 
T = 1. 2 
S = l.026 
t < t or t < t 
r m 
IER R = 0 




the C ritical 
Design Condition 










t ~ tm 
INB = I 
Return 
300 
----40,( Check Bound on L 
C all CHKB D 
t > and t > t 
m r m 
Return 
Check Bound On 
tf, b, bs , ls 
Call CKBND I 
Figure 4- 53. SEMMAS Flow Chart (Sheet 2 of 5) 
Print 
Th e Val e Of V: as 
Determi ned By Su·ength 











Can not be Made Large 
Enough for Strength 
After Iterating . 
Print 




The Values of 
b , bs , ts 
Have Been Se t by 
Limit Values . 
Determine :'-/cw Value Of t 
Do I 75 IZ = I, 5 
TVSAV ~ t 
V 
alculate F, ~. r 
Based O n t 
Call LOOP 2 









Figure 4 - 53 . SEMMAS F low Chart (Sheet 3 of 5) 
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,---
Find Value fort and tv 
------------~-------- --~ 
y l----------, 
Do 345 ITV : I, 5 
Determine F, 9, T 
Based on [nput 
Call LOOP 2 
Calculate New lv 
C:att TCALC 
t > t and t > t 
V - m 
or 
tv > tm and tm > t 
t > t and t > t 
V V- m 
INDTV = I or 
I 
I 
TVSAV - t 
TVDIFF = TVSA V v 
TVDIFF < OJ 
L ___ _ 
t - t V 
Calculate Weight 




Ftxed for Sheet :,; 
Print 
Buckling Thickness 




t > l and t > t 
m m - v 
350 
11'B : I 




The Values of Some 
Parameters Were Set 
by Limit Values. Check 
Results for Buckling 
for Sheet N 
Return 
Check Bound On 





The Specified Value oft 
is :\ot Large E nough to 
Satisfy Strength t ~ t 
Requirements and Have v 
an Efficient Structure 
for Sheet !\ 







t ~ t 
m 
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b . < b < b 
J)iB = 2 
s nun - s - s n1ax 
C = I 0 
! EHR = 0 
Fir·st Input Option 
1:-S:A = U 
Store L 
LLower 5 L. :::: LUµpe1· 
y1-------------~ 
Sto1·e tf 
\ ~ tf Lov..•er 
Input Opti.on 
Store Values in 
Correct Location 
Stor8 t 5 
l > l . 
s - s min 
Store b 
b . < b < b 
min - n1ax 
Figure 4- 54. INSEM Subroutine Flow Chart 
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ll: Hl{ <E-- lJ::HH - I 
i::1-r-or P n11t 
I J::H I{ = I J::HH -
Error Print 
R = 
Length = j lUppe r - 1 Lower I 
1 
RAD= - r + r 2 I Upper Lowerj 






~ ength 2 + (r - r )~ l/Z ~ Upper Lower J 
Buckling Values 
XB = I M ax Buckling I x S.F 
a 
0
} Found for this Region 
a-
85 at Time When Max 
EF XB occured. 
Strength Values 
N~} at Max Von Mises 
a } Found for th is Region 
ty at Time When Max 
o-tu Von Mises Occurred 
FY} FU Constant Factors 
Figure 4-55. NSECT Subroutine Flow Chart 
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T) = I 0 
EPo = EF x C x T) 
L = 219 RF 112 
Loop to Sol ve ior Ep 
Error too Large 
Continue Loop 
Ep0 .,_ Ep1 
a o .,_ a ; 
DELEP O <,- DELEP1 
EPi. EPo 
EPs = 2 
~------------------,f-- - - - - - - - - - - -
elution Fo nd 
DO I 00 IT = I . 2 0 
Calcula e 
a and tp 
Call STEP 
(F , !-:Po' Ep5 .a1) 
DEL.EP > 0 
0 
Value of Ep Diverging 
After JT Iterations 




!-:PERR = Pi Ps I E - E I EPi 
E PERR .::_ 01 
Print 
Maximum umber 
o f Iterations Reached 
Values Converging 
Check Bound on L 
Call CHKBND 




INA = 1 
L < L < L Lower - Upper 
Print 
Value of 
L Set to 
Limit for 
Sheet 
INA = 1 
L > L Upper 
L~L Lower 
Figure 4- 57. CHKBND Subroutine Flow Chart 
P rim 
\·a lue of b 
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Lin11t \·a luc 
for· Sh eet :\" 
Se b o Clos er-
Bound. 
! ER R , !ERR -
l:\"B ' 3 
\ t' tf 
\\" eight , 
Y\ F b Surface 
1728 x Area 
y >----------; !:\"A 2 
!I::RR , 0 
b.<b ✓ b 
P rint 
Value of 85 
was Se1 by 
Limit Value 
for- She0t 1' 
SPt bs to 
Closer· Bound. 
JERI! !ERR • 
!:\" 11 - .j 
Pr nt 
Va lue of t 
s 
was Sr>t by 
Limit Value 
for Sheet 1' 
Set ts to Bound 
!E RR = !E RR + I 
m in - - max 
b 
tr <c- 1f min 
tf - 92 .46 t// L 
li\:A 3 
- 1 / 2 bf , 4.17 ( tf L) 
s . 
mm 
df = . 65 bf 
< b < b 
s - s 
max 
Figure 4-58. CKBNDl Subroutine Flow Chart 
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VAL = 
L = .2 19RF 112 
0 
.,, = 1.0 
Epo = EF x C x '7 













____ L_o_o_p_ w_ so_l_v_e_r_o_r _F_,_s_. _,, ____ .... __ J 
Do I 00 IT = I , 1 0 
INB 
VAL = VAL = 
Ep )I /2 
t( xBxL 
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JERR L = .21 9 RF l/2 
n 
Calculate a and Ep 
Call SI E P 
(F ·• EPi , EPn ' aN) 
IT= 1 
Figure 4-59. LOOP2 Subroutine Flow Chart (Sheet 1 of 2) 
-~-=---------~~~~--------7 
ELF~ ~ L>elf 
F EHH = I F nF- F o I 
n 
FERH < .01 
DELF = DELF 




'] = (J 
n EPo = E P n 






Reached . Values 
Converging 
F = F 
0 
(J = (J 0 
E p = E P o 
Check Bound O n L 
C all CHKB D 
Find 8 and T 
CallTBCHK 




F = F 
0 
a = ao 
E p = E Po 
Figure 4- 59. LOOP2 Subroutine Flow Chart (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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F E , a E 
x' Po · x' Px 
F R AC = 1. + (0 . 3851 /lo g 10 (~ 0 . 85 
F RAC I - I. + (0 42 8 F RAC ( ox ) F RAC-1) 
FRAC2 : ox + (0 .. 4280
0 
(:: ?RAC ) 
E p x = EF x C [ax/ (F R AC l x F R AC2 ~l 12 









Solve For F By 
Finding VAL 
in Tabl e 3 
V . .\ L < VTAB (JNB , 1) 
Bracket VA L In Table 




JERR = 1 
F = FTAB(IN) 
Value of F 
S"!t to Limit 
Value and 
Equals F 
Whe re VT AB is 
Values in P roper 
Column for VAL 
by Opt ion INB 
SLP = 
F T AB (I ) - FT AB (I - 1) 
VTAB (INB, JN) - VTAB (JNB, IN-1) 
F= 
FT AB (IN) - SLP ( VT AB (INB , IN) - VAL) 






To F Using 
Bracketed Value s 
from Solve. 
Do 10 J B = 1, 4 





I REC (I B)= VAL 
I 
I 
I L __________ _ 
REC (2) 
T = RECW 
f3 = REC (4) 
REC (3) 
l-----------1 n 
_ VTAB(J B, I 1) - VTAB(JNB, IN - I) 
SLP - VTAB(INB, 1:11) - VT AB(INB , IN - 1) 
REC(INB) = VTAB(JNB, I ') - SLP(VTAB(INB, IN-VA L) 
Figure 4- 62. TBCHK Subroutine Flow Chart 
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t t = - ----,-----
1 + 1 . 6 /3-r 
K = t/t 
X 1 / 2 
2 NxBx L 
tf = .01595 (R / L) EF 
K
0 






S2 = ~ 
u 
Sl > S2 
cr = S2 
all 
Calculate Thickne ss for Strength 
1 I 2 t = -- K 
v cr all x 
_2 + K 2 N 2 - K K N O l J / 2 
X O O X O X 
Figure 4-63. TCALC Subroutine Flow Chart 
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INB = 3 
INB = 4 
d = .3 b 
s s 
tT = tf t t 
w = 
y t 7 Fb SA 
1728 
Figure 4-64. 
04 (ff 1.)1/2 tf = I _ 




XB * L 3) 1 / 2 I + 1. 6 /3 r I / 2 b = 1.103 ---- F 
Ep ~ 3r(7.6 + 4.48/3 r] 
Y is density 
SA is surface area 
NCALC Subroutine Flow Chart 
4. 13 . 3. 6 SEMAS (4) 
The specified value of T is not large enough to satisfy the strength requirement and 
have an efficient structure for sheet Same as 4. 13. 3. 5 except t has been input. 
4. 13 . 3.7 SEMAS (5) 
Two parameters fixed for shee t . Two of the parameters t, t , b, b were exceed-
-- s s 
ing limits . Weight is found and calculations abandoned. If input option was specified, 
omit, and run optimization . If no input option, semi-monocoque is not an. efficient 
structure. 
4.13 . 3 . 8 SEMAS (6) 
The values of B , BS , and TS have been set by limit values . The buckling design is not 
optimum and should be checked. Same as 4. 13. 3. 7 except three parameters have been 
fixed. 
4 .1 3.3 . 9 SEMAS(7) 
The values of some parameters were set by limit values. Check res ults for buckling 
for sheet Same as 4 . 13. 3. 8. 
4 . 13. 3.10 LOOPl (1) 
1aximum number of i terations reached. Values converging. The values are , EP = __ , 
SIGl\1A = L = , after iterations . No stabilized value of E has been found. __ , p 
Increase number of iterations. The last values calculated will be used and the pro -
gram continued. 
4. 13. 3 . 11 LOOPl (2) 
Value of EP diverging after __ iterations. Values assumed are, EP = __ , 
SIGl\1A = __ , L = The last convergent values will be used for further calculations. 
4.13.3.12 LOOP2 (1) 
Maximum number of iterations reached. 
EP = _ , SIGMA=_, L = after 
Values converging. The values are , F = __ , 
iterations. No stabilized value of F has 
been found. The last calculated values will be used. If there is an option , eliminate 
or increase number of iterations . 
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-L 13. 3 . 13 LOOP2 (2) 
Val ue of F diverging after_ iterations. Values assumed are, F = __ , EP = __ , 
SIGMA = __ , L = __ The last convergent values will be used for further calculations. 
4. 13. 3.1 4 SOLVE 
The value of F set to limit and equals _ . F is out of range of the block data table 
based on calculated values. This shows that the semi-monocoque construction is not 
an efficient structure. 
4.13 . 3 .15 CHKBND 
Value of L set to limit for sheet 
4 .1 3. 3. 16 CKBNDl (1) 
Value of B set to limit for sheet 
4. 13. 3. 17 CKBNDl (2) 
Value of BS set to limit for sheet 
4.13.3.18 CKBNDl (3) 
Value of TS set to limit for sheet _. These values are not within the input bounds. 
Either change bounds or eliminate this construction. 
4 .1 3. 4 SEMI-MONOCOQUE IMPORTANT NOTES 
4. 13. 4 . 1 Efficiency Factor F 
Input oft is not recommended since this value is very sensitive while calculating the 
s 
e fficiency factor F. (See data table for finding F.) 
4 .1 3. 4. 2 Fixed Parameters 
When two or more parameters are fixed because of iterations or boundary values, the 
weight output may be considered inaccurate to ± 5 percent. This is because the bound-
ary values may not have been input as values which correspond to each other. 
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Table 4- 7 
Data Table for Finding F when t , t s ' b, orbs Is Known 
l 1 1 1 
b( E~s E 4 <N:ps E z 
Index F 
bs ( ;?) ts ( ~ ) 
X X 
1 0.9500 0.6729 0.7873 0.2945 0.4049 
2 0.9611 0.7789 0.7992 0 .3503 0.4204 
3 0.9504 0.9278 0.8128 0.4381 0.4381 
4 0.9292 1.1184 0.8388 0.5491 0.4393 
5 0.9239 1. 1744 0.8491 0.5795 0.4347 
6 0.9136 1. 2473 0. 8607 0.6174 0.4322 
7 0.9022 1. 3174 0.8734 0,6561 0.4264 
8 0.8862 1. 4277 0. 8909 0.7057 0.4234 
9 0.8628 1. 5554 0.909 9 0.7652 0.4208 
10 0.8272 1 .7579 0.9 352 0 . 8480 0. 4240 
11 0.773 3 2.0600 0.9661 0.9668 0.4350 
12 0.6921 2.6109 1. 0104 1.1581 0.46 32 
13 0.6000 3. 35 0 1.0950 1.3750 0.5080 
14 0.5000 4 . 500 1. 2000 1. 6800 0.5970 
15 0.4085 6.00 1. 3200 2.040 0 . 7260 
16 0. 3200 8. 00 1. 4750 2.510 0.9070 
17 0.2050 11. 00 1. 7060 3.200 1. 180 
4. 14 INTEGRAL RING AND STRINGER STIFFENED CONSTRUCTION SUBPROGRAM 
4. 14 . 1 INTRODUCTION 
The subprogram finds the construction parameters that yield a minimum weight inte-
gral ring and stringer stiffened structure to withstand a given loading. Both cylindrical 
and conical sections may be analyzed by the same procedure after conical sections are 
transformed into equivalent cylinders. 
The following method of optimization is used . First, the design characteristics have 
been reduced to four nondimensional ratios of certain design parameters, as described 
in Appendix N of the user's manual. 
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A logical range of these nondimensional ratios has been determined by checkout running 
e:...l)erience on Saturn V class vehicles, and has been built into the present program. 
Each range is divided up into five discrete values, which are then used to compute 
625 strength-to-weight ratios (for all possible combinations of these discrete values). 
The resulting strength-to-weight ratios are then arranged in order of descending 
magnitude, i.e ., largest to smallest. 
The next step of the procedure is to consider each strength-to-weight ratio for failure 
via local instability . Tests are performed for skin buckling, rib crippling, panel 
buckling, and violation of input maximum rib depth. The greatest strength-to-weight 
ratio is considered first, considering the next lesser one if any test for failure is 
violated, until a ratio is found which violates none of the tests. This design is then 
used as a basis for the final design. The final design is adjusted somewhat for strength 
governed cases, and cases where certain manufacturing limits are violated. 
Because loadings vary continuously along the vehicle stations, a continuously varying 
design would result, except that each structural unit is divided into a number of equal 
length sheets which are each designed to the maximum loading encountered in their 
sheet length. The sheet division procedure divides each section into the smallest 
number of equal length sheets allowable under the input maximum sheet length. 
4.14. 2 SUBROUTINES USED 
4.14. 2.1 ISRATS 
Subroutine that computes the 125 strength/weight ratios, and arranges them in descend-
ing order for testing for failure via local instability. 
4.14. 2. 2 FUNGUS 
Subroutine to compute individual values of strength/weight ratios and related param-
eters for a given value of Cl, C2, C3, C4. (Also used by ISRATS as a subroutine .) 
4.14. 2. 3 INTERP 
Subroutine to interpolate for the values of temperature-dependent material properties. 
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INTSTr 
10 
SFr=CN < 7) 
SFU =C N < 8) 
MOO: FROP ( I THA. T, 2) 
TSH=FROPC I TMAT, 11) 
T\.M=PROP CI TMA T, 12) 
C3MAX= t 5. 
w£IGHT=O . O 
TRANSF'"ER TO S UBROUTINE 
I SRA TS 
REPEAT TO 9000 
FOR 
ISN=t 1 t+t 1 .,,,NSHEET 
IHB=LJMITCISN,3) 
JVM=LtMIT(ISN,.C) 
LS TART= LI MI TC I SN 1 1) 
LE NO= L !Ml T ( I SN, 2) 
SLENT=UPO (LEND 1 1) -UPO < LS TART, 1 > 
NXP=UPO<IVM,2) 
NYP=UPD CIVM,3) 
REFEA T TO 1000 
FOR 
TEHPs; UFO CI HS, 16) 
MP=IS\.IR (M)- 1 
L::::MP/125+1 
LR:: MP- (l -1 ) * 125 
l<.=LR/25+1 
TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE 
IN TERP 
AA=NX/ CA11 *BW) 
88=3. 29 *ELH* ( Ct /(3) **2/ C 1 . -Hoo,:i:*2) 
GO TO 
1000 
TRA SFTR TO SUBROUTINE 
NCRFF" 






C4 =CC4 < L) 
CEE=. 58 
NX:: - SFU *UPO ( J MB 1 7) 
TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE 
FUNGUS 
8\./ . LT .8',,,,'MN 
BW=SORT (NX*REQ/ C2. *CEE*ELH :,'< EFF) l 







WRJ TE CNT APE6 1 100 1) GO TO 5 TEMP= UPO(JVM,1 5) 
TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE 
IN TERP 
Figure 4-65. INTSTF Flow Chart (Sheet 1 of 4) 
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r 
SJ G-ALL=,VII Nt (SI G,y / Sf'Y , SI G,U /S f'UJ (VH /8\.I) .LE.SIG-ALL ow=VM/SIGALL 
VH ::S QRT C CNXP/A11) tt2-NXFtN"f F / (A t t•A22) • (NY P/A22) **2) 
Cl=Cl+DELCt 
At 1 =C2 / C3•C1 
A22= 4. 25$(2/C• +Ct 
VH:: SORT C (NXP/ A11) $ -:t 2-NXF .,\NyP/ CA11 *A22) • ( NY P / A22) **2) 










rI R=IR I NG 
C4=SLENT/ (f' IR *Bh'J 
BR=C4*BW 
TS. GE • T SH. ANO. T\.I . GT • T\.IM TS.G-E.TSH TS= TSH 
Ct::TSM/BW 
IRJNG-=SLENT/(C4 ::• 8W) +1. 
1172 
1174 
TW. GE. Th'M nr-nM 
C2 = T\..'M / BW 
SAT=.FALSE. A11 =C2/C3 +C1 
TEHP::UPOCIVM,15> 
TRANSF"E'R TO SUBROUTINE 
INTERP 
TEMP=UPO CI HB 1 16) 
A22=4. 25*C2/C4 •Ct 
SIGALL=AHIN1 CSIGY/SFY ,SIGU/SFU) 
Vt~:::SQRT ( CNXP/ A11) **2-NXP * NYF/ CA11 *A22 ) • (NYP/A22) **2) 
TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE 
IN TERP 
AA=NX/ (At 1 *BW> 






Figure 4- 65. INTSTF Flow Chart (Sheet 2 of 4) 
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SA f: . TRUE . 
IL =1 
C3N =C3 +0C3 
8B: . 385 •E LM•c2;:•21 ( 1. -MOOt•2> 




TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE 
FUNCUS 





IG.EQ.1.AND.IL .EQ ,1 N C3=C3N 
I T=I T+t 
IT, CE. 50 ~-~ CO TO 1174 
20001 
~ 
[ CONTINUE l DO . NE •• 1 DC3= .01 CO TO 1189 
GO TO 11 74 1./R I TE CNTAPE6 1 190 1 ) WR I TE (NTAFE6, 1902) C3, IT 
Figure 4 - 65. INTST F Flow Chart (Sheet 3 of 4) 
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I 2000 I 
,EE=Cl+C2/C3+4.25•C2/C4 
SA =PI* CABS C UPO CL START, 4)) +AOS CUl'O CLEPIO, 4) ) ) *SGRT ( (ABS CUPD ( LS TART, 4)) -ABS CUPO CL ~~ ~ 1-/El'HT=l.'t. ;HT+WAIT 
r r:o ,4))) ••2•S LENH *2) 
'° TO 
9000 
[ ~I s NO 
NCC 152) ,NE , ! 
4 -1 54 
WAIT =SA•, EE *- O~/;\ FR OPCITMAT,1) ". FA8X(8)/l728. 
THICK(ISN,6)=Cl*BW 
NO_ THI CK <ISN, 7) =C 2*BW 
THIC KCISN ,8)=C3*8W 
TH!CK(ISN,9) =BW 
THICK(!SN,IO>=C4*8W 
TH!CKCISN,1 ! ) =2.5 *BW 
TH I CK ( I SN, 12 ) = SW 
TH!CK CISN, 13)=C2*BW 















CCI <I): . 0 5 
CC2(l):. o , 
CC3C1):2, 
CC.t C1l = 10. 
REPEAT TO 100 
FOR 
L=1, 1 •1, , ,., 5 
REF EAT TO 500 
FOR 
J::: I I, I I +1 , .,. , 625 
MOO:, 30 
REFEA T TO 100 
FOR 





REPEAT TO 10 
FOR 
I :t, 1 •1, ... ... 
I SRATT 
REPEAT TO I 00 
FOR 
J=1,1+1, .. .,5 
CCI 11+1):((I lll+.01 
CC2(1+1l =CC2(1J • ,025 
CC3 CI +1) :::cC3 CI>• t . 
CC4 ll+ll :((4 Ill +5. 
REPEAT TO 100 
FOR 
J::::t I 1 • 1 I• o o I' 
S',.,'RC IJ .GT . Sh~(JJ 
SIJRT:Sh'!HI) 
!Sh'R T:ISWR(I) 
S1"'1 I I) : SWR I Jl 
SWR C JJ =SwRT 
ISWR IJl :(SWRT 
rs,.R ( I):( SWR (J) 
Figure 4-66. ISRA TT Subroutine Flow Chart 
Cl :CCI <I) 




All =C2 / CS•C1 011: ( (2 / 3 . +Ct •C2IZ, •C1 •c t • CZ/.C . -c2••2• ( 1, •Cl) ••21 , .. . • (C 2 •C 3 tC1))) /(3 
8- A22= I .C .2,tC2• C1 •C.t) / C,i ---l RI =2. 92tC2 '---' AS3:. 3 75 • C1 AR=4. 25tef 
CE £ =A 11•,I , 25•C2 / C4 BETR=I . 44 
I 8 ETS= l1 . +C1)1 2 . I p:: ( A33I A22> * I A22 ~011 -A J 1 t 02 2) I ( A 11 *022- 2. • A 33 • 0 3 3J Y8AR=6.l l*C2/ IAR•Cl•C4 J I' Q: ( A 11 / A22J • I A22 *011 -2. *A 33 (-03 3) I (Al 1 "'022-2. •A 33•0 33) 
022= (Rt •A.FU IC ETR-YBAR) !) ·:,Z+(U,C4•YBAR** 2 ) /C .C !:.BAR=C 2 / <C t • C3J 
033 =. 1 a 1s ~ < cz.,"':, 1 <:,. (rc3, • t . 1 6 6'1 C2 ** 3 t c4 +c1 **313. > RBAR=4 .25•C2t (C4*C 1 > 
L"7 r-----+ -- >i KOOT:P,:t,) 2•~ _ _ I ROO T , LT.0,0 "·-F=e•saRr rnoo r:J-- sso.u.o.~O- po ro 100 j i sso=o.o ~ 
E--- - ------ ----- ------- ------- ------------- - ----------
---l 
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I 100 I 
PH 1: (011•.375 !.< SSJ •'. D33+0SO*t 2 ' 022) * ( 1 . / A22•. 3 75 ,;, 0 s 01 A33+B$0 ¢•nt At 1} 
FHI SR=S ORT (PHI) 
Ll\1-t:: I 1 • +0 50 ) *t 2+2. * BSO* ( 1 • +r-:co , ~ <R CAR• SOAR) + ( 1 • -Moo -:: • 2> * C SOAR +2. ~B SO*R BAR*SBAR 
* ( 1. • 1-:00) +BSO* *Z*RBAR ) 
LM1S= 1 . • 2 . * ce so- ,~oo, "~BET S :iO< F S I S/ FHI SR• C 1 • +0S0) * * 2 * 6ETS** 2 * PS I s •• z /PHI 
LA MR ::t . • 2 . * BSO • C 1 . -0 S0 : !·!00) * FS I Rt CE TR / Flt I S R+8S0 ** 2 * C 1 . + OSU J **Z* OE TR -.- 1' 2 * FS I R••Z 
/ PH I 
LAM RS= 1 . - M00•) '1 2 •2. * BSO~ I 1 . -Moo+ ,)2) * IFS I n::.;. eE TR +FS I S* CE TS) / FH I SR+Osa• ( BSO* I 1 . -MO 
0"~* 2• 2. * OSO* I 1 . • l-'00) J * EET R:i,'* 2 • F S I F- " 2•2 . * BSO* C 1 . +t :OOl ~:>Z·~P S I R* DETR~ PS I S* BE TS+< 
2 . * ( 1 .• ,~oo) • 0S0* I 1. -t-~00**2)) * BET S '~* 2 •1· F S I s ••z> /PHI 
EFF': < < 1. • BSO) "" "' 2 * C1 * * 3 1 t 12. • ( 1. -t•'00 ·~ * 2)) +( 2 / I 12 . * C3) +8 50** 2 -n . 92*C2 t C4 +. 1 2 5*8S 
o + I C2 * * 3 / C 3 + 1 . 1 IS6* C2 * * 3/C4 l ) 1 12. · FH I SR) •C t * FH I SR * ( 1 . + SBAR '>- LAHS • RO,\ Rt- LA?-IR • S8AR:i0< 
RBAf<* LA IJ,R S) I 12 . OLAM) 
$!,-,.'R AT =- SORTI EFF' ) /G EE 




CP = .58 ALPHA =PI tREQ/ CC4t8Wl 




NO EL =4 SBAR=C21 ( Cl*Ol 
~




OLALiS = 1 . +Fl (l:*2 ,; RE O* (8 [TF* *2-l-!00) * C 1 • +Ct) :tPS I SI CC4 -~* 2 i.: 8\.I) +PI **4*RE0** 2* ( 1 , • BE TP 
*1; 2 ) * "' 2~ Cl . •Ct > *•::. 2 ~ PSIS*-¢: 2 / CC4* t, 4~!3\n* 2 t 4 . ) 
CkF= CF "' CF I *~2*DEE ¢: ( 1 . +eETF* * 2) *".1 2 1 CC4 * * 2 * Bh'4"* 2) +P I *t-2 ~C2* B\..#EU•1/ (1 2. *C4** 2l +8 
E TF*1'-2 * PI *"t2 ~~ ,2~,. 3 ,:-s w : ELM / (8. * C4* ; 2 ,:,: c3) + ( 12 , ,:,o[E*Z EES/ ( C4 ** 2 ,.~B\.-N:* 2 * P 1** 2) >*CC 1 




NCRP. C. T. BB 
r--; 
Figure 4-68 . FNCRP Subroutine Flow Chart 
JN.NE. 1 •~~ 
NOEL ,NE,4 N 
C.0 TO 100 
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OPRINT 
~ ~'"'""'"·"'" w'RITE(NTAPE6,1000) (NAHHAT<tTMAT,U ,I=t ,!) 
50 
\..':<JTECNTAPE6,1002)N,THICKCN,14) ,THJCK.CN,6) ,THIC"' <N,7) ,THJCKCN 1 8) , THlCK(N,9) ,TH 
ICKCN,10) ,TH JCK(N,1 1) ,TH ICK(N,12) , THICIUN,13) 




REFEAT TO 50 
FOR 
N=1,1+1, •.• ,NSHEET 
Figure 4-69. DPRINT Subroutine Flow Chart 
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4.14. 2. 4 NCRPF 
Subroutine to compute panel buckling function via an iterative procedure on buckling 
modes. Result used to test for local failure via panel buckling. 
4 .1 4. 2. 5 INTOUT 


























Definition of Symbols Used In Flow Chart 
Signal that describes type of this section. Section can be handled by 
this program (i.e . , is a cylinder or cone) only if NTY = - 1. 
Final weight returned for this section. 
Yield stress safety factor 
Ultimate stress safety factor 
Poisson's ratio 
Minimum skin thickness allowed 
Minimum stringer thickness allowed 
Maximum allowable value of C3 
Total number of sheets that this section has been divided into 
The index designating which sheet we are optimizing. 
Index of station where maximum buckling load occurs 
Index of station where maximum membrane load occurs 
Index of station where this sheet begins 
Index of station where this sheet ends 
Axial length of this sheet 
Meridional stress corresponding to maximum membrane load in 
this sheet 
Hoop load corresponding to maximum membrane load in this sheet ' 
Maximum compressive axial load in this sheet (includes safety factor) 
Index of strength/weight ratio presently being considered 
Index used in finding value of Cl for strength/weight ratio presently 
under consideration 
Index used in finding value of C2 
Index used in finding value of C3 
Index used in finding value of C4 
Temperature input to subroutine interp for finding of temperature-





























THICK (I, J) 
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Table 4-8 
Definition of Symbols Used In Flow Chart (Cont.) 
Stringer depth 
Minimum allowable stringer depth 
Variable representing actual value of a load parameter when testing 
for local instability 
Variable representing allowable value of a load parameter when testing 
for local instability 
Maximum allowable stringer depth 
Signal for convergence of panel buckling function 
Allowable membrane stress 
Variable used to determine if maximum allowable membrane stress 
has been violated 
Increment used in increasing Cl to increase skin thickness for strength 
(membrane load) requirements 
Extensional thickness in longitudinal direction 




Number of rings for this sheet 
Floating point form of IRING 
ing spacing 
Iteration counter for C3 increasing iteration . 
Increment on C3 in C3 increasing iteration 
Signal used in C3 increasing iteration 
Signal used in C3 increasing iteration 
Logical vari able used in C3 increasing iteration . Indicates whether 
C3 is above or below maximum allowable C3 for this configuration 
New value of C3 after local instability has been tested. 
Weight function value for this configuration 
Surface area of this sheet 
Weight of this sheet 
Signal for printout of detailed output. NC (152) = 1 ~ print detailed 
output. NC (152) = 0 cc;, do not print detailed output 
where I = 1 to 10, J = 1 to 15, is an array used to store the design 
specifics of each sheet in the section for output by the printout 
routine 
4.14. 3 SPECIAL ATTENTION ITEMS 
ote that the ring spacing is optimized for each sheet without regard to any of the 
other sheets. Running ex--perience has shown that it is usually advantageous to input 
sheet length greater than any section length of the vehicle to allow ring spacing to be 
optimized for the structural unit as a whole , and then to check that no ring spacing is 
greater than the manufacturing maximum sheet length. This prevents short sheet 
length from interfering with optimum ring spacing for the whole unit (by the fact that 
all sheet joints have a ring around them). 
There are the following error returns. " Skin buckling, rib crippling, maximum rib 
depth , or panel buckling violated for all values of the strength/weight ratio-weight set 
to ze r o. " This message is printed if all strength/weight ratios violate the tests for 
local instability. The ranges of C , C , C , and C considered in computing strength/ 
1 2 3 4 
weight ratios were chosen \vith great care to cover any stress level that could con-
ceivably occur (refer to the curves in Appendix N of the user's manual), so this error 
return should not happen. If it does happen , check for mistakes in the stresses input 
to the s ubprogram, or change the values of the built-in C , C , C , and C if they 
1 2 3 4 
need changing to cover a very unusual and strange load configuration. 
The routine NCRPF computes the minimum value of the panel buckling function Nc~ 
by an iterative process . In checkout and production running at GE / RSD this function 
/ 
never had converging difficulties. A maximum iteration limit is built in to cover a 
range of n up to 96, where n is the number of full waves in the circumferential direc-
tion. For Saturn class vehicles n is in the range of 10 to 25. In case of this error 
return check input , or increase the iteration limit if needed. 
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